PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION
Our aim in writing this book has been to provide the undergraduates of our Universities with a comprehensive text-book on
agricultural economics pertaining to conditions obtainmmg in our
country.
Much of the subject matter in books on rural economics
published abroad has little relevance to the peculiar conditions and
problems of Indian agriculture.
There is no paucity of literature
on the problems confronting Indian agriculture and the lines on
which these can be successfully solved. Almost all the economic
aspects of the agricultural problem in India have been thoroughly
discussed in a number of classical reports published by the Government, such as the Reports of the Royal Commission on Agriculture
in India,

the Maclagan

Committee

on

Co-operation,

the

_
_

Central

Banking Enquiry Committee and the various Provincial Banking
_ Enquiry Committees,

the provincial committees

on co-operation,

and the reports of Sir John Russel on the Working of the Imperial
- Council of Agricultural Research and of Dr. N. C. Wright on the
Development sof the Cattle and Dairy Industries in India.
But
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THE ECONOMICS OF
INDIAN AGRICULTURE
CHAPTER I
AGRICULTURE—ITS ECONOMIC

BACKGROUND

81. What agriculture is: Agriculture includes not onl
the production of crops by the cultivation of the soil, but also the
_Yearing

of

livestock.

Thus

milk,

meat

and

wool

are

as

much

agricultural products as are wheat,
rice and cotton.
We must,
therefore, use the word agriculture “to include every industry
which aims at producing vegetables or animals by the cultivation

of the soil.” Agriculture is of course primarily concerned with
‘plant production, but the diverse uses to which plants By be put di
are well
ee by the following diagram.’
He
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tenures and

the

differences between

methods

of production.

like-Canada, New Zealand,
agriculture’ (where farmers

usually to foreign buyers,

agriculture and

and China,
subsistence,

Again,

the agricultural economy

there

of the new

are

wide -

countries

and Australia which have a ‘surplus
grow certain crops
mainly for sale,

and

life is based

on

the profits from

not on the produce), and that of countries like

where

the

majority
ss

of farmers

produce

mainly
்

India

for
3

Agriculture is both a craft_and_a_business.. Especially in the
world,
production is more and more for the market,
consumption, the income and standard of life of the

turist depend not only on his ability (as a craftsman) to raise
but also on his ability (as a businessman) to sell it at a.
To be successful,

the agriculturist

should

know

when,

at what rate to borrow his working capital, and how to
tight time at a remunerative price. The successful
therefore, be a sound businessman.

The Indian

example, is poor, not mainly because he is inefficient 85.

but because

he is a bad businessman.

of farming as a business,
ving it, are

nomics

and

the

—

It is here

suggestion ord

the main tasks of the rural economist.

a

ae

—
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But some of the usual assumptions of economic theory are not as
real in agriculture as they are in industry. For instance “that part
of economic analysis which has been developed to explain the large
scale organization typical of industry is less applicable to agriculture.”

On the other hand, perfect competition is far more real in agriculture

than in industry, because farmers are so numerous that no individual
‘The divorcee between
farmer can affect price by altering his output.
agriculture and economics has been detrimental to both sciences.”

The passionate belief of the 19th century economists in laissez faire
and non-intervention was to a large extent the result of the

nm

Industrial Revolution, and made them ignore the fact, that some form
of state intervention is necessary, if farmers, with their weak

~

bargaining power, are not to be exploited by their creditors and by
பக்த ளி
ன்:
middlemen.
of the principles of economics to
(6) A study of the application
agriculture is likely to contribute to the development of general
economic theory. The conclusions of economic theory
can be
verified by application to the facts of «
tural life ;
in the light of such verification. Economie doc
to be really valid, must, “explain the facts of rural as w
jife.’

_(d) Agricultural economics is becoming

ட் ant on account of political reasons also.

_ aggressive nationalism,

national self-suffic

(i

_
__

A
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The peculiarities

of

agriculture:

-

Agricultural

pro-

duction
exhibits
certain
peculiar characteristics.
These affect
decisively the provision of agricultural credit as well as fhe marketing
of agricultural products.
:
(i) The greater applicability of the Law of Diminishing Returns :

)In agriculture the Law of Diminishing Returns begins to operate at an

earlier stage than in manufactures. After a certain stage has been
reached, additional applications of capital and labour on a given piece
_ of land lead to a Jess than proportionate increase in the output and
_ thus to an increase in the costs «of production per umit_of produce.

gAgriculture, therefore,

-

_

requires

a largér

proportion

of land th.

manufactures and the scale of production tends to be smaller.
The
earlier operation of the law of Diminishing Returns also accounts for

the wide scattering of the areas of production and the great. import-

__ ance of systems of land tenure in agriculture.

(ii) Absence of differentiation of the factors: The different
actors of production are less clearly marked in agriculture than in
he large manufacturing industries.
For example, the Indian farmers
ually own the land which they cultivate, and employ little hired
ur. When prices fall, the manufacturer can reduce his costs by

some labourers, but the farmer cannot, as he employs little
our. Even when the price of the agricultural product is

v, the farmer has, in most cases,

he

to

continue

cultivating

his

has no other means of earning a living ; he, therefore, has

mit to drastic reductions in his income, especially during

A

prices.

—
ணப

ence on Nature: Agricultural output ultimately
rocesses of natural growth. The crops have to are harvested
; Nature does the business
and man
nager.
This dependence on N;
affects agri

following ways: (a) A
expense

and the

lon

imeoming of

5
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therefore, tend to harvest the crop at the same time and this leads.
to a regular glut in the market after the harvest is over.
(c) The

uncertainty of output.
The farmer, unlike the manufacturer, is
unable definitely to control his output.
His attempts to restrict

output by reducing acreage might be offset

by

a particularly

harvest.
“If nature is tyrannously regular as to when she
give her products, she # superbly irregular as to how much

good
will
she

will give.” This uncertainty regarding yield adds a ‘ large element
of unpredictable risk ’ to the difficulties already enumerated above.

(iv) The intractability of agriculture:
On
account of the
predominant part played by nature, the time lag between effort
and reward, the regularity of the harvest and the uncertainty of

output, farmers find it difficult

m demand.

to

adjust

their output

to changes

For instance, when the price of paddy falls,

the

farmer

cannot at once reduce his output, because he might already have
begun cultivation and the harvest might be particularly good. Again;

the farmer and his family usually have no other

alternative

occupa-

tions and when the price of paddy falls, they might actually try to
produce more to secure the same money income.
The factors of
production employed in agriculture are often specialised and cannot.’
be easily shifted to other occupations.
In agriculture, especial

during the short-pe
primeriod
costs form.
,

total costs; and

prices, therefor
may have
e, to fall ve

before the AOE

up production.

make agricultural production relatively
production of manufactured goods.
contracted

when

prices

fall.

Thus,

substantially

Ail these festors—tend te

more intractable than the
Supplies cannot be easily
during

the

world

—

economic

depression (1929-32), the total world outpat of manufactured goods,
as measured by the League of Nations, fell by 37°, that of nonagricultural primary products fell by 31%, while agricultural
production fell only 1%."
(v) Lhe inelastic d2mand for agricultural products: Agricultural

products are mostly foodstuffs and the demand for food as a whole

inelastic.

People, when they become richer do not

tionately more food.

is

consume propor-

The demand for agricultural products, therefore,

—

rises léss rapidly than that for industrial products with a ane ies
standard of life. The proportion of the population employed
m

_ agriculture is likely to decline with progress.
“Thus the study of —
gricultureis the study of an industry where the numbers employed _
The lag in

another peculiar

The lag in instantaneous

6

;
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fall more rapidly than the prices of
who is usually a buyer in industrial
_ to sell his produce cheap and buy
equilibrium is further intensified by

AGRICULTURE

industrial products.
The farmer,
products, is, therefore, compelled
his requisites dear.
This disthe tact that the farmer has to

sell his produce at wholesale prices which are usually lower than retail
prices, and buy the goods he needs at retail rates.
Retail prices do
not fall as quickly as wholesale prices, wherithere is a general fall of
rices.
a
(vii) The instability of agriculture: As we have already seen,
the output of agricultural goods is erratic and responds only slowly
to price changes, while demand is inelastic.
The result is very wide
fluctuations in the prices of agricultural products and in’ the incomes

of the farmers.

When the demand is inelastic, i.c., less than unity,a

‘small inerease in the supply put on the market leads to a considerable

fallin the price. It is not, therefore, unusual for a farmer to dispose
of a bigger crop for a smaller total price.
This explains why the

111211 coffee-growers found it more profitable during the recent
world economic depression to destroy part of their coffee crop and

ly the remainder on the market. It is the farmers who suffer
during periods of depression, as it takes time for them to resist

‘The trade cycle in agriculture becomes ‘not a cycle —
as it does in industry, but predominantly in prices and

effects

of

the

peculiarities of

it and கதா!

ரன கட

agriculture
The

on

extreme
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eee

alternative source of credit like a co-operative credit society, the
farmer is driven to borrow from private lenders and dealers at
heavy rates of interest. This places the farmer at the mercy of the
money

lender,

who

is often

in

the position of a monopolist.

‘In

community, even the most
general......it may be said that no
refined, has up to the present wholly solved the problem of maintaining its agriculture without some

dangers

of exploitation

of the

agriculturist.””.
If the farmer is often compelled to buy credit dear, he is also
often compelled to sell his produce cheap. As we have already
seen, all the farmers in a given locality harvest their crop at the
..

same time and there is a periodical rush of supplies to meet an
even and steady demand.
This means “some one has to bear the

|

._ great risk of fitting seasonal food supplies to a continuous human
consumption, of feeding the ever-greedy machine with the fibre,
the silk, the

rubber,

the

oil, which

nature,

that

unhurried force,

_ produces only at intervals.” The farmers_a
merous ant
are too poor to cope with these difficulties. Thus the Iidian farmer
_ has
to

pay

his crop into cash, as soon
to convert all
to the Government and
landkrevenue

as the harvest is over,—
to meet his loan and

Interest obligations. This has greatly increased the importanceof |
_
_ middlemen who have to pool the irregular supplies of innumerable |

in a

|

_ steady stream. The fact that agricultural products are bulky,
heavy and verishable, adds to the complexity of. marketing and to

ட்
1.

small farmers, and make them available to the consumers
e power of the middlemen.

Jt is not unusual, therefore,

for the

|
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elements of cost.’ The danger of
ட்டம் is particularly great:
_in India, where the farmers are mostly ignorant and illiterate and
alternative sources of credit like co-operative credit societies are
not adequately developed.
No wonder the Reserve Bank of India
_ refers

to.agriculture iin India as a “ deficit economy.”

மரத் agriculture, the main oceupation of the majority of the
world’s population, isto be really a paying industry,.and agriculare to be assured a reasonable standard of life, some form of
intervention, to offset the weak bargaining power of the
s, seems tt be essential,
‘The mistake;” says Mrs. Howard, in
ook Labour in Agriculture, “perhaps has been to take things ‘for
. suppose that history will put all groups of society in their
will bestow on each man, by some unconscious force, his
Can the economic interests of the farmer be adequeguarded by
voluntary
co-operation, or, does such
ing

require

the

intervention of the State, is a question to

odern experience has not yet given a definite answer.
In
country, such as Great Britain, the United States of
ada and Australia, the State is intervening more and

ure for the farmer cheap eredit and

a fair price for his

1¢ modern tendency, therefore, seems to be to depend 0]
Si te action to secure oe the farmer his:
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his subsidiary sources of income.
Carting for hire he lost to the
motor bus, and the processing of crops. like grinding floor and
milling rice, to the mills in towns.
The indigenous
cottage
industries were driven to the wall by the competition of cheap,
mass-produced, machine-made goods imported from abroad, and|
their decline drove the small artisans to seek their livelihood from”
ஹு.

Thus, while

industrialisation

meant for the Western. countries

the starting of industries within the country and the provision of
more and more employment, for India it meant the destruction of
all the
indigenous
industries
with no
offsetting increase in.
employment at home.
Though during the past few years, especially after the adoption by India of the policy of discriminating

protection in 1923, there has been a gradual development of manufacturing industries, the-pace of industrialisation has not been rapid
enough fe absorb the increase in population.

The rural populetion.ag

2,
a whole increased between A921_and 1931 from
to 313 millions.”
‘The steady increase, in India, in the number Sepeople engaged in
agriculture is illustrated, even better, by the following figures.

Table I
THE NUMBER

OF PERSONS

OCCUPIED

IN PASTURE,

AGRICULTURE,
AND INDUSTRIES.*
In, thousands

ம்...
Pasture and
Agriculture
Cultivation of

:
90,917

Bee

_ special crops
_
- Industries.

7

ie
fe

ட்து

11

1911

1

ர
105,822.

|
-

1,202
17, 506.

1921.
105,349
ள்

|

12
i
| 109,730:

1,450
(17,715

:

1,098
15,352

oes employment in India to__less.
Industries, ee.
2
out 1-5 per cent.
thé total workers, and onlyabout
“than 11 per cent of

by organised in ustries.
of the total workers are supported
otal

Vo. ime

of

industrial

employme

a

fot

imereased

The

d

recent years and, as Mr. Ghate points out, it is highly unlikely that even

under

the

most

favourable conditions industrialisation

in

India will decisively reduce the number of people dependent onagriculture. Agriculture is, “and must remain, for many years, to
ல 8 ப் important industry. —
come,
produces _ practically all the foodgrains |conag,
re,
Ag
e
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oil-seeds, ete., provide the majority of our exports
tables will show.
Table II

as the following

EXPORTS FROM INDIA OF SOME IMPORTANT
CCE

ப

PRODUCTS

டப 1938-39 and 1939-40

1938-39—
:
க
Value in
prong
௦

்

Rupees.

age (aw)

13,3907

oe

்

‘raw an

‘waste)

(manufactured)

vee
ல
ச

:

[|

26,26,11
... |
அமர

ue
506]

தளம்

|) 28,42,4706,0822

:

்
Value in
thousands
of

படக்

Rupees,

8-22

nt

ஹி

35:14

டல்தாலச்

.

ae

31,04,15°
8,57,58

260779
51 89.53

1த6

es

1:39

Bs 36,94

= | 125, 73,72

TAT

158, 01, 04

-

4:22

12°82
5°85

1:24

2,26,86

OD

|

|

2,52,81

202,92

Table iil

970

23-93

249

1:85

1:69

ச்

5,07,37

3,01,20-

2,75,63

ercentage
eee ¢

eee

486878

14:38 © |
ப படத்த
4°75.

ஐ

19,73,18

16:12

ஏரு

:

d Vegetables

்

24,66,65

1939- 43

Percentage
S'
ae
ல 3

1:00

—
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it

Ibisalso necess
to remember
ary thatin India no_policy of

indusirialisation - can succeed unless it is based on a prosperous andsound

agriculture,” India, during recent years, has been following.

a policyof discriminating protection and gradual industrialisation.
For instance, the textile and sugar industries have been developed
in India by the imposition of protective tariffs on competing
imports.
But agricultural and industrial development aré closely
inter-related.
_Industrialisation will help Indian agriculture by
providing for the raw materials produced
by agriculture, such as
cotton and sugar-cane, ‘a stable and expanding internal market.
It —
will also make more and more capital available for permanent
improvements to land, as a part of the profitsearned in industries:
is likely to flow into agriculture,
The development of industries
will also help to raise wages in agriculture, by providing the agricultural labourers with alternative employments. But the prosperity
of industries, in its turn, depends on agriculture.
The big agricultural population constitutes the main market for the products of —
‘Indian industries and some of ‘the industries, such as the textile

and

sugar

materials.

industries,

Thus

depend on agriculture for their main raw

industries

and

agriculture

are

each other rather
n rivals in India, and the
rE
manufacturing ‘industries will be facilit
agriculture.

ட்

Indian public finance,
y agriculture. ~

and

iis yield of *

like

complementary

developmen

to

iaree

ச்

12
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too, our depressed ‘industries,

and

agriculture,

unfortunately, is one of them.” The outstanding feature of the
_ Indian rural economy is the appalling poverty of the cultivators.
According to the Indian Central Banking Enquiry Committee, the
average income of an agriculturist in India is not higher than Rs. 42,
_ ora little over £3 a year. When we compare this with the per capita
income of £95 in Great Britain, the contrast is startling.*
;
There are many reasons for the extremely low per capita income

oi the Indian farmer. |

i

ings. When the farm becomes
profitable employment to the

all

size

of

___ cultivation becomes more and more uneconomic. But what is even
se, even this small holding is held not in one compact block, but
ments scattered throughout the village area.

ent.
the incentive to improvem
tic and reduced drought
and floods, and the low
of crops due to
mortality of the livestock+, render the economic
௮...

herently

the

too small it failsto give f
farmer and_ his equipment ;

unstable,

ஜு

௮.

>
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Table IV
Wheat!

Country.

Canada

United States

Ibs.
per acrs,

rere
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-
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:
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Sf ee
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eee
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ss

oe
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714
ae
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169:
vee
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A
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:

;

ந
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4 complete absence of subsidiary oscupations,
ரர

cae

Cotton®

Ibs.
per acre,

146

mit

re

So

Saat
்

ன் toe the

which can 6

his slender mcome
from agriculture,
of the cultivator on the produce from the

him particulariy vulnerable to famine, Almost all
:
on which the
oF
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The result

in debt.

is, once

in debt,

the அ

This has led to a large mass Of

unproductive debt estimated at more than a 1000 crores of rupees.
_ Whena farmer is a debtor, his right to the land he cultivates becomes
precarious; often he loses his liberty to dispose of his crop ata fair
price, and he has to pay exorbitant rates of interest which eat
into the profits from agriculture. He, therefore, loses all incentive
+o improvement.

'.__

The troubles of the Indian farmer are aggravated by his illiteracy,

ல which prevents the rapid spread of improvements and facilitates
1 exploitation by unscrupulous middlemen.
Thus, judged by whatever standard, Indian agriculture i is na

d way. As the Royal Commission on Agriculture in India have
summed up so well, “To a very great extent the cultivator in
ind a labours not, for profit nor for-a-net-return but for subsistence.

( rere
ri

©01 ue people on the land, the lack of alternative means _
the difficulty of finding any avenue of escape,

Ly ageட் நஸ்

a man is ‘burdened. with dependents, com-

force +.
cultivator to grow food wherever he can and.on
ver terms tien,
he can.”
\s we have seen, ‘agriculture isi India’s most”
rtant industry.
therefore, imperative that measures shou
undertaken to
TOV! the
tganiss
of agrigulture, to put the industry on a

rease

oe

capita income of the Indian

erous, the incomes of sg cultivators —~

—
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been made regarding its adequacy. Thus, according to Dr. Radha‘kkamal Mukerji, India’s
present food supply is 280.4” billion mm
calories, whereas the total
food needs of the people amounts to”

billion calories.
321.55 billic
shortage of 41.1
the e © population

He therefore holds that there is a calorie

million calories and concludes that 12 per eent-of — pe
of the country must be going without food.® Again, ்

Mr. P. K--Wattal, in his Presidential Address

at the

All-Indi:

_ Population Conference of 1938, points out of that during the period
1913-14 to 1935-36 while population increased at the rate of nearl
1 per cent per annum, crop production increased by only 0.65
cent per annum, and suggests that the population has outrun th
means of subsistence.

+
_

-

ட்ட

்

Qn_the other hand, Dr. P. J. Thomas holds th

-/ India has

moré

than

kept

pace

with

the incre

According to him, while population mereased only b
between 1911-14 and 1930-34, the available food s
by 20 per cent.
டட
ள்
ee

i yo] Weight. |
வத

1911-14| 1915க

00

த

பதக

ல

ரி
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volume of production and not merely the food supply.
There has
been a striking increase in industrial production during recent
years,

and

he

holds that

in

India, the

total

volume

of production

has actually increased more rapidly than the increase in population.
If the majority

fthis must

of the population in India are undernourished

be, according to him, due not to the rapid increase

a

nor to any lag in the food supply,

\d_distribution of the present income,
ae
therefore, are
uction have been used
nd
whether the food
accurately, (a)

but probably

in

to the:

extremely divergent, and statistics of
to support totally divergent views. To
supply in India is adequate or not we
the total quantity of food available for.

iption, and (b) the actual diet requirements of the people,
gard

2
to

to both, the information we possess is extremely
But there are certain accepted facts which might
arrive at a conclusion. / Firstly, during the past few,

es, while the population of British India has been

increasin

ily, the increase

has

in

the

net

area

sown

with

crops

been)

mely slow and gradual. A study of the available statistical
ly suggests that there has been a steady decline in the

|

Vable’ Vil
CAPITA

SOWN

(BRITISH

INDIA)

“Average met
- area sown
(Million acres)

|

Per capita
- area sown
(acres) —

;
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crops is revealed even

more

LT

clearly by the

‘following estimates made by Dr. W. Burns“
Table

VIII
1]

|
|

Acreage per head under food
crops including all food grains,

Year

sugarcane, vegetables, fruits
condiments and spices.

1911

|

1921

iS

The decline

|

in

i

0-86

|

1931

9

0:67

the acreage per head under food “crops might
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researc
The Spread of improved varieties has been very slow and
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crops.
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of production, ised farming, better systems of crop rota-

- tion, ete.) to revive cottage industries, and to reclaim

_ the provision of irrigation facilities and

by schemes

new land

by -

of agricultural”
2

~¢olonisation.

~ There is another aspect of the problem of food supply to
which reference should be made before we conclude this discussion.
_ Researches of experts like Dr. Akroyd indicate that_what India
needs is really not more of cereals such as wheat, rice and ragi,
but a amore balanced
dist. According to Sir John Russell “The
well” balanced diet..does not require more but less cereals than at
p esent, but it includes more of everything else, especially of
vesetables, fruit and milk.” Tie objvative, therefore,
he
in India should
duce more of thesesupplementary“and
_
protective foods:

release more and more
ne yield of the food
d. As Sir _ John ப

land

for

their
வ.
‘ona

“undertaken in each province “to
decide the chief
in the dietary, and the
medical
authorities and
yerts should decide together the crops to be grown
pro
ce to remedy the deficiencies.
The Agricultural
ts should then encourage the cultivation of these oe
Ue Benen

i

eat
the ச.
of the inter
cure for the people of India even” mere fr
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exports of food grains to Ceylon and the Middle -

East, the influx of more than

a million

evacuees and

war-prisoners,

and purchases for the large foreign army stationed in India,
Naturally food prices soared to unprecedented heights ;towards
the ¢close of 1945 Tice was § sellng in Bengal at ten timesits pre-war
price, | and food prices in
general had reac 6
levels atat which it~

became” impossible

requirements,

for the average consumer to satis

Before the famine in Bengal could be

s food.

aa

under

control more than three million lives had been lost due to starvation
and. disease.

The famine of 1943 has brought home the urgent need in ivile
for the adoption of a bold and comprehensive food policy by the
Central and the Provincial Governments.
Obviously, if such erises_
are not to recur in the future and if the people of India are fo be

ensured an adequate_and_well- balanced diet there should be a well
plaimed drive

to

increase the food production”

in

India, ~

Th

campaign for increased food production should naturally be made —
up of two distinct programmes; one a short-term programme to

_.implemented immediately to enable the country

to.

deci

siveincrease in its food production with the least-d ay.
shortage eaused by the war, ant | the other a long-term plan wi
will secure a better balance between the population and the
fod
ge ~supply_ in India, and also a better balance | ட
ட் a ultural f
ல் inc lustrial production.

‘ait

ee

y short-term programme to increase rapic
India, cn ie is to ee the maximum

:

;

a
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designed

to

meet

the

war-time

shortage in food supply must be dove-tailed with a long-term programme which will correct the underlying long-term trend in India

towards progressive food shortage and malnutritions.

This long-term.

“programme must aim at securing for India, (i) a decisive increase
in the agricultural output and in the per capita income of the

_ Indian farmers ; (ii) a proper balance between the commercial - crops

and the food crops ; and (iii) the ideal balance between agriculture
and large-scale industry. —
How quickly progress can be made in this direction by a
etermined effort on the part of the State is demonstrated clearly
by war-time experience in the United Kingdom.
Since the outbreak of World War II in September 1939, the United Kingdom
able to increase the area under cultivation by 45%, and

da 50%

increase in her output of éereals.

has
has

By a system of

es to farmers new areas have been brought; under

the

plough

jod prices, especially the prices of protective foods, such as
nm kept down. Byasystem of rationing, which was
i
ed on the very out-break of the war in 1939, an equitable
ition of the available supplies of food has been ensured, and
to

the testimony

of Sir

people of the

of the

John

Boyd

an before the war. Nothing can
sults

can

Orr,

the

poorer

United Kingdom are actually better

show more clearly

system
by a gooded
be achiev

of agricul-
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for the improvement of agriculture in India has

to tackle

and solve four fundamental problems, viz.5the crushing burden of
agricultural debt, the small size of the farm.ithe low yield per acre
and’ the extremely low income of the farmer, andthe defective

marketing organisation which robs the farmer of the just rewards
of his labour. As_was seen in §2 of this chapter, so long
as the

farmer continues to be Tetred by the shaekles of debt ne wall hax

mo
incéntiv
for improvement
e .

is likely to reap.

o one

likes to sow

Also, in the absence of cheap

where

another

credit facilities, it

18_ futile to expect the farmer to adopt better methods of cultivation

and
impl
better emenand
to invest capital in the improvement
ts,
of
_ the

ee
‘rural

to reduce
credit

to

‘In the subsequent chapters, therefore, we shall examine
debt problem and the different methods adopted in India

the

the

burden

farmer;

of agricultural debt

the part played by

and

to provide

land in

agriculture

cheap

and

the size of the farm; the methods by which the yield from land

and the incomes of the farmers can be raised in India; the general
_
theory of agricultural marketing, the defects in the marketing—
organisation in India and the possible remedies, and the different,

types of land tenure and the relationship of the particular type of
land tenure to efficiency in agricultural operations.

CHAPTER IL

2
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: Thus from zeneration to generation the Indian
டட has.
been haunted by the nightmare of the debts. He may slave all his.
life but he can never free himself from the grip of the money_ Jender.
The result is ‘the Indian peasant is born in debt, lives in
debt, dies in debt and bequeaths debt.” The existence of debts is
one’ of the root causes for the degeneration of the peasant in India.
The future of the country cannot berosy when the tiller of the
fsoil, the custodian of the national wealth, is in this melancholy

நம்தம்.

Why

do peasants run into debts?

the immersion
fact that the
ebts,

A variety of reasons

ductive purposes, some complain of the
while others

account

of the Indian peasantry in debt.
Some stress.
Indian peasant has a tendency to borrow for

burden

trace the peasant’s financial

of ancestral

difficulties

to

th>

பட். of the Indian monsoons and to the uneconomic “nature
ot’s
small holdings. Some of the more important causes
i
t's indebtedness deserve detailed discussion.
The excessive subdivision and fragmentation of holdi 8 50:
to much wastage. When the holdings are
in India leads
cultivation ceases to be economical and the yield from
oe

ன்

es

insufficient for the maintenance of

Hence
nm

g

the

cultivator is driven to

farmer

the

the — necessity

the -money-lender not only for unforeseen - “but

expenses.

Thus, the root cause
or

and

of
even

ia, and the ‘consequent
pa
e year, is another importess. If the handicrafts were as prosine

d

PETS

ral
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periodic loss of cattle

through diseases which every year levy a heavy toll upon the
agriculturists’ possessions.
The peasants haye to borrow money to.
replace cattle.

5.

—

Diseases such as malaria, which often ravage the villages, 5:

permanently undermine the efficiency of the peasants.
Malaria is
a very common fever in the waterlogged agricultural tracts, This

tells upon the vitality of the agriculturist,

lowers his éfficiency and.

thereby his earning capacity.
6.

The Indian agriculturist is said to have

=. tion and he wastes a good

a faney for

ட

deal on marriages and social functions. ©

:

But - though these might occasionally lead to debts they can
hardly be the main causes of rural indebtedness.
Social and if

domestic functions such as marriages are but occasional events.
What makes the ryot indebted is mainly the annual budget of his
own

household

and,

as we have

seen, this is அயலார்

a

budget. _
and the practice of charging compound interest, ithe
ryot is hardly able to clear his debts during his li
thus passed on to his son. The bearing

considered a sacred

obligation in Hindu India

most ryots desist from seeking legal protection,
_ possible, to save| themselves. from the’ ae

ofos

Ls
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oppressive ; that a large number of debts are contracted on the
security of land is adequate proof that land is still a secure source
of investment and that the assessment is not in any way oppressive
when compared to the yield.of the

that

the

inelasticity of the

land.

land

But it has to be

revenue

demand

peasants occasionally to borrow for the payment

admitted

has

compelled

of land

especially during periods of falling prices.

§ 2.

Estimates of rural debts:

available of the total rural

the

total

Sir

2

Accurate statistics are not

indebtedness

estimates have been offered but in almost
element of guess-work.

Edward

in

the

country.

all these

Maclagan

different provinces as follows.

Table

Various

there is a large

estimated

rvral indebtedness of British India

erores. During recent years the
Enquiry Committees have estimated

—

revenue,

in

at about

1911.

Rs. 300°

various
provincial Banking
the rural indebtedness of the

a

eS,

IX

Total Rural Indebtedness
re
ete

:

ase

aS

தடகள
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se

2

வ
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eet

ட்

படட

ts)
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நத:
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attention to this fact.
‘It is more than probable”’ they write,
“that the total rural indebtedness has increased in the provinces.
Whether the proportion it bears to the growing assets of the people
has remained at the same level, or whether it is a heavier burden
“or lighter burden onthe more prosperous cultivator than of old,

are questions

to

which

the

evidence
we

have received

does

not

provide an answer.”
ப
‘
i
But more serious is the fact that most of this debt has . been
incurred for unproductive purposes.
Even in the Punjab only fiye
per centof the total agricultural debt is estimated to. have been .
borrowed for productive purposes.
A loan borrowed for an unproductive purpose does not create its own means of repayment and
-_-results in a reduction in the net income of the borrower.

_..§ 3. Why should agriculturists be protected by debt legis_ lation?» Government policy in India till the world economic

depression:
In a predominantly agricultural country like India
peasants form the back bone of the national economy.
‘ The
lesson of universal agrarian history from Rome to Scotland is that
an essential of agriculture is credit.
Neither the-condition of the

country nor the-nature of the land tenures, nor thé position of agriculture, affects the one great fact that agriculturists must borrow.’
The Indian agriculturist in his anxiety to borrow money invariably
_ falls into the trap of the usurer, as he has too little bargaining
| power to protect his own interests under aregime of laissez faire.
_. There is ample

justification,

therefore,

not

only for

|

—

enacting laws—

to extricate the peasants from the clutches of the money-lenders,

but also for devising such

The steady
dise

nt

machinery

as

will

provide cheap

ase in the volume of the agri
caused by

the
ea:

exploit
.

ம

|

credit

—
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a number of measures with a view to providing alternative sources
of credit and reducing the hold of the money-lenders.
Thus the
Government first tried to

finance

the

and Land

Loans

Acts

farmers

directly

and

began

to. advance both short and long-term credit under the Agriculturists’
Improvements

(1884 and 1885).*.

But soon

it was’ realised that it was not desirable for the Government
directly to take up the responsibility of financing the farmers.
‘This led to the passing of the Co-operative Credit Societies Act
in 1904.
By encouraging the starting of co-operative
credit
“societies and of land mortgage banks, the Government have’ tried
)seu relief to the indebted farmers.*
ட

ல

Post- depression debt

Tesi

which

capacity of

measures.

the

legislation:

set im, in 1929,
agriculturists

But

the

gravely affected the

and

necessitated

Prices of agricultural produce fell and

more

economic

repaying
drastic

the real burden

' “of the debts increased.
Provincial Governments were, therefore,
forced to devise ways and means to reduce the burden of rural
debts and the result was an enormous amount of debt legislation

uring the
1
decade 1930-40 with the following three objectives:-—
wn

(a) The

provision

oe

௭

of

relief to

the

cultivators

by scaling

the crushing burden of the standing debt;

்
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inevitable.
But some device was necessary to prevent the ereditors
from forestalling such laws by instituting suits for the recovery of
their dues while the legislation was pending.
To check the rush
of creditors

to the law

courts, to prevent

the

immediate execution

-of decrees for the sale of lands, and to give some relief -to the
egriculturists until the enactment of comprehensive debt legislation,
moratorium laws were passed in different provinces.
:
The United Provinces Temporary Regulation of. Execution
Act

(1934)

was

enacted

with

a

view

to

‘proceedings against judgment debtors who

stay

the

execution

were agriculturist.

— /

of

-

The

,

small agriculturist, for whose benefit the Act was intended, could
stop the execution of decrees against them and apply for a revision
of the decreed amount according to the provisions of the Act.
Th

Act provided for the scaling down of the

cultivators to 40 to 50 per

cent

debts

of the amount

due from the small
due.

It

also

laid

down that the debt could be paid off in five annual instalment
In 1937, the Congress Ministry, which had in view the framing of
comprehensive scheme for the scaling down of the debts. of tenants
and small landholders, passed

the Temporary

Postponement of the

a,
—

Execution of Decrees Act to prevent the rush of creditors to courts
-of law while the debt relief legislation was being framed.
It—
provided for the postponement, for a period of six months of pro- —

ceedings against agriculturists
who paid as land revenue less than’

இல

Rs. 1,000
and who were not assessed to imcome-tax. Those whose
jand revenue payments exceeded Rs. 250 could get ex
‘proceedings stayed only by depositing one-fifth
of the amo
which the decrees were executed.

By another provision of

debts

the

agricultural debtors who were sent to prison for nonwere released,

Similarly,

Holders Act was passed in Bombay
andlords

from forestalling—

aeons

in 1

Rel
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by courts between Ist October, 1937, and 22nd March, 1938, were
declaredinvalid. The agriculturist debtors could have the decreed
amount revised according to the provision of the Agriculturists’
Relief Act. AH sales of land in execution of decrees during this
period were to be set aside.
§ 6.

Measures to reduce the burden of interest

But the main problem was to grantrelief,
down of the debts due from

them,

to

by some

the

kind

large

mass

liabilities:

of scaling

of indebted

agriculturists who were only partially solvent.
One way of giving
such relief was to scale down theinterest and to credit excess payments towards the principal.
>

.

The amounts due by way of interest from agriculturist debtors.
have been scaled down in the various provinces in one or more of
the

\

following

three

that arrears of

ways.

Firstly,

interest should not

than the principal,

has

been

the

principle

be decreed

incorporated

in

of

Damdupat,

for a sum

some

larger

of the Money-

lenders’ and Debt Relief Acts. Secondly, in some of the provinces
-| ascheduled rate of interest has been prescribed for the depression
__. period and the excess interest paid is to be adjusted to the
principal. Thirdly, all arrears of interest on loans contracted
__ before a certain date have been cancelled.
ce
Acts

passed

in the

United Provinces,

the Central

Provinces,

Bombay and Madras have prescribed special rates at which interest
>» be caleulated

for the

delepression - period on

a oar. அடி Agriculturists’ Relief Act
_ Government,

depression

and

of the United-

the rate of interest charged

ed the rate at which

the Local Government

on.

could

e Central Government by only a certain percentage
the
Local Government.
The excess paid under
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-was contracted before lst January, 1930 ; and by 30 per cent if it
was contracted between Ist January, 1930 and Ist January, 1931.
(iii) Interest was allowed to be calculated at 9 per cent per annum
simple interest or the agreed rate, whichever was lower, after Ist

January, 1931, till the date of the application for relief,’’’
The Madras Agriculturists’ Relief Act (1938) treated differently
the

pre-depression

of interest

on

and

debts

the

post-depression

incurred

by

the

debts.

(i) All arrears

agriculturists

before

1st

October, 1932, outstanding on Jst October, 1937, were cancelled,
(ii) The rate of interest on loans
contracted after the Ist of
“October,

‘October,

1932, was not to exceed 5

1937.

(iii)

No

per

cent

simple

interest

up

to

debt incurred by an agriculturist after the

22nd of March, 1938, was to bear more than} per cent per nnum
simple interest.
Another method by which the provincial Governments tried

to reduce the payments towards accumulated interest was the
adoption of the principle of Damdupat.
Bengal (1933), the United
Provinces (1934), Madras, Bihar, Bombay and Sind (1938) adopted
this principle.
In Madras, under the principle of Damdupat, a
debtor need not pay anything further towards the debt if he has
already paid twice the principal of the loan, whereas in some other
provinces the payment of a sum
greater than the outsanding
principal tewards the arrears of interest is prohibited.

§ 7.

Debt Conciliation: Side by

side with the scaling down

--of the amount due by way of interest, measures were also undertaken in the various provinces to secure the scaling down of the
debts due from the agriculturist debtors.
:
The best method of bringing about such a scaling down is a

»

. voluntary agreement. between, the agriculturist debtor and his
creditors through the agency of Debt Conciliation Boards. Attempts
“at debt conciliation. (7.e., scaling down the debts to bring them
within the repaying capacity of the debtors, by a voluntary agreement between the parties) had been made as early as 1897-1900 in
the Central Provinces, and between 1906 and 1912 in the Ranchi

District of Bihar.
The Central Banking Enquiry Committee,
reporting in 1931, had seen that the majority of the ryots were ‘only
partially solvent and could not repay
in full all their debts; it had,
| therefore, warmly advocated fhe appointment, in each district, பம்

special fiicers, to bring together the agriculturist debtor

creditors | and to make the latter

an

agree to’some kin

_ which-would bring the amount. within the rep:
debtor, and accept neue eee. instalments.
depression and the disastrous
ற chief measures extreme
கலவ

1

- Credit, ற. 10.

ட

fall in agricultural prices made de
b பதனம் and the Central oes
od

ப
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, The lead given by the Central Provinces was soon followed by the
* Punjab, Bengal, Madras, Assam* and some of the Indian States;
the Acts passed in these

provinces

have

followed,

lines laid down by the Central Provinces Act.

in the

main,

the

Debt Conciliation Machinéry: Under these Acts provincial
Governments have been authorised to set up Conciliation Boards
to scale down the debis of the agriculturist debtors with the consent
of the creditors.
The Boards “consist of not less than 3 and not
more than 12 members, and include representatives of the money-

lending and borrowing classes,

The

class of agriculturist

debtors

“who can apply to these Boards for the conciliation of their debts
has been defined in the Acts.
Thus in Bengal, the Act is restricted
to rayats and under-rayats. whose primary means-of livelihood is
- agriculture,” and to those “who cultivate the land themselves or

by members of their families or hired labourers or by -produce__ sharing tenancies.’* Again, the debts owed by the agriculturist to
_
Some agencies have been excluded from the jurisdiction of the Debt
yonciliation Boards.
ve been excluded

Thus debts due to the co- operative. societies
by the Punjab Act, while in the Central

Provinces, Madras, Assam and Bengal they
Debt

Conciliation

Boards

can be settled by the

only with the previous consent in writing

’ the Registrar.
Also, debts due to the banks have been
ded from the jurisdiction of the Debt Conciliation Boards
Any agriculturist

ர்கள்

nactment (or any

who is entitled
creditor)

can

to relief under the

apply for

a settlement

e Debt Conciliation Board working in the area in —
es. The Board will then call upon every

submit

it, within a specified time a
ல் with ea

for

-
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to compel creditors
to agree to a settlement. But to prevent©
refractory creditors from sabotaging the effective working of the® |
Boards,

Debt Conciliation

In

creditors.

almost

all

certain disabilities

the

provinces,

are

on such

imposed

the Debt

Conciliation

Boards have been authorised to grant a certificate to the debtor
when they consider that an agreement has been prevented by the
Thus, in the Central Prounreasonable attitude of the creditor.
vineces when a Debt Conciliation Board is satisfied that the creditor

When

has refused a fair offer, it can grant the debtor’a certificate.

such a certificate has been issued the creditor cannot claim costs in
suits for the recovery of the debt, nor can he secure more than 6 per

cent per
‘to bear
amicable
the Debt

annum, simple interest. Again, a mild pressure is brought
on the creditors by a number of concessions to the more
to the settlement sponsored by
2reditors who have agreed
Conciliation Board. Such creditors are given a prior charge

on the properties of the debtor up to the amount awarded to them by
the Board, and they are helped in the recovery of the instalments
due to them by the revenue officers.

_.

Refractory

creditors

against

whom

a

certificate

has

been

‘granted to the debtors by the Debt Conciliation Boards are subjected to even greater penalties in Bengal. Thus, such creditors
¢an execute any decree they might secure in a court of law against

the debtor only “after the expiry of such period not exceeding ten
years
as may be specified in the certificate.”

have

been

further

The Boards in Bengal

empowered
to pass an order setiling the

due fromthe debtor to the refractory creditor, when they
ebtor has made a fair offer and when creditors to
r-cent of the total debts of the agriculturist debtor
ive agreed to an amicable settlement.
cae ga Ue
he

Debt Conciliation
nd Bengal

Boards in the Central —
@ certain measure |

amount

feel thab
whom 40
are owing—
Aa Moe
e
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secured, for the agriculturist debtors whose debts they have been able
to conciliate, a remission of seven annas in the rupee.”

The main merit of debt conciliation is that it is a voluntary
method, securing for the debtor some relief without infringing on
the rights of the creditors.
Again, unlike the compulsory methods
discussed below, this method enables each individual case to be
dealt

with

on

its own

merits,

according to the size of the debt,

the

economic condition of the debtor and the creditor, and the capacity
of the former to repay.
Thus, arich landlord who can easily repay
his loans can hardly secure any concession from the Debt Conciliation Boards, while a poor ryot who has borrowed at usurious rates
ean secure a decisive scaling down of his debts.
But experience
soon proved that little immediate relief could be given to the
majority of indebted farmers by voluntary debt conciliation.
The

_

Debt Conciliation Boards could do little when the creditors were
unreasonable and refused to accept a scaling down of the amounts

‘due to them.
Very often the penalties provided, such as the issue
of a certificate, had few terrors for the creditors, especially to those
who had lent on the security of immovable property which they

_

could attach with

-

failed

to repay.

the

help

of

The

Debt

Conciliation

the civil courts if the borrowers
Boards

were,

therefore,

_ able to scale down only unsecured debts. Also, the majority of
failed to approach the Boards for a scaling down of their
this
nder,
்

would have meant the estrangement of the local
their main source of credit.
Again, any measure
wn debts is like a surgical operation; it has to be
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“principal,
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less than twice the’
bring

up

the

total

|

repayments to twice the principal, or such portion of the principal —
as is outstanding, whichever is less, need be paid. The Act also/
gave relief to the indebted

tenants

with

provided that all accumulated arrears

to be wiped

regard

of rent

to

up

rent debts.

It_

to fasli 1345, were

out, provided the tenant paid the rents due for fasli

1347 and 1346 before September, 1939. Up to the end of September,
1945, debts amounting to Rs. 955 lakhs were scaled down to
Rs. 457 lakhs under the Act, a reduction of 52 per cent.
This principle of the compulsory scaling down of debts has also
been embodied in laws enacted for the relief of indebted agricultuvists in the Central Provinces and Berar, and Bombay.”
‘The main
feature of the Central Provinces and Berar Relief of Indebtedness
‘Act, the United Provinces (1939), and Sind (1940) is the scaling

down of the principal of the debt by a scheduled percentage on the

basis of the estimated fall in the value of land. The Debt Relief

—

‘Courts which are to be established under the Act have been
empowered to re-open all transactions made 12 years before the last
transaction or before Ist January

1932,

whichever

is earlier.

The\

principal amount is to be scaled down by 30 per cent inthe case of
debts incurred in or before the end of 1925, by 20 percent in the |
case of debts incurred after 1925 but before the end of 1929, and by | —

15 per cent in the case of debts incurred after 1929 but before the |

end of 1931.

As the main aim of the Act is to give relief only to/

the average and not the rich ryots,it excludes from its scope agri-|

_ -culturists whose debts exceed Rs. 2,000.

ட்

ne Bombay Agricultural Debtors’ BR
tat the scaling down of agricul

s.

It

provi

or

es

le

the compulsory sealing down

rod

4

Dipak kage
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various

other

measures

have

been adopted to protect the agriculturist debtors.
(a) The

principle

of terminable

mortgage:

been introduced in the Punjab, the United

This principle

Provinces,

and

has

Bengal

‘where it has been laid down that the land of a mortgagor should be
- returned to him free of all encumbrance after a period varying from
16 to’ 20 years, whether he has repaid the debt in full or not.

(ம) Fixing of a fair price for land: Some of the provincial
have also authorised the courts of law to fix a fair sale

_ price for lands sold in the

_ tural debtors,
_ very

to prevent

low prices.

This

enforcement

has

been

யாம். Debt Redemption
ட்டு “Amendments
-veney Act of 1920

against

agricul-

done

Act,

by

the United Provinces.

1939, and the Bihar Money-

to the Insolvency Act:
The Provincial Insolhas been amended in some provinces for the.

benefit of agriculturist debtors.
ebtors’ Act, 1935,

of decrees

the creditors from taking over lands at

a Conciliation

Under the Bengal
Board

can

Agricultural

declare, peso er

ess: Ex ergency measures of the
wever useful they may be to save

typ

the small a:

an
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Registrar of Money-lenders and வக்பு are provided for carrying|
on transactions without obtaining the necessary licence, Thus,
the Central Provinces Money-lenders’ Act, 1934, requires every
money-lender to register himself and obtain a registration certificate. The non-obtaining of the registration certificate is treated

as. an offence punishable by a fine of Rs. 50 for the first offence and
Rs. 100 for subsequent offences.
Money-lenders’ Act, 1938, denies

The Punjab
Registration On
to money-lenders who do not _

possess a licence the benefit of the legal machinery of the State for
the

recovery of their dues

from

their debtors.

The Bihar

Money-

“a
|

lenders’ Act of 1933 was drafted on the model of the Punjab Act.
The “Bengal. Registration of Money-lenders’ Act, 1939, provides | it
similarly for the the registration and
‘The money-lenders who do not take
by

a forfeiture

of

the

right

to

licensing of money-lenders.
out licences are penalised

sue in

courts

of law.

The fine

for failing to take out a licence is Rs. 15 (thrice the lice
fee). The main provisions of the Sind Money-lenders’ Act of 19
~ again

require

money-lenders

to

take

out

licences,

and

maint

regular accounts, and also provide for the limitation of the rate”
interest.

The United Provinces Money-lenders’ Bill, 1939, con

similar provisions, and in addition it empowered
em

a complaint against the

evil practices of

+

i

ined

a mo

depositing a given sum in a court of law. The Bom
lenders’ Bill, 1938, provides for the registration and licensing
joney-lenders. “Money jending.
US a Agence.
been mad,
, ulation of மல்வத்து

To check ‘the evil -

, the maintenance _of accounts in a presc

ட
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|

ற

for the exemption of a given portion of the property of the debtor
from attachment and sale; and (ii) the protection of the debtor
For instance, the Central Profrom intimidation and molestation.
vinces Debtors’ Protection Act, 1937, the Bombay Money-lenders’
Bill, 1939,
Bill, 1939, and the United Provinces Money-lenders’
punish money-lenders by 3 months’ imprisonment or a fine of
The Bengal Money-lenders’
Rs. 500, if they molest their debtors.
Act, 1939, lays down a penalty of one year’s imprisonment or a fine
of Rs. 1,000 fora similar offence.
The Punjab Debtors Protection
Act, 1935, the Bengal Debtors’ Protection Act
1936, and the
Bombay Money-lenders’ Bill, 1939, contain provisions for the pro-

tection of the debtors’ properties.
ne a §11.
The effects of debt relief legislation on credit
“ machinery:
The various debt relief acts, the moratorium laws

—

staying the initiation of proceedings and the execution of decrees
against agriculturist debtors, the executive notifications against the
sale of the lands of the agriculturist debtors, and the legislation empowering

the Collector

of the pre-slump

to fix a fair

prices when

price

for the

land was being

civil court decree against an agriculturist

debtor,

a portion of the produce from attachment—all
had very
important
repercussions on the

hinery of the country.

The

5

sold

land

on

the

basis

in execution of a

the exemption of

these have naturally.
agricultural
credi

as

ost important effect of these laws was the

severe contrac-

tt in the rural areas. Money-lenders were now less
money to the agriculturists. This might have
it meant that the
்-

i tu

r 6.

ryots

could borrow 1

_

RURAL

unsecured

agriculturist

loans,

The

INDEBTEDNESS

interference of

debtors

naturally

made

IN

the

the

INDIA

Bie

Government

creditors

to protect

extremely

cautious.
Money-lenders who normally would not have thought of
demanding any tangible security now insisted on a mortgage of land
or on a conditional sale deed.
If the State attempted in a number of ways to protect the
ryot from exploitation, the money-lenders in their turn succeeded
in finding out a number of devices to defeat the objects of the law.
Very often the farmers with their inelastic demand for credit,
abetted the money-lenders in circumventing the law, and the legal
safeguards provided for the debtor became a dead letter,
Thus, in
Madras, as a result of the passing of the Agriculturists’ Relief Act,
“The small holder or the uneconomic holder now agrees to an inflation of the principal of the loan to compensate for the loss created
to the creditor by the legal rate of interest.
The agriculturist who
has excess lands, mortgages them with possession, thereby evading
calculation of interest at the legal rate.
Payment of interest in
kind has been stipulated in certain cases.’?
Toevade the enforcement of the principle of Damdupat according to which interest
should not be allowed on a loan in excess of the principal amount
lent, bonds were renewed without making any reference to previous
documents.

Thus,

creditor

and

debtor combined to neutralise

the

provision of legislation and a demoralisation set in; the scope for
falsehood in rural credit transactions increased tremendously asa
result of the post-depression debt relief legislation.
This proves
that the ultimate sanction behind all law is an enlightened public
opinion and that legislation to protect the ryot from the exploitation of the money-lenders will not be really effective so long as the
ryots continue to remain ignorant and improvident, and alternative

sources of credit are lacking.
_

Avital

defect in

that it has been
debts

and

to

the recent

undertaken

give

debt relief legislation
is

piece-meal.

relief to debtors

Measures

in times of

comprehensive and should be brought into force
these respects,

all the recent provincial

crisis should

quickly.
1

has

been

given

in each province not

ச்

a single com-

prehensive legislative enactment but by a series of Acts,

relating to
்
|

வல்

x

be

In both

legislation has left much to

be desired.
Relief

the fact.

to scale down

agricultural

0. each

ர

at

ee = a

are sprung on -Sher

Gon, year

and have
= year.

oe of debt t legislation 1 will be less resented
ae

டமான

ட.

Acts

debtors and to the money-lenders have

eee

‘Protection

by

பத்த

an.
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they can adjust themselves

to the new situation

business of money-lending.”’“
Also,
government to protect the debtor might

and carry on the :

frequent
ரட்

intervention by
him and encour-

age him to evade his obligations.
2”
Scheme of debt relief to be really effective must be supple‘mented by schemes of debt clearance» Creditors would have been .
"more willing to accept a scaling down of their debts by the Debt
Conciliation Boards if they could have been assured repayment in
-alumpsum or in a few definite instalments. The best agency to
- advance a lump amount to the creditors and to recover it in small
instalments from the agriculturist debtor would have been the
co-operative land mortgage bank, but no systematic attempts was

made to develop land mortgage banks and to co-ordinate them
with Debt Conciliation Boards.” A few land mortgage banks were
f course started in the Central Provinces and a number of land.
‘mortgage banks were already working in Madras. The provincial
Governments (in Madras and in the Central Provinces) also came
rward to advance more liberally takkavi loans for the clearance
of prior debts and for current cultivation expenses. But all these
é

ae were extremely

halting and the fact

ட் ‘as there were no agencies

debts (asscaled down

ypulsory legislation).
ance, debt ள்

to advance

by the Debt

remains that, in

them cued tt to pay

Conciliation

Boards

In the absence of organised agencies

measures did not bearச...

ent
spr tate ew

neoperations

feA:
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exorbitant
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pace

ab

of the former.

Laws cannot protect the farmer who is unwilling to protect himself.
Schemes of debt relief must, therefore, form part of an integral
ப் programme

of agricultural

improvement aiming ‘at the BiH

_of “better farming, better business and a better living.”

பதக ட

ட

பவறு

“THE MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE RATES. OF INTERE
_ UNDER VARIOUS PROVINCIAL ENACTMENTS*

ட
is

—
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1.

CHAPTER IV
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT
Characteristics of agriculture which affect

tural credit:

Like

all

other

producers,

the

farmers

also

agriculrequire

credit. The differences between agricultural and other types of
eredit are differences rather in degree than in kind, but they are so
fundamental as to warrant a special study of agricultural credit.
These

differences

arise

agricultural production

_
__

mainly

and

from

the special

organization.

A

characteristics of

brief

discussion

of

these will not, therefore, be out of place.
ம. Agriculture is a complex of many industries:
is not a single homogenous industry, ‘but an industri

Many different types of production and marketing:
vary
in size from the large bonanza estates in th
covering hundreds of acres to the unpretentious small foils
-peculiar to India. There are also wide variations in agricultural
tmethods from country to country, these variations being dependent
_ largely npon tradition, general economic needs, and local conditions.

The

size

of the

holding, forms of land tenure, and methods

_ of production thus differ a good deal from country

to country,

and

_give rise to many different kinds of complex relationships between
mers on the one side, and middlemen, manufacturers, and con-

, on thi
, The problems ofmarketing and finance also
juenced and controlled by the mode of agnoulbural” எத்த.
ion pec ட.
nature of agriculture makes the financing of
more difficult
than the’ financing of industry
fic
he ordinary credit agencies like jointrectly assess the risk and security inherent in
1¢ nature
of the -rural eee
renders.
credit very difficult. —

1
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raat

‘producer reduces the bargaining power and credit of the farmer,
and makes it difficult for him to secure adequate supplies of credit
at reasonable rates of interest in the absence of special agensies to
provide agricultural credit.

~

;

3. Difficulties of combinations in agriculture : The difficulties of
the farmer in securing cheap credit aré aggravated by the fact that

farmers are, as a general rule, individualistic and extremely
ous of combining with each other. Combinations to secur

suspici-

‘purpose are numerous in industry, but rare _in agriculture.
pointed out by Belshaw, *the nature of the farm economy develops.
social characteristics and habits of mind that raise a barrier to
corporate effort.’ Hence, even when combinations are known to
profitable,
as in the marketing of agricultural commodities and the
ebtai
of cheap credit, they: have not become common in a,

consolidation

of

the

rural

community

and

—

accordingly become difficult to achieve.
e

A ae ee

Technical

teulty of safeguarding against risks

Risks:

in agriculture

: |

In agriculture it is difficult to foresee risks and

provide against uncertainty, whether it be in the produc
crops or in the storage and marketing of farm produce.

i

Natural forces such as drought, accidental breakdowns of farm
machinery, unsuspected defects in seed and other material, inf
tious plant diseases, and destructive pests may cause unexpected,
‘but

considerable

losses

to

the agriculturist.

Hence, anes
i

ufacturer, the agriculturist cannot always secure a pre-det
்
effo
nined output by regulating the intensity of his

he

—
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and the lack of adequate marketing facilities.
The farmers are
hence unable easily to regulate their supplies in accordance with
variations in demand.
_

Further, in agriculture

for the

the

economic

production of a crop after

dinately long;

lag or

the

time

needed

the initial investment of capital

i.¢., there is a long

interval during which costs

curred before a crop is harvested and’

marketed.

During this

interval the demand might change, upsetting the calculations of the
farmer.
The farmer can rarely foresee the conditions which may

prevail at the time the crop will be marketed : and even if conditions
an

be foreseen

there is always

judgment might be mistaken.

jong not only in production but

the

The

possibility

economic

that

the farmer’s-

lag in agriculture

also in marketing,

is

and the Bess of

unforeseen changes in price are increased by the time lag.
ig to the nature of agricultural organization,
and their mores

from. markets,

the coe

udy the
ma
ப. ‘and partly on account of his general ignor1e rarely obtains timely information concerning the relative
ubleness of cultivating different crops. When, as in India,
on.

also heavily indebted, his need for ready money often

1, ‘to
‘the

dispose of his crops at atime determined not by
ues but by the urgency of his need for coer
te
:
ம்
tance
from
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‘purchase price of their fixed capital—land and machinery. This
means that farming resembles other industries in that it requires
investment credit for the initiation of production.
Farmers need

not

only investment eredit

credit, 7.¢., credit for the purchase

and clothing.
of production

of seed,

but

also

commercial

fertilizers,

power, food

We have already seen that in agriculture, Co
and marketing are long and income from the sal

crops is seldom regular.’
These combine to make the demand for
credit in agriculture inelastic, and this opens the way to the exploita-

tion of the , farmers.
ai
§ 3. Classification of Vane
credit: We may classify_
agricultural credit from three points of view, viz., (a4) the purpose
for which credit is needed; (6) the length of the period for whi
oans are required;

advanced.

(a)

and

டு the

According to purpose:

security against

which

loans

The farmer often requires credit

purchase land, and to effect permanent improvements. In India
farmers require credit to pay off their prior debts, and to redeem their —
mortgaged land. Very often permanent improvements,

such as the

draining of the land, the construction of a well or the construction
farm buildings, add to thei income of the farmer and he has to b
_ the capital necessary to effect the ட.
பபச can. be «

a Settlement and Development Credit.

_ As seen. above, the interval between fis initiation

Ee

aa the in-coming of receipts is longin agriculture, and 1
_

often

to borrow to start and carry on the work of
1eeded for the purchase of a rieultural
—

: is and livestock, :

1b

prc

o

ந
-

க்க
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instance, the construction of wells and embankments, Having,.
regard to their income and obligatory expenditure, farmers can
repay the loans raised for these purposes only out of the extra.
income secured by the investments; repayment has, therefore, to
be in instalments spread over a number of years.
For instance, the

maximum period allowed for repaying such loans is 36} years in New
Zealand, 50 years in Italy and Japan, 60 years -in Denmark and 75
years in France.
Medium-term

credit

is normally

required

for

periods

ranging.

and for the production

of crops

from two to five years for the purchase of stock and machinery, for
small

or occasional improvements,

PS involving a long economic lag. The need for special agencies to
| provide intermediate or medium-term credit’ to agriculture has
been realised only recently, and in most countries special provision
as not been made for the supply of this type of credit, There
are agencies

which

provide

long-term credit,

others which provide:

t-term credit, and between the two there is a ‘barren area”
quately covered by eredit institutions. The term ‘intermedi-

dit’ originated in the United States where Federal Intermediateanks

Short

erm

were ர

credit is normally

in 1923 by the Agricultural Credits:
needed for short periods of a few

ths to meet current expenses and to facilitate production. For
(0
ee farmer needs credit for short periods for the
ure and seed, for meeting the expenses of transplanta, for the payment of land revenue, and for the
pit
the crops are sold after the harvest.
ormally be repayable after the sale of
term sredit hich will enable the farmer
is 3 also necessary: He
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~ debentures it issues are secured both against the resources of the
‘bank, and all the mortgages against which it has advanced loans,
‘The individual loans of the bank are secured by means of individual.

mortgages
collective

but

the

bank’s

security.

bond-holders

Similarly,

in

or

creditors

co-operative

credit

enjoy

a

societies

of

the Raiffeisen type, farmers borrow on their collective security.
‘The principle of mutual guarantee is the characteristic of all
o-operative credit societies, and has been adopted by many
European credit systems, by the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks
of the United States, by New Zealand’s Rural Intermediate Credit
System and Co- -operative Dairy Companies.
- The above three classifications are closely inter-related. The
Jength of the loan period depends upon the purpose for which the
‘Joan is needed, as repayment has to be made out of the additional
income which the loan has made possible. Thus, a loan for a
permanent improvement to land can be repaid only over a number
of years and has, therefore, to be a long-term loan. The nature of
the security demanded by the lender, again, depends pon the Sai

Jength of the period for which

the loan

is required.

“As a general

rule, the longer the period for which the loanis required, the mo

tangible

is the security needed

loans are usually

advanced

on

mediate and short-term. loans
3 007167.

by the lender.
the

with a

different
number

while inte:

collateral. or person

்
ae

Thus, long-te

of land

are made on

‘The relative importance of the
credit varies in

security

of|

த்
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lender, and in the expenses of marketing credit which cannot be
‘removed.
Ordinarily the farmers, especially in
countries like
India, have to pay interest at rates much higher than are warranted

by those

factors.

If there is to be such an equalisation of credit

terms, and if credit is to be available to agriculture at reasonable
rates of ;interest, (i) agencies must be established which will
rform the function of collecting fuhds from the savers
and
“distributing them to the farmer at the lowest possible cost; (ii) the
risk to the lenders must be reduced to a minimum, and they should
be enabled to keep their investment liquid, 7.e., to convert their
_
investment into cash when they urgently need money; and (iii) the
அதன தப்ப
of any monopoly in the capital market should
be
revented.
No lender should be in the pesition of a monopolist
\

h the power to exploit the farmer.

_ B.

It should satisfy the principle of

uO, ப should safeguard the equity of the
farmer being declared an insolvent.

1] வ

re

farmer

in

to
the

the
event

of these three conditions can now be discussed.

are necessary.

ae

convenience

and

(eens
they cannot

commercial
ordinarily

banks
assess

are far

accurately

enabling
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the rural credit agencies to

borrow

் 47:
from the

central bank

when there is an increase in the demand for credit. Disparity in
rates of interest between one part of the country and another will

be eliminated if these special institutions have branches in different
parts of the country,and form part of a co- ordinated and integrated

—

banking system.

Again, the farmer can be helped to secure cheap credit by the
development of a market for agricultural paper and hills, asfor
instance, hundis and warehouse receipts,
Such credit instruments
will also facilitate the easy flow es capital from one area to another
according to need.
Another factor in the reduction of the cost of credit to the
farmer is the simplification of legal procedure, the provision
standard documents, and the reduction of stamp-duties and ot
legal charges whether for obtaining credit or for renewing it.
To direct savings to agriculture on reasonable terms,

essential to increase the degree of confidence engendered by
culture in the investing public by decreasing the technica

.

commercial risks which now affect. agricultural operations

find

it difficult,

under

existing

conditions,

visks involved in loans to agriculturists or to

securities

offered

sate themselvesoe

by farmers; they, there

ee

ee rates 0

either

asses:

்

i
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such as village credit societies

and

2o-operative land mortgage banks, further reduce the risks incurred
by the lenders by substituting a collective for individual security.
‘The risks involved in a loan are transferred from the lender toa
group of borrowers who assume both an individual security and
responsibility for all the loans.
In a land mortgage bank the funds
are obtained by the sale of standardized debentures, which are
backed up by the security of all the mortgages against which loans

‘are issued to farmers.
The linking of these specialised
ae

institutions to the central bank

of the country will further reduce the risk to the lenders by enapine
the institutions to withstand better any sudden shocks or

80805.
்..... சீறு ஐ000 system of credit to agriculture sbould also ensure
_ the maximum possible convenience to the lender. Lenders will be
- ¥eady to advance credit to agriculture, and also at lower rates, if
i

y know that they can get back the money they have lent without
much difficulty or loss when they unexpectedly need cash.
This

ean

be

provided for if funds are raised by the sale

vurities with a wide market.
age bank,

of standardized

A‘special institution such as a land

created with this end in view,

can issue for sale

term bonds suited to cover the needs of the farmer, and secured

against the resources
of the institution and against

the whole

of the mortgages and liens of borrowers. —
sound system of rural credit should also protect the small
oney, from being exploited by a monopolist lender.
_ organized credit agencies to provide credit, the
NT.

rrow

from

the local money-lender

olist. This leads to the
ssible ways.

Thus,

the —

ஒ

SOME

MINOR

AGENCIES

PROVIDING

RURAL

FINANCE
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family, and to current cultivation expenses. Short-term and
intermediate ‘loans provide for the actual productive processes of
agriculture,

and, therefore, should

cover the period of production of

the crop and its marketing. Secondly, the loans advancedto the
farmer must be adequate for the purpose for which they are needed.
When

the loan is inadequate
the farmer is likely to waste the amount.

‘Thirdly,
for

__

the loan must be available at short notice.

the purchase of seed at the beginning of the

Thus, a loan

cultivation season

-should be given at the proper time, and not three or four months —
after the farmer has applied for the loan, Lastly, the credit system —
_ should be elastic. When the harvested crops are moving to the
market for sale, the credit available should expand. If this does
not happen, rates of interest rise during the harvest season, the
farmer

finds

it difficult to borrow money, and

is hence

compelled.

to sell at an unfavourable time when prices are extremely low. This
is what often happens in India at present. Rural credit should,

therefore, be capable of expansion during the busy season, and a
' system- should be divised whereby crops in maturity or in transit

to the market may be used as security against the issue of loans.
C. Equity to the Farmer :—A good system of rural credit:;
safeguard the equity of the farmer. If for some reason the fa
is unable to repay his loan and his property has to be sold,
pre
must be made tosecure for hima fair price and to ret

any balance that may be left over, after the claims of :

and the costs of liquidation have been met.
_ . We have thus seen the requisites of a good
ee of 0
to agriculture. We shall, in the next few அமமா
2.
agricultural credit iis
ல்) in1 Enis feet

Ta)
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of credit to the farmer has not

ally organised in India, and

the agencies

been

systematic-

enumerated above act as

disjomed unitsrather than as part of a single, well-organised, and
integrated money-market.
Thus, there is little connection between

the money-lender in the village and the commercial banks, while the

links between the indigenous bankers and the commercial banks are
extremely loose and ill-defined, Another characteristic feature is
the absence of a systematic arrangement for the provision of longterm, medium-term and short-term finance.
The money lenders do
not make a clear distinction between short-term and long-term
finance: the indigenous bankers finance agriculture, for the most
part indirectly through
loca] money-lenders,
and they provide

_. Short-term

finance for the

marketing

of crops.

The same

is true

__of the joint-stock banks which play little direct part in the financing of agriculturists.
A clear distinction is made between the
provision of long-term and short-term credit only by the co-operative
anizations and Government.
The co-operative credit. societies
_ the villages concentrate on the provision of short-term and
medium-term credit, while long-term credit is provided by special

nstitutions known as land mortgage
rely recent origin and

in the

ment the need for special
9t

clearly realised.
6

banks,

early

days

though

of the

these are

of

co-operative

agencies to lend long-term

finance

The last two agencies are merely

of local

The Government advance loans both for
though, as we shall see later, the amounts ©
‘in detail the Nidhis of Madras.

:

ders are the most
important source of rural credit in
detailed discussion. Co-operative organizations
See, ideal agencies for the provision of short‘m credit, and the future of rural India lies
1 co-operative organizatic
é

SOME

are

two

Chettiyars
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bankers, viz., the Nattukkottai

the Kallidatkkurichi

Brahmins.

The

Chettiyars, —

though the bulk of their business is outside the Madras Presidency,
are still a powerful and influential force in the financing of internal
trade in South India.
‘‘ Some of these indigenous bankers are of

very

old

standing.

For

example,

the famous firm of Gurwalas at

Delhi, although recently gone out of business, originally came

to the

city of Delhi during ths 17th century at the invitation of the Moghul
Emperor, Shah Jehan.’

The main features which distinguish the indigenous bankers from —
the money-lenders are their acceptance of deposits and their large
business in the discounting of hundis. These differences will be discussed .
in detail in the chaptey on moner-lenders.
\
The funds of these indigenous bankers come mainly from three
sources, (a) their own money, (5) deposits from the public both
or
current and fixed accounts, and (c) loans from other bankin,

agencies.

Thus,

during

the busy season when the crops are movin:

to the markets and there is a stringency in

indigenous bankers usually borrow from

the money

market, the

other indigenous— bank 19

The indigenous bankers also borrow from commercial
ba
as the Imperial Bank of India, on demand promiss
by two approved shroffs or by rediscounting hunc
themselves discounted.
hus,
in Madras the Chettiya:

and the Kallidaikkurichi Brahmins take. both fixed (t
current (nadappu) deposits from the public, but mo
deposits. The Chettiyars and the Multanis borrow fror
stock banks for short terms during the
the bank rate.

ous bankers lend mainly
yas, the:
டாட் onde cor

ae

2 ட் ம

tot

க
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paper payable by the drawee after a fixed period; it is never drawm
“jn practice for more than one year.
The darshani hundi, on the other.
hand, is payable on presentation, though in some places afew days of
grace are allowed.
The indigenous bankers provide short-term credit
to their clients by discounting both types of hundis and their rates
differ widely according to the business stability and financial position

of the borrower.
The indigenous bankers also help in the
from

one area

~ clients.

to another

by

themselves

transmission of funds
issuing

hundis -to

The hundis sold in this way by the indigenous

bankers

their

can

06 compared to the demand drafts sold by the joint-stock banks.
The

good
in

practices

features.

followed

The

a simplé and
lishment

by the indigenous bankers have certain

accounts of the indigenous

bankers

are kept

economical way.
They do not maintain a costly
d are always easily accessible.
The absence of

elays so characteristic of the operations of the
another important merit. The shroffs usually
he family history, the business standing etc., of
are able to maintain a closer contact with their
1016;
an ordinary joint-stock bank can. The personal ~
h
and knowledge enable the indigenous bankers to lend with >
visk on personal security, and the rates of interest charged by the

nkers do not,
a the

therefore,

compare unfavourably with

joint-stock banks.

indigenous bankers combine banking with
As the Central Banking Enquiry Committee
ines

is trading, but who

and (¢)

those

© are both

employ thie

a,

SOME MINOR AGENCIES PROVIDING
likely to continue, for a long time

RURAL FINANCE

to come,

to

be

the

main

hei

a3

‘

source

ef credit to the majority of small traders and village money-lenderg;
they are able’ to maintain a closer contact with their clients than
joint-stock banks and the rates of interest charged by them, as
pointed out by the Central Banking Enquiry Committee, compare

favourably with those of the joint-stock banks. But at present.
they suffer from a scarcity of funds during the busy season. If
an elastic and cheap supply of credit is to be

assured to the Indian.

the Reserve Bank of India

the

farmers, these indigenous bankers
by

should be able to borrow

rediscounting

hundis

from

they have

themselves discounted.
In other words, the indigenous bankers
should be linked to the Reserve Bank of India from which they
should be in a position to borrow in times of stringency, Sucha

linking, as pointed out in 1933 by Sir George Schuster, the then
Finance Member, is indispensable, if (a) the Reserve Bank is to

have: full control over the currency and credit of India, and (b) the
masses of the people

in

the

villages

of India

are to

benefits of credit and banking facilities on reasonable
present position is discussed in Chapter XIII.
=
§3.

Government:

The State in India

get the

terms.

full

has helped the ryote:
நவம்

by the grant of loans from very early times. Loans popularly
known as ‘Takkavi’ loans are at present granted to the ‘ryots for;
specific purposes under the land Improvement Loans Act of 188
,and the Agriculturist’ Loans Act of 1884.
a
aes

_ Under

the

former

Act

long-term

loans are advanced

t

_ landholders and cultivators for permanent improvements to J
which add to its letting value, such as, the construction of wells
the preparation of lands for irrigation, protection of lands fro:
flood or trom erosion etc. Such loans can be advanced for period
extending
up to a maximum of 25 years, but i La
s loans under this Act are re

(20

yea

—

The- id
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these loans in the various provinces varied from 6 per cent to 6% per.
eent; the rate has since been reduced in Madras to 5} per cent,
Loans for the relief of distress are advanced at a much -lower rate,

3 per cent in Madras.

The rates are considerably lower than those

charged by the money-lenders, and the loans given for the relief of
istress have been particularly useful as they are advanced at a
time when other credit agencies are less willing to lend to the

farmers.
But the total amount lent under both the Act is
extremely insignificant and amounts toa mere drop in the ocean.®
i

The Royal Commission on Agricu!ture in India held that both
the Acts had worked fairly well, but the Provincial and the Central.
king Enquiry Committees have pointed out various defects.
One of the most important complaints against the takkavi loans is
_ the delay in the granting of loans and the levy of illegal gratificaons.
Months might elapse before a takkavi loan is sanctioned
| the. purpese for which it was needed might have ceased to

i

Again, 1

asserted that

almost

invariably

the

borrower

to pay ‘commissions’ to the official underlings and this adds
she cost of the loan. Thus, according to the United Provinces

nking Enquiry Committee, the Bective cost of a takkavi loan is
than 35 per cent.
Another objectionable feature is the
ey of the loans.
When
a loan is insufficient for the
hich it required, the borrower is often compelled to
he
iey-lender at still more onerous rates of
strictness of the Government iti realising

wu ட.

_ Government machinery moves

loes cot

a

er

y

its claim gat

‘The

to borrow from the moneyae ates of interest.
:
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facilities available for borrowing from the Government and the
conditions under which loans are advanced should be made more
widely known to the public than at present.
But what should be the role of Government in the provision of
rural finance?
Is it desirable for the Government to undertake the
direct financing of farmers?
Before the advent of the co- operative
movement there was a case for the Government lending directly to
the ryots to break the monopoly of the money-lender, but now that
the co-operative societies are fairly well developed it.is best to leave
the financing of the farmers, under normal conditions, to the cooperative societies.
Direct Government credit is not likely to be
as educative as co-operative credit; nor is it practicable for the
Government to undertake the responsibil! ity for fully financing the

ryots

as this would

mean

that the Government

would

have

to

borrow large amounts in the money market, to maintain a complicated bureaucratic organisation to keep in touch with the
borrowers, and undertake the tremendous responsibility of collecting the repayments when they fall due.
Hence the provision of

agricultural

eredit

should

be

the

business

of

the

co-operative

societies:
“‘it is out of the question for Government to provide the
whole of the loan requirements of agriculturists and sporadic
attempts on the part of Government to supply a fraction of such
requirements are bound to meet with failure.”’

But there

are special spheres in which the takkavi loans

can

be made to play a very useful part.
Virstly, the Government can.
use these loans to popularise agricultural improvements.
Much
can be achieved if the provincial Governments have a well planned
policy of promoting certain improvements and advance loans to
ryots who are willing to try these under the guidance and supervision of the local agents of the Agricultural Department. The
takkavi loans can thus be made to serve a definite purpose.

Secondly, greater use should be made of shor -term. takkavi loans:
to mitigate the difficulties of famine. Loans fo
2
11088.
at low rates are particularly useful as duri
peri டல்.
the alternative sources of credit available to ae farmer are
to get dried up. Thus, short-term takkavi loans should normally
be limited to the ‘protective purpose,’ but they should be given’
_ More

ன்
ing

than has been the case படபட

of ‘a

famine,

rt 2 the people.”!
Act,

should be

‘ as a ‘measure of

ae
uel

such loans,

strategy to pub

‘Thirdly, loans under the Agriculturists’
made

es

are in | backward 1 tracts

{
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Even

with

regard

play

is

extremely

to short-term credit.

limited,

as

the

for which these loans are required by the farmers arelonger than those for which the banks can safely lend.

Commercial banks in towns do not possess sufficient expert knowledge to assess the value of the security offered by the farmer in

the form of growing crops an@ livestock: these are also precarious.
forms of security as their value might greatly depreciate on account

.

of factors

over

which

farmers

diseases of livestock etc.

have

no. control,

such

Nor is it easy for a commercial

as

floods,

bank

to

Maintain a close touch with the small farmer in the village. All
these make the financing of agriculture a relatively undesirable

_visk from the point

in the

Western

of view

countries

of the commercial

bank.

Thus,

even

with well developed banking systems,

commercial banks do not take any great part in the financing of
agriculture.
As the Central Banking Enquiry Committee put it
- so well, “The commercial banking system becomes slower the

hearer it comes to the agriculturist and it stops entirely at the
_ outskirts of the agricultural line.” But if appropriate credit instru-

bea

the

ts, like 6 months

commercial
loped,

banks

bills drawn on

agricultural

produce,

are willing to accept as security,

the commercial banks can be made to provide
its of short-term credit to agriculture.

, the joint-stock banks play little direct part

ig of agriculture.

dvances

Some

joint-stock banks

which

can be
consi-

in the

in Madras make.

to cultivators on the security of gold ornaments, - of
immovable property, and on produce but the —
ced is
mely small.
As a general rule, the (06 agriculture only indirectly.
They —
tt of crops by advancing loans
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and merchants who provide marketing credit should be able to borrow
from the joint-stock banks in time$ of need without difficulty.
The .
joint-stock banks should, therefore, adopt a more liberal policy in the
matter of giving advances on the pledge of agricultural produce stored
in godowns and in the discounting of hundies.
This will be greatly
facilitated by the development of a market in agricultural paper in
India, by the provision of storage accommodation in various parts of
the country, and by the linking of the Reserve Bank with the
indigenous bankers.
§ 5. Chit Funds and Nidhis :—Chit funds, known as kuries in:
Malabar, are a very old and cOmmon system of raising funds in
southern Madras and Malabar? (fhe chit system is based upon
association, confidence and honest
dealing.
According to this
simple system, a number of men in a village, who-usually know
each other, unite to subscribe a small sum each, usually a rupee
or a multiple of that, at regular intervals to the promoter called
*Karaswan’ for a specific period,
At each period—generally at.
the end of every month—when collections are made, the collection
so made is given to one of the members of the chit. Different.
methods are adopted to decide thé member who is to be given the
amount.
The original system is the prize chit. Lots are drawn
and the winning lot draws the pool.
While the same number
subscribe for the next month, the winner drops out from the lot.
Here the tail is

the

less

fortunate:

it

loses

by

way

of

interest.

Under the second system, to equalise benefit, the winner gets the
amount less a deduction for interest and the amount so deducted
is
divided among the other members who have not won the pool. This
is the discount system.
A third variant is the auction chit, This
seeks to obviate the difficulties of those needy who may not win the —
pool.
Under this sytem the pool is put-ap to a Dutch auction and

the highest bidder.of discount receives

the amount,

while the: dis-

count is divided among the remainingcontributors as bonu
person who receives the amount executes a pro-note or m
the foreman and drops out of the next auction.
In cases

penal interest is charged.
Besides

traders

these,

there

eis.

are ehand& ‘associations

in which

unite their small subscriptions on the market day.

are run on a commodity basis also.

dng institutions

he

In the absence of regular

small

C

to facilitate savings and provide cheap ere

_ chit system has been of immense benefit to the “people, especiall:

the rural areas.

_

The system not merely promoted thrift among

subscribers but also enabled them to get lump sums for purchasing ©
land, jewellery etc., for marriages, for trading operations and for

xettling prior debts.

The Nidhi is a type oe mutual

usly grew
Ty,

just

w

Joan assoc

m Madras towards the
Schulze Delitzse
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The Nidhis partake of
were being organised in Central Europe.
the nature of three other institutions.
Firstly, in some respects they
resemble the co-operative societies in that they regularly pool the
savings of their members and use the funds so secured to grant loans
to their members.
Secondly, in some ways these are similar to the

hit funds in that they collect from their members a definite amount

at monthly intervals which is, to a greater or lesser extent, advanced
Thirdly,
to some’ of the members at each period of subscription.
many of the Nidhis to-day partake of the nature of the joint-stock

yanks

Unlike

also.

pure

from and advance

deposits

of their members.

_
_

_

mutual
loans

ந்

associations

loan

to

the

public

he Nidhis have had a chequered career.

Nidhis are

the

facilitation

of savings,

in

they

the

accept

interests

The objects of the

the relief of members from

old debts and the accumulation of a fund for loans to members for
all purposes. When the Nidhis have surplus funds they also advance
loans to outsiders.
டப

iginally the Nidhis were mere mutual
smber

pee

loan associations.

of the Nidhi had to contribute a monthly subscrip-

one (ora multiple of one rupee) usually for 84 months.
8 so collected were used for loans to the members on the

ir subscriptions at 6} per cent interest and the
so lent were available for loans on other securities to
non-members. At the end of 84 months the fund was
r got back Rs. 102-8-0 for every Rs. 84
Nidhis were registered under the Indian

ithly subscriptions paid by the members

to act as mere mutual loan.
nor lent much money to

Be
|

4
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of the Nidhis do

of which they

have

‘been registered, viz., the Indian Companies Act.
This Act requires
at least 5 per cent of the nominal share amount to be paid on

application, but the Nidhis demand only 1 per cent initially, and
collect the balance in monthly instalments.
Again, this Act prohibits the withdrawal of the share capital of a concern without the
‘permission of a court of law, but as seen above the Nidhis allow”
members to withdraw their share capital and terminate their
membership. The working of the Nidhis was, therefore, upset by a—
decision of the Madras High Court that even those who had finished
their subscriptions and got back their money were still liable for the
debts of the Nidhi, on the ground that they had nanan
their
share capital without the sanction of a court of law.
A number of Nidhis have now come into line with ia hi
Companies Act.
In none of them is the share capital withdraw
able; nor is the payment of share capital allowed in a
‘instalments.
But some still retain their old
geveral distinctive features which are
encourage thrift, mobilise small sa

and inculeate

for eB

hie
The Nidhis he
of considerable ௨10௦... ர
, promote
)

in thei members habits of par

eee

a

uality and ற.

ey

CHAPTER

VI

MONEY-LENDERS
§ 1.

The

money-lenders—their importance :

Money-lend-

ers occupy a dominant position in the provision of credit to
agriculture in India,
Even in a province like Bombay where
eo-operation has made fairly rapid progress, co-operative societies,
according. to unofficial estimates, provide only from 7 to 10 per
களுக்

of the

_ eum-trader
‘universal

eredit needs of the

still continues
provider,’

to be,

and

ரகா

in

one

remains after

The

local

form

more

money-lender-

or another,

than

/o-operation an integral part of Indian rural economy.
ட

of

Money-lenders

_ farming

ணட
common

ட்

by

an

are

not

illiterate

peculiar to India.

peasantry and

In

35

the

years

of—

small

scale

money- lenders seem

fact,

to go

Exploitation of farmers by the money-lenders was as
in Central Europe, before the advent of the co-operative

movement, as it is in India to-day.
Thus, “in Italy if a poor
ant wanted money, the usurer was delighted to supply it—at
er cent to 1200 per cent often with a Sunday dinner

| as a prescriptive condition.” *
:
Classification of money-lenders:
a பட ‘Committee we
into two broad groups,

th

non-professional

Following

the —

can divide the moneyviz., the professional

ர ர்.

The

MONEY-LENDERS
Provincial Banking Enquiry
usually accepts deposits and
does not accept deposits from

:

_

61

Committee, the indigenous banker —
deals in hundis; the money-lender —
The indigenous banker
the public.

is particular about the objects of the loan, whereas the money_ lender is not, provided he is sure of repayment.
Again, the indfgenous banker lends on security; the money-lender, often without
security.
The clients of the indigenous banker repay punctually
and, as his business is less risky, he usually lends at lower rates,

varying from

6.per cent to 9 percent;

the money-lender

has to

take more trouble to recover his loans and usually charges higher
_ rates, varying usually between 9 per cent and 18 per cent to insure
Lastly, while the indigenous
himself against the greater risk.
banker finances primarily trade and industry, the money-lender
த
gal tae
:
‘more often finances consumption.

§4.

The

methods,

funds

and the interest rates of

money-lenders : The methods of the money-lenders
are ¢
ingly diverse; they vary according to the idiosyncracies
particular
borrower.

money-lender
But

their

and

the

essential

urgency

of

characteristic

the

need

is their

flexibility, elasticity and absence of routine.
The methods ar
simple and the farmers understand them.
On
unt of

proximity

between the lender and the borrower

more quickly than in a co-operative credit society,

cre

and

_ scrutiny by neighbours. All these combine to make b¢
_ the local money-lender more attractive
to the farmer

ot
e)

‘
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nature

(6) The money-lenders are not linked

of

an

insurance

against

to the money-market,

and thus often suffer from a shortage of capital.

(c) As

the money-

lenders advance small sums of money to innumerable small borrowers, their expenses of collection and management are much higher
_ than those of the organized credit agencies.

But in actual

practice

the rates

are much

higher

than

are

_ justified by the above factors.
The local money-lender is in the
position of a monopolist, as there are few other agencies which are
‘willing to lend to the farmer and the farmers are usually illiterate
and conservative.
The higher rates charged by the money-lenders
are, therefore,
in the nature of a tax on the illiteracy of the

people.’ *

$5. General objections to financing by money-lenders :
The financing of the farmers by money-lenders is open to some grave
objections.
;
(i)

The most important of these
is the money-lenders”
Unlike a co-operative society, (a) the money-lender does
ink of the advantage of the borrower;
(b) he does not
into the object of the loans,
and is prepared to lend
‘or unproductive purposes if the ryot offers good security;

4 Not insist on punctual repayment ; (d) he
‘terest, which have

little

relation

charges

either to the

high

prevailing

ustries (thus ensuring an equalisation of credit
eld from agriculture. Compound interest is not
er, once caught in the meshes of debt, finds it
ee himself. The money-lenders’ credit is not
ihe

the

improvident

farmer,

instead

productive use of credit,

of

being

is tempted

to

MONEY-LENDERS
.the risks widely.
The
heavy risks by heavy

ESBS

money-lender must
“recoup himself for
compensation.
Dealing with unorganized

individuals, he is not concerned with lessening risks
up compensation.”
:
Loans

but

(v) The canon of convenience to the borrower is not

are

for too

short a period

heaping’

satisfied.

and there is no provision for

amortization, 7.e., gradual repayment in instalments out of the
profits of agriculture.
There is, therefore, no incentive to thrift,
-and replacement and renewal charges add materially to the cost of

credit. specially during a depression the farmer, if he wants to
renew the loan, will be at the mercy of the money-lender.
ae
(vi) “The
canon of convenience to the
lender
adequately safeguarded, since his asset cannot so readily

is nob
turned

—

into cash as standardised securities marketable in small
units.” ©
Thus, a money-lender, with land in some out-of-the way village
on his hands, will find it more difficult to secure a purchaser tor the —
land than will the debenture-hoider of a land mortgage bank for 3
his debentures.
§ 6. The case for the elimination
of “money-lenders : cath

Hence

credit,

considered

provided

to be

the

by
ideal

private individuals
form

can ‘scarcely be

of credit for agricultur

want a credit ‘agency which will not only lend at
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which is, therefore, in need of a reduc-

_ tion in the costof production,

these practices

have

a

demoralising

_effect on the agriculturist debtor; there is no inducement for him
‘to make serious attempts to improve his holding or to grow a bigger
_ erop as another person will get the lion’s share of the produce.”
Our ideal, therefore, should be to replace the money-lender’s
credit by co- operative credit. But. co- operation has not yet made
much headway in India, and any attempt at eliminating the
money-lenders before alternative sources of credit are well develop-’

_ed is likely to end in a disastrous

contraction

~money-lender

be

and will

cannot,

continue

to

therefore,

be

a necessary

of rural credit.

eliminated

evil

in

the

The

near future

in the rural economy of

India, until he can be replaced by an efficient and wide-spread coperative credit system. The best solution, therefore, seems to be
to curtail the money-lenders’ powers for evil by appropriate legisation for the control of money-lenders.
8. 7. Attempts to control money-lenders by legislation :
y-lending has always existed in India, but exploitation by the

lender seems to be of comparatively recent origin, During
the pre-British days the power of the money-lenders was curtailed
y
(a th > existence of a vigorous village community, and ©) the
age community made it impose

‘for

ihe. “money-

rd and unconscionable bargains with the borrowers,
in most cases: on the village
ட
for

MONEY-LENDERS

ர

பயத்தல்

The situation soon became alarming, and agrarian discontent
caused by the expropriation of the cultivators by the moneylenders, led to a series of risings of the peasants mainly against aa
the money-lenders, such as the Sonthal rebellion (1855), thes
Deccan riots (1874) and those of Ajmer.
The
therefore, forced to realise that the system

Government
was,
of enforcement of

all contracts, based upon ideas of laissez faire, led to disastrous —
results, because the farmers had neither the bargaining power nor
the ability to protect their own

interests effectively.

The Govern-

ment have therefore tried, by a series of enactment to prevent
the exploitation of the farmers by shrewd and unscrupulous

money-lenders.
These measures are mainly of four types, viz.,
‘measures for the improvement of the civil law ; (b) restrictions
transfer of land; (c) measures to prevent unnec. sary

by

the

credit.

ryot:

and

(d)

the provision

of alternative —
ee

ae

Measures for the improvement of the civil law: (i) Alterations in
the Code of Civil Procedure:—These measures were intended
substitute for the blind and ruthless operation of 1
machinery
_ the intelligent dispensation of justice between man ai
Originally the civil law regarding debts was defective in
_ ing respects :—(a) It made no provision for a consider
story of the debts under litigati
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ae
(wi)

The

Loans

OF INDIAN

Act

of

Usurious Loans Act,

AGRICULTURE

1911

has made

1918 eon fons 1918

this
the

Act
courts

were obliged to decree interest at the rate fixed between the’ parties,.

ae

and the only remedy was for the debtor

to

But

reopen and examine all loan

this. Act

empowered

transaction ‘unfair.
ea

aa

the courts to

“The Royal Commission

the Act was practically

plead ‘undue influence’.

on ceric

in India

a dead letter, but this seems 04

, and because of the existence a the Act,
ட்ட also cut down
interest claims voluntarily to ale their claims appear reasonable
ம் the court.
. as pointed out by the Madras

as been applied by the

Committee on Co-operation,

civil courts with a considerable

fs
0 practical utility of the Act was greatly
vital defects, 512. it didnot make it obligatory for

் ர

and examine

all loan transactionseu

were

> the: Act in
ae the Central Pe
nited Prov ces, Bihar, Assam and the North-

A t of

_ regulated

1938.

ப்

க்

303937.

ஆ

allowed to: buy land from
to take in mortgage for

ற 15
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a member of. an agriculture tribe, nor
more than 20 years.
Thus, the non-

agricultural money-lender is prevented from taking over the land
of the cultivator in lieu of repayment of debt. The Agency Tracts
Interest and Land Transfer Act of Madras applies to the hill tribes
in the Agency Tracts of the Vizagapatam and Godavari Districts.
It prohibits the transfer of immovable property, unless it be to
another member

of the hill tribes,

without

the

assent

of the

Agent

to the Governor.
Land Alienation Acts with a restricted scope
have also been enacted in the United Provinces ang the Central
Provinces.
Non- agriculturist

creditors have

of

course

sometimes

to evade the provisions of the law by the use of benami

contrived

transactions.

Thus, “sometimes a non-agriculturist creditor gets the land of his
agriculturist. debtor mutated in favour of another agriculturist in —
his

from
Acts

confidence

and receives

the rent

or the produce

of

his agricultural nominee.”
Nevertheless, Land
have undoubtediy achieved _ their main object.

prevented

the

passing

of land into

hands

of

absentee

the

land

Alienation

and have helped to keep it in the hands of the cultivating
But they have led to the following evil consequences.
_ money-lender is unwilling to lend as he cannot take over
when the farmer fails to repay. This has led to a serious:
_of credit which hampers genuine agricultural
opera
Acts have helped to create a class of agricultur
are even more rapacious than the no
Thus, as the
oe Land Alie
nm Act

x
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ropriation
ved

by

of

legislation

cultivating
providing

farmers
that

by

creditors

can

be

(1) existing mortgages

of

ultural land in which the mortgagee has enjoyed the fruits of
the

land

for

not less

extinguished ; and

(2)

than

27

years,

should

be

no usufructuary mortgage

deemed

of

to

be

agricultural

Jand should, in the future, be permitted unless provision is
or utomatic redemption within a fixed period of years, 20

made &
years

being the maximum.
After the period the land must be
redelivered to the mortgagor free from
all
encumbrances.
Legislation on the above lines seems to be the best way of ensuring
he retention of land in the hands
pecking: credit.

.

of

cultivators

without

unduly

the direct advance by the Government of ரண். ‘ena:
டப் the introduction of the co-operative movement

‘provide cheap eredit to the farmers, have all further
1old of the money-lender on the ryot. As the Capital
Commi
e have pointed out, the mo
s they were some years back
iven to the borrower pe ்
economic
டமா pies 1929 ல்

ன்
~

த்
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removing the unpopularity at present attaching to the business and
_by ensuring for him a definite role in the scheme of rural finance.
But, any scheme of registration and licensing of money-lenders.-

has to

face certain.

difficulties.

The

first is the definition of the J

ச் term ‘ tmoney-lender.’
As we have already seen, there is a large|
elass of non-professional money-lenders, such as land- -owners, and 5

it will be difficult to bring them
there

its

is some

‘illiterate

truth

in

borrowers,

the

within

the scheme.

view that in a country like India, with

the more

the

restraints

placed

on

money-lender the worse will become the position of the borrower,

A

i

Secondly,
the ~
943

Jong as there are no alternative sources of credit.
>
The Central Banking Enguiry Committee held that by a fuller
utilisation of the Usurious Loans Act and provincial enactments on

om

the lines of the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Act, money-lenders
- eould be adequately controlled; they were not, therefore, in favour
—
of a system of licensing.
But experience has proved that thisis not =
enough,

The

difficulties

in

the

way of compulsory

registration

money-lenders have somehow to be overcome.
Under ¢
circumstances there seems to be no alternative to th

compulsory licensing of money- ‘lenders. Acts providir
licensing have been passed in the Punjab, Bihar, th
_-vinees, Bengal and Sind. In the Punjab and Bi
ற்
not take out licenses are.
76007 ery of their loans.
16.
farmers

have the will to Teint thensales”
are improvident and reckless no பிக் enac See
them and they may even collude with the money-I
law. We are, therefore, once again drive
fact, that no progress is p

er.

“A

real and]

ting

le withou'

solutio

ந்

|Ob

resent

ina

—
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and the isolated and powerless individual, possessed of little
bargaining power and left helpless by
laissez faire policy of the
State. Thus the flannel weavers of Rochdale combined together
in the Rochdale Society of Equitable Pioneers to secure their
~ household requisites at wholesale prices and escape exploitation
by

the

retailers;

thus

was

initiated

the

consumer's

ra

70
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co-operative

movement.
The poor farmers of Germany under the guidance of
Raiffeisen combined into co-operative societies to obtain cheap
credit ; thus originated the co-operative credit movement.
When,

with the spread of industrialism and the growth of big cities, a wide
gulf grew up between the farmer and his markets, and the farmers
found themselves more and more at the mersy of an increasingly
Tong chain of middlemen, they were forced by the logic of cireum-

~

stances to combine together -for self-preservation; this led to the
_ emergence in Europe of agricultural co-operation in its various forms,
such as societies for the purchase of raw materials and implements

required for cultivation, societies such as the Co-operative Creameries
Denmark to undertake the processing of agricultural products,

9-operative associations for leasing and cultivating land, for the
ment of livestock, for mutual insurance against agricultural
therefore, fike socialism, is a protest against the
tition and the acquisitiveness of capitalism. To

-operation, such as Robert Owen in England,
r in France, co-operation is an alternative to compet:
rinciple of social organization, substituting for the

rted

actio

number of isolated individuals.

It

and

te

raph, grew up almost unconsvious difficulties ‘rather than

of economic organization.”

—

ON IN INDIA

டச்

erative society and a capitalis-)

The differences between a 6
‘tic organization like a joints
ck

company

aim

is to

of the co-operative society

are fundamental.

provide

a

service

The

to its’

bers, as, for instance, the provisim of cheap credit or the
. provision of reliable goods at fair prices, and not to make a profit
for its share-holders.
The co-operative societies often confine their
transactions to their members.
The principle in a co-operative
“society is “one man, one vote’’ and not ‘one share one “vote?”
asina joint-stock company.
“Infact, in most societies there is a

maximum limit to the number
This

hands

prevents

of the

the

contro!

of shares

of

richer members.

the

an individual

society

Again,

from

protits

passing

in

may

into

bold.

the

a co-operative

are divided not according to the number OF shares

anes

but

(6 profits are often spent on the டம் of common made. 3
education, ee rooms, ct¢., from which the poorer members Fit

mutual support. _The oe of7
etter than in the words of the Maclagan Con
-operation

is, very

briefly,

that

an

iso

can, by association with others and by m
nutual support, obtain, in his own de;
20 available to wealthy or powerful ‘persons a

i
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“been the child of necessity, and has developed

in different countries

along different
lines.
Thus Great Britain, whose labourers were
exploited by the truck system; led the way in consumer's co-operation ; Germany, where exploitation of the poorer farmers and artisans
by money-lenders was rampant, developed credit co-operation ; Denmark, whose peasant farmers were forced to give up the production of
grain by the competition of cheap imports from the New World, has
specialised in the co-operative production of dairy products for the
British market: and the new countries such as Canada, with their
-jmmense distances and production for a foreign market, have tended
3௦ concentrate on co-operative marketing.

_

15

main

spirit of co-operation

underlies

many

characteristic

Indian institutions, ¢.g., the joint family, the caste organization, the

‘chit funds in Madras, and many village undertakings.
But the
application of this spirit to the organization of business is an essenti'y Western development, and in similar application of the spirit to
_agriculture lies the salvation of the Indianfarmer.
Co-operation can
hel

the

farmer

in

India to consolidate his holding; to purchase his.

jlies cheap,‘t sell his produce for a remunerative price, to secure
10,2910 to improve his agricultural methods. But
more
nt than all these, it can educate the farmers, induce self-help
ite in them that desire to improve

their économie

condition

3 the spur to all economic and social progress. As the Royal
. on Agriculture in India remark, “If co-operation
fails,
ie best
hope of rura
ia.”

த.

‘he Raiffeisen and Schuize-Delitzsch Societies: The

ment in India initiated the co-operative movement as a method
ar
terate farmers from the clutches of the
sion of cheap credit. It has, therefore,

rement and it has been largely influenced
1ome
of credit co-operation.
As the
ieties
India are
credit

;

on ft

ப்

—

vA. The Raiffeisen banks have four characteristic features, viz., (a)
unlimited liability, (6) a restricted area of operation, (ce) gratuitous
management, and (d) little emphasis on share capital, most of the
profits being carried to an indivisible reserve fund.
A co-operative

society

consisting of small peasants cannot

raise enough

funds

for ~~

Joans to members except on the basis of unlimited liability.
அதம்
limitation of the area of operation is essential in order to ensure 4
the mutual knowledge and mutual supervision so necessary to ~
minimise the risk from unlimited liability, and to ensure efficient —
“management.
The value of each share is kept at as low a figure —

as possible in order to enable even

the poorest

peasant to join the

society, and the profits are all carried to areserve fund to which
all bad debts can be debited.
A strong reserve fund is in effect an

insurance

against

the

risk

‘Management keeps down
society. .Such a society

_
Pi

_

spirit of

“

‘societies perhaps
ancement of

of

unlimited

liability.

Gratuitous.

the cost of the credit advanced by the
is expected to foster among members the

even greater
the members

ull for each”;
emphasis
than on

in

the

Raiffeisen.

is laid on ‘the moral —
improvement in their —

economic condition.
SER
னத்
The management of the Raiffeisen societies is democratic. The
tine business

is conducted

by

a committee of

management

controlled and supervised by a committee of supervision, both of —
which are elected by the general meeting
retary-treasurer
is paid.

ri

Oi

of ‘members. Only

0 12

தவத

e characteristic feature
of the Ra
emphasis which it lays on thrift. Thus, sa

-for 78.0%
of the funds

PY

வத த ரயி

‘+
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are unions

defence, and inspection,

have formed themselves
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and

set up

for

propa-

these, in their

turn,

into a central body known as_ the National

_ Wederation which deals with all questions of legislation, administration, and publicity.
To
raise funds cheaply from
external
Sank. The central co-operative supply
associations are another

type of federation

of co-operative societies.

These pool the orders

_ of a number of small societies and purchase supplies in bulk.
They
_ .are able tosafeguard quality by expert selection and testing, and
_ ‘to utilise their superior knowledge of market fluctuations to buy

at the right time.
ocieties

of

the

Schulze-Delitzsch

type, started to

artisans and the lower middle classes

totally different environment

and they

finance

the

in towns had to work

developed characteristic

ethods appropriate to the conditions under which they worked.
here is no rigid adherence to unlimited liability in the banks

s type,

though

Schulz himself

capital is insisted

ated as dividends.

(c) The

th the Raiffeisen societies.

paid servants. In
intimate
mutual
se
conditions would
ywiedge among
the

share

favoured

on and a larger

area of
(d)

unlimited

liability.

proportion of the profits

operations

is

wider

‘The management is in the

the towns people are not likely to
knowledge
and unlimited liability
have been extremely risky. Lack of
members leads naturally to greater

capital

and

the

accumulated

reserves

as

the big size of the society necessitates a paid
n general, the activities of the Schulze-Delitzsch

espond more closely to those of the commercial banks
-e is a
greater emphasis on business than on normal

: in India have conformed to
credit societies
டன.
ச்

on-agricultural

x
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OF
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IN

INDIA

Indian Companies Act. But the idea that co-operation was the
main solution of the rural credit and debt problems in India was
essentially the contribution of Sir Frederick Nicholson, a Madras
1897 submitted tothe Government of Madras a
Who in
Civi
han,
“Report on Land and Agricultural Banks’? and summed up his
He deprecated all
conclusion in the words “Find Raiffeisen.”
attempts of the State directly to finance the farmer, assuch direct

financing,
necessary

even
funds,

organization,

incur

kill

the odium

could raise the
cumbrous official

that Government
assuming
would involve a large and
all

of

self-help

the

and

bailiff

in

would

make

addition

to

the Government

that

of

the

According to him “small locally worked institutions 2
tax-collector.
on the lines of the European village institutions’ were the ideal i
agencies for the supply of rural credit ‘“‘because they would satisfy —
the postulates of proximity, security, facility, excite local confidence
and consequently draw in local capital, work cheaply, almost

gratuitously and

_

thus

provide

cheap

credit,

influence

borrowers

towards the true use of credit and watch the utilisation of loans i
aceordance with contract, exercise educative influence in mi
_ thrift, association

and

self-help

and

develop

high forms

10
2௫
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The All-India Act merely laid down the

general outlines and the provinces were left free, as they aquired.

_

experience, to fill in the details according to local conditions and
needs. To encourage the movement the Government made certain
concessions, such as exemption from income-tax, registration fees,

stamp duties, etc.°

i

There was a steady though slow increase in the number of credit.
societies, but the years that followed 1904 brought to light certain
| ~ grave omissions and defects in the Act of 1904.
Firstly, that Act

'.

_

zi

gave no legal protection to co-operative societies

than. credit, viz, marketing,

supply,

provide for the registration of central

etc.

for

organizations

banks and unions, which were increasingly

purposes

such

like Madras

as

central

needed for financing

primary societies in the villages and for supervision.
‘some provinces

other

Secondly, it did not

and the Punjab,

the

Thirdly, in

the rural societies had

sed a substantial amount of share capital and the total prohibition

te distribution of profits in rural societies with unlimited liability

as found

to cause some

hardship

to their members.

a
ution of societies into rural and
extremely unscientific and inconvenient.

eto

come forward

with anew

Lastly, the

urban was found to be
The Government had

Co-operative

Societies Act

e Co-operative Societies Act, 1912, gave legal recognition to

credit co-operative societies, such as societies for the purchase of
It also.
‘the sale of produce, insurance and housing,
,

ds

of central societies,

of primary

as distinct from

societies for mutual

primary

control

and.

HISTORY

the

agriculturist

has

were

CO-OPRPRATION

mortgage

zamindari areas like
except
his personal
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his land,
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than in

the

Societies

for

Bengal, where the cultivator has little to offer
security.
Meanwhile, non-credit types of

also being

gradually

developed.

milk supply, cattle insurance, the sale of produce, the purchase of
manure, improved implements and common necessaries were all being
gradually organized.
In _1914 the Government considered that the time had come
for a general stock-taking and appointed a committee under , Sir

Edward Maclagan“‘to

examine

whether

the movement

especially

in its higher stages and its financial aspects was progressing on
sound lines and to suggest measures for improyement which seemed
to be required.”
The report of the Maclagan Committee appeared
in 1915, and though it contained no novel

recommendations,

it still

remains one of the authoritative reports on the working of co-operation in India.
:
The work of financing the primary societies, as we have already

seen, was gradually taken up by the central co-operative banks, but
propaganda still remained the function of the Registrar. Thisfunction
also was gradually taken over from the Registrar by the Provincial
Co-operative Institutes which were started in the various provinces.
These enlisted in the service of the co-operative movement an increa-

sing number

of non-officials

and introduced

into the movement a

tendency towards de-officialisation.

_
‘cial

் sae

Under the constitution of 1919, co-operation
subject

in

the

charge

of a popular

became a provin-

minister and this

gave a

further impetus to the movement.
The economic prosperity
between 1920 and 1929 facilitated expansion and there
w
ர

_

imerease in the number of societies. But side b
expansion there were
also some
disquieting
f

_ example, a steady increasein overdues. _
‘by various provinces
of Co-operative

The

the

ட்

O

— ம்
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Societies Act of 1932 and the Madras Co-operative Land Mortgage
Banks Act of 1934.
Following the Committee on Co-operation in Madras we may
distinguish four main phasesin the evolution of the co-operative
movement

in

Madras.

a period of slow

The first

growth.

The

phase,

second

from 1904 to 1917-18, was

phase,

from

]918-19

to

1919-33, wasa pericd of rapid, in fact too rapid, expansion.
‘This
coincided with a period of agricultural prosperity in the wake of
the
Great
European War
of 1914-18.
Societies of all types
increased from 3,676 in 1918-19 to 15,238 in the latter year and
there was a corresponding increase in the membership and the
working capital of the movement which rose from about Rs. 30
Jakhs to more than Rs. 1,799 lakhs.
With the advent
of the
depression
and the crash of agricultural prices,
the
movement
entered on its third phase.
Many depressing features, such as an
Increase in the amount of overdue loans, an increase in the number
of liquidations and_of moribund societies, became prominent in the

-

working of co-operative societies.
The number of societies fell
from 15,238 in 1929-36 to 12,927 in 1936-37 and the membership
- declined ‘from 974,919 to 897,128 during the same period. The
co-operative moyement passed through, a wholesome period of
introspection and reform and the period has aptly been described °
- by the Madras Committee as “a period of consolidation
and
mstruction.” But even during this period there were two
bright features, viz., the rapid development of land mortgage
banks, and co-operative sale societies which increased from 3 in
24to 1llin 1937,
he fourth phase, viz., period after 1937, has been tee
by a gradual recovery. “It would appear as though we have
ம்
er and signs of improvement have begun to
ives pee the number of societies and member-

a
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all the major provinces.

Broadly speaking,

in each province,

at the

of control and direction

of the

| head of the movement there are three authorities, viz., the Registrar ~
of Co-operative

Societies in charge

" . movement, the Provincial or apex Bank in charge of finance, and the
| Provincial Co-operative Institute or Union in charge of education and
| Propaganda.
_Non-agricultural co- -operative societies,

Pea ben

such as the co-operative

banks, thrift and life insurance societies, societies for factory

_ workers, eredit societies for government employees, consumers ¢ooperative societies and artisans’ societies for purchase and sale, are
“be ond thescope of this book.
The co-operative movement in India
with particular ‘reference to agriculture will be discussed in the
following chapters.

CHAPTER VIII
THE

VILLAGE

CREDIT

—
SOCIETY

oes

‘importance in the Indian co-operative siructure:
perative moment in India, as we have already seen, was
mainly with the object of providing the farmer with cheap
and freeing him from the clutches of the money-lender.
The
. therefore, has been essentially a credit movement, and
J credit societies dominate. ‘the picture:
In number as

las membership they far exceed all other typés of co-operative
nizationsp ம
னக ட 1 1940-4] out of a total of 1,42,512

ies.

The

os central

ர் societies are

banks, and

as the

THE
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centers of educative and moral influence. But in actual practice the
societies have remained mere dispensers of credit and have scarcely

attended to the other objects.
§ 3.

‘

Membership and the area of

operations:

The

mum initial membership for such a society isten_ As
is unlimited

and members

credit, enquire

are expected

into the objects of

to evaluate

the loan

and keep

mini-

the liability
each

other’s

watch

on the

employment of funds obtained through the society, the members
have to know each other’and membership has to be compact.
The
area of operation is restricted, as in the case of the Raiffeisen societies

in Germany, to ensure the co-operative safeguards of mutual watch' fulness and supervision, and the aim till now has been one society for
each village.
§ 4.

Liability:

As a rule the village credit societies,

like

Raiffeisen societies, have unlimited liability. ‘“ Unlimited 1
has been one of the basic principles of rural co-operative
ornanization of India.”
It was felt that the village
whose members are mostly poor ryots would be un
unless

they

were

buttressed

by

unlimited liability.

the

the Wo ds

of the Maclagan Committee, unlimited Wability
‘constitutes an.
-Important factor in the confidence reposed on societies both by
central: institutions inside the movement and by the joint-stock
banks outside it.” The members of the village credit society
are,
therefore, liable for the debts incurred by the society
to th
extent of their property. Details regarding the property posse:
by each member are collected together in the ‘Property
Staten
of the society which forms the basis of all its borro
“au
_ tions. But unlimited liability in the case of a co-operative soci
‘means only ‘ contributory ’ liability. The creditors of

cannot try to recover their loans from individual me
“ the ultimate deficit could be secured by a series

capita on members.”

ப அட

டள

வட

;
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sum

that can be lent to each member,

a

year by the general body at its meeting.

ட

have the right
nd

honesty
ve funds.
‘unforeseen

erve

to refuse
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are both fixed once or twice
(3) The members of the

admission to

individuals whose

are doubtful.
(4) The societies have built
When most of the profits are carried to a
losses can

be met

therefrom.

* An indivi-

is a fundamental feature of the Raiffeisen system, to
uuffer between the members and the rigours of a possible

nt of unlimited liability. =

rees of Capital :

of

To

grant loans

to its members

interest, the village credit. socieby needs

Taises

che Ta sources

internal | and

ex

Emu

al

funds.

at

These

The internal

Sourses consist

0

-members, loans from co-operative central financing
e district, central and provincial co-operative
Government which now provide only a very
al of the village credit societies.
rative society of the Raiffeisen type, -_
d ae
of ole
5.
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by the fact that in 1940-41, the reserve and other funds of
the அப்ப்பா
societies provided almost 28°%, of their working
capital.

Deposits from members which are the real test of co-operation
are very small in India.
Attempts have of course been made to
Obligatory deposits are found in Bihar and
foster such deposits.
Orissa;

in

in

Bombay,

most

societies

are

members

compelled

to

Some
deposit for 5 to 10 years, 5 to 10% of the loan advanced.
societies have tried to encourage saving by members by the pro¥ision of home savings boxes, e.g., in Bengal, while others by their
bye-laws require each member to deposit a specified portion of the

annual produce.* But the results have been disappointing. Thus,
in 1940-41 member deposits provided only about 40% of the total
working capital of agricultural societies in India.
Village credit societies can accept deposits from non-members a
and the amount of non-member deposits a society is able to secure-.—

can be taken as a fair measure.of its success in ineuleating thrift
and in winning the confidence of the local public. But loc:
deposits form only a small part of the total
working capit
village credit societies in India. This might be due
poverty of the rural areas, partly to the
te:
money-lending,

the

acceptance

societies

and

partly

to

of non-member

in order

the recent

de

to centralise all the

6]

51D

central bank and thus facilitate supervision

- But the major portion of the funds t
‘lend to their members, they secure from _

க ன்

_

institutions known
eo-operative credit

as

co-operative 00
society,
by i

among its members, must be
at if needs and in the forcibl
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...

மாற

௦03005

i "savingsSev oluntetily

made.
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The real message

of co-operation,

viz.,

emphasis
on thrift and self-help, seems to have made little
headway in rural India.
aE
S 6. ee
it Policy: The main point regarding co-operative
ould Sauce the borrower in the productive use

ர.
e credit

§ loans :—From
society

should

the

give

ideal
loans

point
only

of
for

view

the

productive

ses.
But in India under the existing social conditions
find it almost impossible to avoid a certain amount of
diture on marriages and other social ceremonies; if the
ive societies‘refuse loans for

1 1௦... borrow:
:

these

purposes,

the

members

outside sources.
‘In. India” says
n_has to be, not between productive
ch, as between necessary and unneces{lage eredit societies, therefore, lend for
and living expenses as well as for occasional
‘Thus, in Madras in 1940-41, 868% of the

he

from

agricultural

societies

was

for

productive

for the Payot of prior debts and only
roductive purposes."
These figures however do
true position.
We have it on the authority of
ras
Committee on Co-operation, that the village

have

done hardly anything
{ pon

tl

to restrict unproductive

As

ne

ee

the

~
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even during the prosperous years before 1929 the village credit iy
societies never lentas much as this, and in 1928-30 the average—
annual loan per member of an agricultural primary
society was ப

Rs, 36.6for Madras and Rs. 38.6) for all India,
depression of the thirties, societies now lend mmne
Madras during the period between 1934-35 and 193°
loan disbursed varied from

average

Rs. 19 to Rs, 21.4

_ The credit provided by the village credit societies has _
extremely Inadequate. According to the Bihar
and Orissa Ba
Enquiry Committee, the primary
agricultural credit 80016
provide not more than three-fourths

of the

actual

credit requir

ments of their members, and even in Bombay,it has been est
that half the

members

eurrent needs.

have

to

borrow

from

As the credit-societies 00 3

needs, the members

have

often

been

the

local money-lenders.

Such

disloy

the

main

present

reasons

societies.

for the

பட

driven.

.

sad

த்தம்

As pointed out by Dr:

Hough, the

the agricultural societies has actually

de

require that the village credit societies and the ce
get most of their funds from deposits should not
_ long-term loans to their members. But the
nm

short-term from long-term finance was not cle

early days of the co-operative movement in In
c
£ societies tried to liquidate the prior debts o

th the result ‘that a good deal of accumulated

‘il age

societies and converted into co-oper
ent

of the land mortgage

1

ப

ந

௮

பல்வ
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y two but not five years, and

redit societies,
term finance.
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138%,

therefore,

for periods

provide

rity:—The main asset of a co-operative

ne

exceeding

mainly
society

shortis said

funded honesty of its members’. The emphasis should
the honesty and thrift of the members rather than on material
|
and credit must be personal.
But in India the emphasis
haracter has been ignored and there has been a tendency to

jore and more on the tangible socurity
s in the form of land and crops.
Loans
ecurity

ut,

of

as

the

one

or

two

membérs,

provided by
are given on

on

mortgages

the
the
of

Madras Committee
on
Co-operation have
haye been made to rest more and more
immovable property...... in recent years the

ms in village societies has shown a steady

on
as

es

material
now

security

prevailing

considered

may

in India,

as+strictly

secondary

be

necessary

unless “such

the

ive principle that credit must be based
wer is

funda-

on the

likely to be neglected. This is in
When loans are
ned in India.
movable or immovable property,
pervise each other and insist on
an, as there

y

| central

is always

the

_ the society. The

banks,
7 and

again, are likely to
to advance loans wit

iples of self-hel
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unlimited

liability,

every

member

stands

87
to

lose

when® any

particular member fails to repay; hence it may be expected
members are likely in their own interest to enforce the prompt
repayment of loans by mutual watchfulness and supervision.

But in practice the village

credit societies in India have

failed

to achieve this ideal,
Book adjustments, giving new loans again
immediately after the previous loans have been discharged ete.,
haye been common.
Usually default has started with one or two
influential members, and in the absence of prompt measures against
x3
defaulters, has spread to the . others.
Overdues
were
assuming —
serious proportions even before 1929, and the economic dontossibnie:

and the

situation

severe fall in agricultural
worse

after

1930.

prices combined

In 1936-37

Indian provinces more than 50%

in almost

to make

the

all the British

of the loans due to ae கபட

ட 2

societies was overdue,

& (f) Interest rates :—One of the primary objectives of the
credit societies is to secure an equalisation of eredit terms. as
ம
and industry and to provide the farmer
credit
zit,
The village credit societies in India have been

in achieving this ideal. The Maclagan Con
|
a mistake to reduce interest rates unnecessarily till

_ reserve fund had been built up. A premature
levels

borrow

below the current market rates

too much

and make it difficult

might tempt the

for the

with |

ல்க
betwe

CS OF INDIAN AGRICULTURE
_ ma’ - almost be called the second
லது

க

Co-operative

Societies

carry at least one-fourth
teserye fund.

Act of 1912

requires all

of their annual net

profits

It also permits any society,

line

of

societies to

every year to

with the permission

of

‘the Registrar, to contribute 10% of the remaining profits to any
charitable purpose. But co-operation is now a ‘provincial subject,’
and the proportion

reserve fund

have to

of the

profits

which

has to be

varies from province to province.

take 50% of their net

society until it equals
334% thereafter. |

profits

to

the

taken

to

the

fund

of

the

In Madras, societies

reserve

one-half of the society’s total liability, and

addition to this, to prevent dividend

hunting,

the maximum

dividends which societies can declare has been fixed by law in
any provinces, ¢.g., 64% in the case of the village credit societies
Management :—The management of the village credit. society
at the Raiffeisen society, is democratic.
It is based on the

one member,

one

vote,

The

general

body is the

rity on all matters concerning the society: executive
of the society is vested in the hands of a ‘ Panchayat’

elected by the general body.
and a secretary are

From among the panchaelected,

and

the

secretary

executive work of the society subject to the control of —
ent. The fundamental Raiffeisen principle of ‘honorary —
a
has been adopted, and only the secretary is paid
Pause
ation for clerical work.
e, whether the management
al pi
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_ Union through its own inspectors.*
In the other provinces the audit
_ of the village credit societies is done directly by the staff of the Cooperative Department, In some aréas
a number of big societies have
voluntarily formed themselves into audit fens

for arranging

their

audit. The actual audit helps the Registrar in each province, by
providing him with a ccrrect picture of the working of each society,
With regard to the. cost of audit, in some provinces the societies
audited have to pay an audit fee ; in Madras and Bombay the audit
of village societies is practically free.
rE ne
j@
(k) Supervision and Inspection :—Supervision lays emphasis on
eins istration, and inspection on finance. Theoretically the best
method

will

be

to make the societiesin a restricted area responsible

ச

to exercise an effective control over the movement.

_ for their own supervision, and the higher financing
bank
‘responsible for inspection. But in India there is much overlapping
and the practice differs from province to province. Thus, in
_ Madras and Bombay the primary credit societies have federated
. themselves into local supervising unions for supervision, though of —
late there has been a tendency to bring the supervising union itself
under

the

of the central bank in the area.

control

In the Punjab

and Bihar the staff of the Provincial Institutes who do the audit
also do the supervising. In other provinces supervision is done by
the Registrar’s staff and the central bank to which the societies are
affiliated? —
ole.

:—When a society is mismanaged and is likely
co-operative

movement

into disrepute,

power to cancel the registration of th

ts liquidation, i.e., to

realise th

ந்த

the

~

3

அத பு
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ocieties shows that, in practice,

-operative ideal in many

they

self-help, upon mutual supervision

|

upon

the

productive

use

have failed

respects.

of

and

mutual

credit,

features of co-operative credit,

has

to

Emphasis

been

which

conform to the

upon

thrift

watchfulness

are

wholly

and

and

the distinctive

lacking: and

the

primary society in the village has become a mere intermedia
_ between the central bank seeking investment and the borrowers in
_ the primary society who are in no particular hurry regarding re_»
Payment and understand very little regarding theprinciples of

_ 0-operation.
This’ ignorance and apathy of the members and
_ their failure to appreciate the implication of unlimited liability led,
even before 1929, to the emergence of radical defects in the work.
ag of the primary credit societies, viz., the indifferénce of the panaayatdars, factions in the society, advancing loans without
sideration of their purpose and the repaying capacity

orrower, benami transactions, failure to take prompt
action for the recovery of overdue loans, etc. #
_

The

situation, thus,

was

already

seriots

and

proper
of the

effective

before the economic

pression. But the economic depression, and the crash of agriculal prices after 1929, which converted agriculture into an almost

cit economy, greatly ageravated the troubles of the rural credit
ies. The majority of their members had borrowed heavily during
m period which preceded the depression, and the disastrous

agricultural

prices greatly

ன்

reduced

pact of the world economic

srisis

both their income and

depression thus

brought—

of the Indian Co-operative movement, and brought
ie vital defects in the working of the village credit
the
s Commit
m Co-operation have summed —

படல
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01.

ட்

ஜிய

ones.

Thus

a large

proportion

of the

ceased to be active suppliers of credit:

rural

When

credit societies have

the society is not in

4 position to sanction a loan, members are naturally driven to borrow

from outside sources; this leads
financial position of the Society.
5

Amount

ee

Madras
Bombay

Amount

of loans

yes
les

Bengal
De
_ United Provinces...
Bihar

to a further deterioration. in
.

eae

351-99
247°36

39639 |
75°91
10

overdue.

்

:

ee ம்

Percentage of

ட

162.07
128,24 -

46.1.
51.8

345.80
36.21

87.4
௧27

9040

அத

The majority of societies have thus ceased to be living ‘organisms

and active suppliers of credit. They are, in the apt words of the
Madras Committee on Co-operation, “in a stateof suspended anima- _
tion.” The problem now is “ to unfreeze the movement and to reo
a
the stream of credit ee

*
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Aa)
i

During recent years there has been a decentralisation of
ivities

and

departmentalisation

of credit, sale and

இட்டப்.
The provision of long-term finance has been taken over
y land mortgage banks and special sale societies have emerged to
facilitate the co-operative sale of produce. Societies for special crops,
jike the sugarcane growers societies have also been started. All these

developments have led to a narrowjng down of the sphere of activity
open to the village credit society. / This decentralisation of functions
_- combined with the deterioration in the agricultural economy has.
_ greatly reduced the volume of business of the village credit societies:
and

converted

them

into

‘uneconomic

_ the lending rates of societies forced
_ has further reduced

their

income

units.’/

The

reduction

by the economic

and

many

in

depression

agricultural societies.

ave been’working at a loss, while others are moribund,
If such
_ small societies, which are anable to pay their way individually,

are amalgamated on the basis of one society for a ‘group of
hbouring villages, their volume of business will increase. This.
___ wil enable them to secure a fair margin of profit and facilitate the

a emp loyment of an efficient paid staff and the building up of strong.
_ When asingle society serves
r scope for the selection of proper
ociety. When a society serves
paucity of literate men, the
year after year.

a group of villages there is
men to carry on the business.
only one village, on account:
same persons may have to be
eas

be easier to audit and supervise a few, strong,

uated societies than

a number

of small, scattered

THE
:
with

VILLAGE

(8) The ‘one village,
the Indian tradition.
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one society’ principle is in accordance
The village has been the unit of corpo-

rate activity in India from time immemorial.
But we have to take facts

as

they

are,

and

the

‘one village,

‘one society’ principle which we have followed so far, seems. to
thave ensured neither the mutual knowledge and trust nor the
training in business methods that are claimed in its favour; as we
have already seen,
the-existing societies have become uneconomie
units on account of a progressive decline in the volume of their
‘business and are, therefore, unable to pay their way.
The Officerin-charge of the Agricultural Credit Department of the Reserve
Bank of India holds that the existing credit societies can increase
‘their volume of business as well as profits by becoming multipurpose societies, z.c., by undertaking more functions.
According
to him therefore, an enlargement in the area of their operations
is
unnecessary.
But as the Madras Committee on Co-operation put

it, ‘““we

must not count the rupees the multipurpose

chicken

are

going to earn for us, even before eggs are hatched.” Therefore
the first three arguments which have been advanced in favour of |
amalgamation

of

existing

societies

on

the

basis

of

one

society

for a group of villages, are decisive.
Of course, if co-operation
be real, the members of a society must know each other a
have
an identity of interest. But villages close %௦ 6

is to
ர

“have an intimate identity of agricultural and economic
social bonds too throw them together.’’ Therefore when

interests,
iety

serves a group of neighbouring villages, the fundamental
of co-operation

the basis of one

are

not

violated.

society for
a group of villages within a radi

three to five miles as recommended by
5]

the ¥

ighly desirable. Suc
an enlargement
o
h

village credit societies will also facilitate
f the

Can

principles

A reorganization of societi

co-operative

be brougit

movement, as

sratic

an

its sphere more rapidl:

- Conversion of the village
societies: The v
eredi

'

(

ன்
In
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provision of credit and help its members

to achieve the triple ideal of ‘better farming, better business and

better living.’ As suggested by the Reserve Bank of India and
the Madras Committee on Co-operation, the village credit societies

fF ‘ean undertake the following subsidiary functions :—
(a) Promotion

“secure

better

of better farming :—To

yield of crops with

less

enable

its

members

expenditure,

the

to

society

~ should encourage improved and intensive methods of cultivation.
- Tican take up the responsibility of suppling seed and manure of
go
ity, and improved implements.
It can be empowered to

,ae

mamon seed beds and to attempt joint co-operative
, and thus get over the evils of subdivision and fragmenta-

_ tion.
It can help
‘livestock, negotiate

per pasture

lands

its members to improve the quality of their
with the Government
for the reservation of

and

ம கேர also undertake the

arrange

for their grazing

in rotation.

supply of electrical and other

mechanical

power on a collective basis.
(6) Promotion

of

better

business:—The

society

can

increase

a@ income of its members by encouraging the co-operative sale of
uce. It need not engage in marketing activities, like the
storing
of produce and the holding of produce for better prices,
re expert knowledge and are speculative. But where
is
no co-operative sale society near by, the village credit

ty can profitably undertake

basis, and thus ensure

:

selling in the village itself on a
or

ib

ate with big merchants for sale in bulk of the produce

the

farmer

a

fair

bargain,

of

members. | Such types of activity are not risky, as the society
ot hold
oduce and does not advance loans. When there
c
jociety near by, the village credit society can
ale of its members’ produce.
credit society thus arranges for the sale of its
ce, besides

ensuring abetter

price

ntrol over the sale proceeds and
for the
டடத
.

to

its members

also a sufficient
thus 5...

THE

€.g., the hand-pounding
and sale. of milk,

ghee,
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of rice, hand-spinning,
and butter.

It

can

95,

and

the production

arrange

for

the sale of

—

these products on a co-operative basis.
(d) Promotion of better living :—The village credit society
should in the future make
determined attempts
to
eliminate
extravagant expenditure by a member on social functions like
marriage, etc., by fixing a maximum limit for each member on
each occasions.
It must be given the powers necessary to control
the

unproductive

expenditure

credit’ for productive
a theoretical fiction.

purposes

of

its

members,

and‘ controlled

must become a reality rather
septate

(e) Joint ° purchase of supplies :—Thesocieties can
supply work on an indent system,
The requirements from
for

such

things

as

cloth,

domestic

requirements,

than

do some
members

etc.,

can

he

pooled and purchased
in bulk at cheaper prices.
There are, thus, many subsidiary functions which the village
credit society can profitably undertake without increasing its risks.

The village credit

societies

can

take up all these

functions one by

one and thus emerge as ‘full-fledged multi-purpose societies.’
Such
an enlargement of the functions of our village credit societies, so as
to bring within their ambit the whole life of the farmer, has the
following decisive advantages :—

ES

—

_
(a) It is likely im actual practice to increase the financial
_
members
their
of
incomes
the
increasing
by
societies
the
of
stability
i

and thus ensuring the prompt repayment of loans.
(b) The

variety

of

services

which

the recognized

society

would provide would attract into the society the large body of _
people who are at present outside the co-operative movement.

__

_ Different people in the village need differen:
should
be people in

the village credit society

community, each of which has definite ecc

n the village credit’ society provide
ig landholders, who require merely
the joint purchase of supplies, and _
eap credit, can combine in ©

es

ae

நித

za
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classes should

be compelled

become members of the village credit societies and thus

by law

to

help to raise

the credit of their poorer brethren.
But, as the Madras Committee
on Co-operation have rightly pointed out, the essence of co-opera_ tion is voluntary effort and ‘compulsory co-operation’ is a contra_ diction in terms,
When the village credit societies perform a
_ variety of useful functions and are well-managed, the richer
class of
agriculturists can be expected to join them voluntarily, and
with
the conversion of the existing village. credit socicties into multipurpose societies the need for ‘compulsory co-operation’ is likely
to dis appear.

.

__(¢) A village credit society providing

_ likely to be in more

“mere

__

credit society

continuous

to

which

touch

a number of services is

with its members

members

resort

than

a

only occasionally

when they need loans.
Such continuous contact is likely to create
in members a more lively interest in the working of the society.
As the Bulletin on Village Banks issued by the Reserve Bank
of
India points out, “The
bank must never lose touch with the
_ member.
He must come to the bank for something or other

_ throughout the year. Absence of such touch leads to indifference,
| default and disloyalty.
The bank should never be allowed to
(சி degenerate
into a loan

he

office.”

Ei

te

_ But even granting that the whole life of the farmer must be
ught within the sphere of co-operation, why, it is argued, should
village credit society undertake a number of functions 2 Cannot
me end be achieved by having, asin Denmark, one society
each
purpose!
In Denmark it is not unusual for a farmer to be

_

hree or four co-operative societies, each of which
ice.
It is suggested by some that the village
a!
d liability, should have a simple

suggest there should _
tance,

one

for

credit,
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by Dr. C. R. Fay, has been forced upon the agricultural co-operative
movements of countries in Europe and the New World also. “The

new emphasis is everywhere on co-ordination, not indeed on
the
undifferentiated society, but on the association of finance with
trade supplies and marketing, on a credit central which has the whole
position of the borrower under review... This development is fast

reaching down

the old time-honoured

barriers and is making

example of pre-war Denmark less and less relevant
tive world of to-day.” #

An

enlargement

is, therefore,

of the

functions

the

to the co-opera-

of the village credit society

an essential line of development in India.

It

does

not

go against co-operative theory; in fact, it will make the Indian
village credit society conform more closely to the Raiffeisen pattern.
But, as Dr. C. R. Fay has suggested, “the term multi-purpose is
misleading ; a better term would be integrated co-operation.”

$10.
Should the liability of the village credit society be
limited or unlimited?
The severe agricultural depression of the
thirties, which brought along with it the liquidation of a number
of societies, has led people to question methods which have been
till now regarded the very fundamentals of co-operation.
Unlimited liability is the bedrock of the Raiffeisen type of co-operative —
society and has been till now regarded as one of the basic principles

of rural co-operative credit organization in India.

But the majority

of the Madras Committee on Co-operation are of opinion that the
principle of unlimited liability has outlived its utility, and recommend
its substitution
by limited
liability
on the following
grounds :— -

(1) The majority of our ryots do not understand the principle
of unlimited liability. When the members of a society failto under-

stand its implications, unlimited liability, instead of being a source of.
help, becomes a dangerous sham,

:

at

:

சக்த போட இதி

(2) The economic depression of the thirties led to the liqu
of a number of societies, and the enforcement of unlimited
This has caused hardship to members who are eitk
borrowers,

or

non-defaulters,

and

has

brought

the whole

mov

ment into disrepute. When unlimited liabilityis enforced, it i
_ honest members, who have punctually repaid their loa
_ suffer most.
s
ie
Siete
வத வக
அ
_ (3) The better class of agriculturists
have not joined the agricultural 0060
such societies is unli

யப.

nic

—
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(4) The practical utility of unlimited liability is open to doubt.
Though every member is liable to the creditors of the society
to

the full extent

of his property, membership

in a society does not

_
bar the right to alienate property.
The dishonest and cleverer
' members
can,
therefore, successfully evade the enforcement of

unlimited

|

'

liability

by

alienating

all their

property

before such

enforcement.
Again, unlimited liability in the case of a co-operative
society, as we have already seen, means only contributory liability
and it can be enforced only when a society is liquidated.
“So long

as unlimited liability does not bar the alienation of the property of
members during the period of their membership, its practical. utility
is open to doubt.”’

This is a yery important consideration.

ர
“Itis efficient management rather than unlimited liability
_ that induces confidence among financing banks and depositors.’”
The
confidence of the depositors is also partly due to the belief that

|
the
| audit

Government is behind the movement
and other forms of statutory control.

through

supervision,

(6) Unlimited liability assumes that the members of a society
ssess
Mutual knowledge, exercise mutual supervision and control
gard to borrowing, and insist on punctual repayment.
But

assumptions are not true of village life in India today.
also

pointed

out

that unlimited

liability is essential,

hen credit is advanced merely on the security of personal
r.

0

But,

re

as we have already seen,

loans

in

India

have

been

6 and more upon material security in the shape of.

roperty, crops,

etc.; unlimited liability, therefore has

large volume of opinion which favours the
bility. ““‘We feel” says the Officer-in:

al Credit Department of the Reserve Bank of
ited liability is a matter of necessity and not a
_ If the;
are to be attracted at cheap rates

é

ம

bility.” The minority

unlimited liabilittoy
ஸ்
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lead to an

undesirable

centralisation of co-operative financing and transform the village
credit societies into mere agencies of a centralised banking system.
(3) Though unlimited liability has long been in force, its rigour
is softened by the rules issued by the Department and very little
is recovered by its actual enforcement.
(4) A sudden change all at once from unlimited to limited
liability might shake the confidence of the desposisors and affect
the flow of money into the movement.

(5) If unlimited liability is given up the emphasis on character might be neglected and the deserving poor might be deprived of
the help they need.
According

to

the

advocates

of

unlimited

liability,

if solvent

people have not hitherto joined the rural credit societies, the reason
is not the unlimited liability of the rural credit society but iis:
inefficient management.
These

arguments

are

of

course

strong

in

theory,

unlimited liability has

been

the

basis of the Indian village

but®

in actual practice few of the moral advantages claimed for
unlimited liability seem to have been realised in India. Though —
credit —

societies since 1904, the mutual knowledge and mutual supervision .
which are claimed to result from it are conspicuous by their absence. _
unlimited liability seems

amount

of

demoralisation

and

actually to have
over-financing

of

led to

a certain .

the rural

credit.

‘

‘In fact

societies by the central banks relying on their unlimited liability. —
- Corporate life and effort are very weak in our villages today and

the

'-

mere adoption

miracle

+

and

liability is

- ment

ட்

mean

that

of unlimited liability is Rot, likely to work a

achieve

the

ideal of ‘each for

not after all the real test of cothe

substitution

of unlimited

the virtual enthronement

pore. Bae
Bent.

‘ideal’ of

the urban credit

oe
joint

of the நாற்றம்

societies

opinion also i
and

several

Holland writes in Hie Year Book

The nature

of 1)

ரர
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be

limited,

but

if, in the opinion of

the Registrar, having regard to local opinion and’ other circumstances, unlimited liability is more suitable for any society, its lability

may be unlimited. An additional reason for the change over to limited
liability is the fact that when the jurisdiction of a society is extended

toa

group

of villages and the

society

‘subsidiary functions besides the provision

undertakes

a few

of credit, limited liability

seems to bethe more appropriate form,
We have already seen that
such an enlargement of the area of operations as well as of functions
்
is essential in India.
§ 11. The financial
policy of the reorganized village
‘eredit societies: To make
the village eredit
societies useful
agencies in the supply of agricultural credit, the above changes in
‘the structure of the societies should be supplemented by radical
ehanges in their financial policy.
They have so far failed in their
objective
of substituting controlled
productive credit for the
unregulated credit of the money-lender because of (a) the outside
borrowing by members,
(b) the delay in the sanctioning of loans,
and (c) their failure to insist on the proper use of credit.

_
'

_
A.
Measures to prevent ouiside borrowing by members:
We
have seen that loans advanced by the village credit societies are
"often inadequate for the purpose for which they are advanced,
and members, therefore, are driven to borrow from outside sources,
usually money-lenders.
As the rate of interest charged by the
money-lenders is usually higher, the member usually discharges

‘first his obligations to the money-lender

and becomes

a defaulter

to the society. The society in turn has to default to the central
bank.
Outside borrowing, thus, leads to a division of the members‘

'
_
-

loyalties, and should be completely
movement is to succeed.
்
This outside

borrowing

by

eliminated

members

can

if the
be

co-operative

prevented

by (a)

_ the adoption of a policy of ‘full finance’ by the credit societies,
_ 6) the immediate expulsion from the society of any member who
is found to have borrowed from outside

sources,

(c)

the

control

of

yy-lenders, and (d) the creation of a first charge on the
yf members’ holdings (up to the extent of the loans
by them) in favour of the agricultural credit societies.

quate financing is worse than no financing at all, as it
de borrowing, and the chances are that an inadequate
is
‘in unproductive expenditure. The village

erefore, undertake to finance விர் நடி.
mbers as prescribed in the byeants a loan for productive

pur-

—

limit of credit fixed for him, —

ety.is affilitated should be
்

அயி182

ம்.
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should develop a system of ‘ produce loans’ against standing crops and
produce, particularly small loans for the smaller ryots. Again, under
the conditions prevailing in India, loans for consumption purposes.
and for expenditure on social ceremonies like marriage, etc., cannot
altogether be ruled out, but the societies should lend with more cireumspection than has been the case in the past and should fix a
maximum limit for each member,-on each occasion.

When members

are provided such ‘full finance,’ the need for outside borrowing will
be eliminated.
Prohibition

of outside borrowing

by members :—When

societies.

provide “011 finance” members ought to be prohibited from borrowing
from outside sources. Such members as violate this rule should be
immediately expelled from the societies and all their dues recovered
at once,
Creation of first charge on agricultural produce,:—The village erode

society should have the first claim on the produce raised on the hold-.
ings of members whom it has financed, up to the extent of the loan
advanced, subject of course to the overriding claims of the State with —
regard to land revenue. When a member sells his produce to any
other agency, he should be required to pay out of the sale proceeds,
first the dues to the society, and a breach of this rule should be made

an offence. When the village credit societies are thus given a first
charge on the produce, money-lenders will be less willing to lend to
members of village credit societies, and there willbe a Pee

ae

tion of credit from private sources.
The regulation and control of money-lenders on the lines sue
ted in Chapter VI will also tend to reduce outside borro
Tf,

by

the

devices

members of co-operative
- would have

outlined

above, “outside

societies is

borr

brought un er

advanced a long way in pelnremet our

Jed co-operative credit’.
B. Measures for the quick supply of
oie
especially short-term credit for cultivati
given prom y as soon as the need «
se
netioni
ட
ற் the|

ic

்
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The system of forecast loans :—The essence of this system

_ the panchayat of the society, instead of waiting for the

is, that —

members

%௦

apply for loans, prepares fairly in advance of the cultivation season a

forecast of the amount of short-term credit each member is likely to
teed during the season, and gets the loan application of the society
sanctioned by its central bank well ahead of the actual demand.
_

This

enables

the

society to draw funds from the central bank and

advance it to the members with the least delay. Though the initial
preparation of such a forecast might be difficult, once the system has
n adopted, the estimates will merely have to be revised year after
e initial difficulty in the preparation of such a forecast,
ance of the panchayatdars and the fact that some of them

defaulters not interested in approaching

the

central bank

the
are

for

loan, the indifference of the supervising unions and of the
al banks, the economic depression and the consequent preoccu-

on of the Co-operative Department with the work of rectification
sonsolidation of societies, have all led in Madras to the compara-

t of the system in the past. But the system of forecast
the best ways of ensuring the quick supply of loans
be made in the future to popularise the system.
mmitteee

of
1the

early

on

Co-operation

recommend that,

in

central banks. should insist that all applications for
d be made only on the forecast system.
the Co-operative and Agricultural Departments might
stages help the village credit societies to prepare such
‘of

ation cash-credits:—Another method of
credit is to give cash-credits, or credits
‘central banks to the village credit societies.
Si

ash-

its as and when they need

‘THE VILLAGE OREDIT SOCIETY
of loans required by constituent

societies.

The

:
provincial

103,
bank, by

virtue of its position as apex bank, must know well the financial
standing of the central banks concerned, and as suggested by the
Madras Committee on Co-operation, these formalities might be
dropped. This will mean a great saving of time and the quick supply
of loans to members by the primary societies.

C. Controlled Credit :—In actual practice most of the principles
.which make co-operative credit ‘controlled credit’ are either not

observed or not enforced. Much of the borrowing is misused and to
prevent such mis-application the Thirteenth Conference of the Regis-

_

trars of Co-operative Societies (December 1939) has suggested,

loans should be advanced in the form of seed

fertilisers and

_

‘‘ that

imple-

_ ‘ments where practical...... and that the possibility of encouraging and-

extending repayment in kind should be explored.”
:
In order to ensure the productive and judicious use of credit,
the Co-operative Department in Madras has introduced in select
areas in Salem, Coimbatore, Tanjore, and Tinnevelly, districts a

scheme known

as the scheme

of controlled credit.’ Under this

—

scheme, (i) the loan sanctioned is disbursed to members in instal.
ments as the need for the purpose for which the loan is given
arises; (ii) the member is asked to execute an agreement to sell —
the produce either through the co-operative credit society, or
through the sale society to which the village co-operative society is —
affiliated; (iii) the sale society deducts from the sale proceeds both —
the amounts due from the member to the village co-operative societ
and tothe land mortgage bank, and remits to the member only t
லத்

்

;

balance.

By such procedure, which involves the co
_ village credit society, the sale society, the ce
land mortgage bank, the possibility of t.
default are both reduced to a

marketing and every stage of
the stage of cultivation
to thes

and controlled.

But

the sch

--

min

ட
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bas
_ The scheme of controlled credit thus violates to a certain extent
|
¢0-operative principles. But the Indian village credit societies as

_ they are at present, need a certain amount of guidance and control,

_

The scheme,

therefore,

as suggested

by the

Madras

Committee ‘on

Co-operation may be given a fair trial in suitable localities and may

_ be modified in the light of local experience.

ee

:

CHAPTER IX
CO-OPERATIVE HIGHER FINANCING
AGENCIES AND UNIONS
=

§ 1. The need for and types of higher financing agencies :
lated primary societies in the villages have been unable to raise
cient funds to meet the credit needs of their members.
Unlike
perative credit societies in Europe,

the village credit societies

:
have failed to attract sufficient local deposits. Neither the
sint-stock banks nor the depositors
in towns can be expected to lend

ioney for fairly long terms to small societies in-out of the way
lages, managed mostly by borrowers, on the security of agricultural
duce, the value of which it is extremely difficult to assess. In the
days of the co-operative movement, the Registrars of Cosratiye Sccieties in several provinces arranged for financial
tance for the societies from the provincial Governments as well

ber of individual sympathisers of the movement.
was felt. for the formation in

s organized

urban

But

areas of higher

on co-operative principles to tap the

ey market for loans to primary societies.

of central financing agencies.
shi
tive movement

pyramid.

below the
the

This

has

a
ன்ட்
in all the major

At the top is the
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such banks the share capital is subscribed almost wholly by individuals and the banks are hardly different from joint-stock banks,
They are more likely to aim at profits for the shareholders than at
the provision of cheap credit to the primary societies and, therefore
to violate the co-operative ideal. In 1915 there were many banks
of this type in India, but the Maclagan Committee looked upon
them with disapproval and they have now practically disappeared.
(b) Banks of which the membership is confined to societies :—

Such purely federal banking unions are ideal from the co-operative

point of view, as they merely carry one step further the principle ©
of the substitution of collective for individual responsibility (viz.,

from individuals to co-operative societies).*

(c) Mixed banks whose shares are owned parily by individuala
and partly by societies :—Conditions in India at present make banks

of the purely federal type almost impossible, as itis feared thata
central bank constituted solely by borrowing societies will be unable

to

confidence

induce

and

attract

a sufficient volume

of deposits.

The majority of the central banks in India, therefore, are now of
the mixed type. The individual shareholders are generally publicspirited and influential local men, who supply the much needed _
business

ability and

enhance the credit of the central banks.

The

societies which want to borrow have usually to take shares in the
central bank in proportion to their borrowing. The usual requiree erie
வடட
ment is a ratio of 1:30,
Buteven in such
are ina
societies

-ted

mixed banks the representativesof the :
in the board of directors and
majority

a dominating voice

in the management.

‘remain for some time to

come merely an ideal,

have

central

whose

bank

membership

‘village credit societies become sound fro
as well as membership.
finance

‘The liability of the cent

ordinarily to the face value

a multiple thereof as in Germa
eh central

bank

va

A

is confined to
e

6

atk

purely

__

_»
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business will fall and the cost of management tend to rise.
Much
ill depend on the conditions prevailing on the area.
But the
Reserve Bank of India considers that where there is only one

eentral bank for each revenue district, the work of the latter has
‘become unwieldy. Therefore, the Reserve Bank has in recent
years become an

ardent advocate of central

கப் known த்

b) They
7 make

banks

as Taluk Banking Unions.

act as balancing
available

centres

for the

the surplus funds of

some

serving a smaller

primary

societies.

societies to

ich need credit and thus equalise the flow of credit.
is

டு ‘They

also undertake

the supervision

"The
entral Banks have also undertaken
cial
functions.
They issue and purchase,

of their

others

constituent

many merely comsell and discount

ilis of exchange or hundis. In Bombay some central
we
built their own godowns where agriculturists can Bore
ce while waiting for a fayourabe market.?
்

worl: ing capital :—The working capital of the வன்
of @) share capital, (b) reserve funds, (c) deposits

ra

10n-members, and (d) loans from the provincial
the other central banks, and the joint-stock
importance

lustrated

by

of the different: sources of working”

Table No. XVI and the
Madras”
ute end of 1940-41, oe

ee
=
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The central banks depend only
from the provincial bank. By sound
lines they have been ableto win
public and they derive the bulk of

AND

UNIONS
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toa small extent on advances
management on purely business
the confidence of the investing
their deposits from individuals.

Deposits in central banks are mainly of two kinds, savings and fixed;
current deposits are accepted by the central banks only in some
provinces such as Bombay and Madras, as they are expensive to
maintain and difficult to manage.‘
Part of the funds of the central
banks comes also from the Government.
In Madras, thé local bodies

were authorised in 1919—20 to deposit their surplus funds in central
banks, and to these were added railway cess and deposits with the

Forest, Abkari, Jail, Hospita!, and other
But subsequent to 1930—31, there has
deposits of local bodies as a result of the
Government to prevent the glut of funds
by the depression.
But,as the Madras

Government Departments,
been a rapid fall in the
restrictions imposed by the
caused in the central banks Committee on Co-operation

point out, in the future with the reorganization and spread of the
co-operative movement, there is likely to bean increasing demand
for funds;
restrictions

they have, therefore, recommended
imposed on the local bodies in this

withdrawn.
ள்

that the present
matter shouldbe

ப

சக்த ட மாப

In order to safeguard the interests of the depositors and ensure the
solvency of the central banks,

borrow by way
eight times their
fund. In 1926
owned capital in
owned capital in

the maximum amount which they கோ

of deposits and loans, has generally been fixed at
owned capital, viz., the paid-up capital plus reserve
this limit was raised in Madras toten times their
the case of the central banks, and twelve timesits
the case of the provincial co-operative bank.

As the central banks raise the major portion
way of deposits, they are also required by
the Regi
a certain portion of their deposits inli
50:

liabilities on the due dates. -

+o the primary societies
’
velopment
of 1
as
va
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five years is necessary for purposes like the purchase of livestock,

if the central banks do not provide this type of finance a gap is
ly to arise in the co-operative credit system. But if the central

sanks are to provide medium-term credit, they will have to raise the

funds by deposits of appropriate duration.

The Madras Committee

nm Co-operation have, therefore, suggested that in the future the
central banks should encourage deposits from one to three years to.

¢ sufficient medium-term funds for this purpose.
As there are individual shareholders and non-member depositors,

e central banks

made by them.
finance

alsolend

But

to them

the main

on the security of the deposits

function of the central banks is to

the primary societies and the

major portion of

de by central banks is to village credit societies.
us,

on June

30th, 1941, loans due from individuals to the central

amounted #@ Rs. 5°64 lakhs while the loans due
ted to Rs,
421-81 lakhs.*
‘
:

the advances

For instance, in
from societies
:

he central banks usually keep the margin between their borrowlending rates at a minimum.
Thus, in Madras chee usually
9%,

on. their deposits and lend to societies at கழ
்
—The central banks are compelled by the Co-operative —
es Act of 1912 to carry at least 25% of their net profits to a
nd, and they have, therefore, built up strong reserve funds.
ently been amended in Madras, and the central banks
low to carry one-third of their net profits to the
reserve fund and other reserves equal the
Im
adition to this, with the advent of the
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persons who have loca] knowledge, or have served the co-operative
movement. Unlike the village credit societies, the central banks
employ paid and trained staff.
3
The central banks also undertake the supervision of the primary

ர

societies in the area of their jurisdiction.
‘They are helped i in this
work in Bombay and Madras by the local supervising unions.
Some
central banks in Madras have created separate committees to be Im

charge of the work of supervision.
Estimate :—The central banks have on the whole worked well
and have achieved the main object with which they were started,
ஐ,
to tap the funds of the money market and to make them
available to the primary societies.
The achievements of the central
banks have been well summed up by the Madras Committee on

Co-operation.
‘‘ The central banks have served their purpose of
financing rural and urban societies and balanging their funds
admirably well, they have mobilised local
த் ‘and made them
available to primary

have

rendered

finance of

societies at

great

co-operative

service

reasonable

in the

rates

organization

lines; they have drawn

of interest

and

of agricultural

into the movement

a number of honorary men ‘whose services have been invaluabl
the

progress

of

genuine interest

the
in the

co-operative movement;
growth

of the

they

have take

moveriont’ in their respective.

areas and in schemes of co-operative education and rural development generally; they have enlisted the sympathy of an’ ‘increasin,
body of depositors, and as a rule, have justified the confidence whi

the depositors have reposed in them.”

ப்ர

In the words

Banking Enquiry Committee, they are as
ey in the
ன் டல்

of the

a factor £6

C

—

=~
.
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business propositions, the

central banks have not been as successful’

either i in spreading the message of co-operation orin

§ 3.

promoting

The case for converting the central banks

' ches of the provincial co-operative

bank

rural

into bran-

examined:

Recently

- there has been much discussion regarding the proper area of operation
of central banks.
On the one hand, it has been suggested that in the
_ interests of economy the existing central banks should be converted

fo branches of the provincial co-operative banks; on the other hand,
me have proposed the splitting up of the district central banks into

ler banking unions, on the ground that when

central bank for each revenue district the work
ymes unwieldy.

ட

there is only

of the

central

banks into mere branches of the provincial

co-opera-

do not bear critical examination ; there are so many

es involved in the proposal.

one

bank

serious

-

avour of the scheme, it is argued,

firstly,

that

the

central

mere intermediaries in the co-operative structures connecincial co-operative bank with the primary societies,
be eliminated with advantage to the ultimate
the village, who could then be provided with cheaper

; that the central banks borrow most of their
1
operative bank and make a profit by
© primary -sociéties.
But as shown
self-sufficient with regard to
bh, 1939 the provincial co-

capital of the

ae

~

்

a,
.
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On the other hand, such a conversion of the central banks into
mere
branches’
of the provincial
bank
will ' create serious
difficulties :—
(a) The boards of desc
of the existing central banks will
become mere advisory committees of the branches of the provincial
bank,
This -will destroy all local enthusiasm and local voluntary
enterprise, which are the very basis of co-operation and might even

_

lead to a falling off in local deposits.

(b) The methods adopted by the central banks at present, are
flexible and have been evolved to suit the needs of each locality.
There is an intimate contact between the central banks and the

primary societies.

This valuable contact

and

mutual

meee

will be lost and everything reduced to a rigid routine.
(c) The central banks are at present responsible,a
the supervising unions, in provinces
where the
4]
‘supervision of the primary societies.
The provincial be

to

take

up this

responsibility if the

central banks are

and as the Madras Committee on Co-operation forcibly put

devise a satisfactory scheme of supervision உர்
on a provincial scale seems......to0 be bere? ate
politics.”

(d) The central

hae act as shock

tribute risks widely, and insulate the pro’
extent from the consequences of wide

ee instance,

the old Central Pr

ல

—

SPR

E

Rie

ae ee

4
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point out,

the

movement

central

banks

in provinces

which

have

helped the co-operative

like Madras to tide over one of the severest-

omic depressions, ‘‘ must have some intrinsic vitality.”

_ § 4. District Central Banks versus
Taluk Banking
Unions (small central banks): Banking unions have been a
_ success in the Punjab and Kodinar (Baroda State).
The Reserve
ene of India holds that, on account of the increase in the number

al banks

and

character
‘creation

their constituent

societies,

and their co-opera-

has become extremely slender.
It therefore suggests
of banking unions which
will serve the primary

societies in a more

restricted

area

like a taluk.

This means that

stead of there being one central bank for each revenue district, there

be a large number

of small central banks, each serving a small

Ba

of many

the

tees

inconyenience
n |

operation

than an

central banks in a district

adyantage.

have pointed

out,

a

ensures economy of overhead

As the Madras
central

charges,

bank

operating over a

secures

d at reasonable rates of interest, provides

is more

Committee

the

money

a large field

for

ion of men for management and tends to reduce opportuniyr concentration of power ina few hands. The banking union,
ver a more restricted area, will have a smaller turnover
,

th efore, maintain an efficient staff for supervising

jeties
in the area of its
Ps
li banking union
from
க் the
8 of the higher financing
will

and

jurisdiction. It is again
will be as successful in
central banks have been.
agencies are confined to
be

drawn

from

avery

[ consi eration are likely to play a larger part
han
ld be ae
ர
ne
க்
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fact that (a) the directors representing the individual shareholders
are elected by the full general body of the societies and the indivi.
dual members,
and (b) the’ directors representing the individual
shareholders are always in a minority, usually of one-third, on the

boards of management of central banks.

But the Madras Committee on Co-operation hold that “the
time has come when individual shareholders should be eliminated ey
the central banks should in the future become pure federations of
affiliated societies.
They argue that there are, even among ‘the
representatives of rural and urban societies, men of shrewd commonsense and capacity who can undertake the management of
central banks.

‘There is, therefore, no need to

shareholders to secure the necessary business

retain

the individual

ability for efficient

management.
In fact, according to them, individual directors have
- been merely amateur bankers, and the central banks are being
actually managed by a paid staff. The representatives of societies

can, therefore, according
ment of central banks.

to them, be entrusted with the manageAgain, even at present, the individual—

directors are only in a minority on the boards of management of
central banks and do not much affect the management.
The elimination of the individual shareholders and the directors representi
them will not, therefore, adversely affect the management of

central banks, while it will certainly make them more co-operati
by making them pure federal banking unions.
்
ட

__

But when the village credit societies

today,

mere

associations

of borrowers,

are, as they are

will a centr

_ made up of borrowers be able to earn the confiden

- public?

If the support and influence of the indi
be
:
e

in _

=
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Provincial or Apex Banks: All the major provinces of

India~ except
the United

and

Hyderabad

have

Provinces,

at the

_ structure Provincial Co-operative Banks.
_

AGRICULTURE

head

"The provincial bank is the final link in the

_ small scattered primary societies
as the small primary societies

and

the States -of

of their

co-operative

chain

between

the

and the money market.”
Just
in the villages need a central

' bank to finance and supervise them, the different central banks
_ scattered throughout the province have felt the need for some

eentral agency which will be to them ‘lender of the last resort,’
_ advancing loans in times of need on the security of their co-opera_ tive paper.
There is also need for a central institution, situated in
'
the main city of the province and linking the co-operative movelent to the money market, which will make available the surplus

unds

of the central banks in one area to central banks in another.

‘The Maclagan

Committee

recorimended

such

a provincialisation of

1 1915, and soon after this, provincial banks emerged all

‘onstitution :—The relations between the central banks and the
ial banks are of a loose federal type.
The constitutions of
banks vary from province to province, but the
ineial banks, like the central banks, have a mixed
both in the general body and in the directorate
tual shareholders as well as representatives of co-

to

ties

central banks.

But

the general tendency at

eliminate the individual shareholders and make the,

‘orm to

the

dit

perative

pure federal type.

In Bengal

and the

1 shareholders
in the apex bank.

societies
bank,

In |

llowed to hold shares in

while in Madras, only the central
00:

rative bank.

—

a
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been established. But from the point of view both of co-operative
theory and of sound finance, the central banks should deal only

with the

provincial

co-operative

banks,

and

these,

in turn,

should

deal only with the central banks and not directly with the primary

societies.

:

Functions :—The functions of the provincial co-operative banks
are fourfold:
(a) They act as bankers’ banks to the central banks in
the districts. » They thus finance the central banks in times of need,

and, by acting as balancing centres serve to distribute the available
funds evenly throughout the province. (6) They form the connecting link between the money market and the co-operative movement,
c) By virtue of their position as apex banks in the co-operative
structure they ensure co-ordination of effort and uniformity of banking policy as between the different central banks in the area of their
jurisdiction. As we have already seen, the central banks are, normally,
almost independent in the matter of finance, but the provincial
banks by convening annual conferences of the representatives
of
central banks try to secure a uniform banking policy and practice —
throughout each province. (d) They promote the cause of co-operation
im general by periodical grant of subsidies to central banks for the
development of co-operative activities, Thus the Madras Pro:
Co-operative Bank has given subsidies to the central banks to
them to support sale societies and thus encourage ¢co- erat
marketing ; it has contributed liberally to the common good
the Madras Provincial Co-operative Union to further the

‘movement in the districts.

:

Fp

a
Funds :—The funds of the provincial bi
share capital, (6) reserve fund, and (ec) depos

eo-operative societies and the public.
ost important source of
king
handle al
s of depo:

Of :

e

co-o:

பல்
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assured if the co-operative central and the apex banks are in a
- position to lend on the security of agricultural paper (viz., bills of
xchange drawn on the security of produce moving to the market),
and they have facilities to get such paper rediscounted (?.e.,
they can reborrow on the security of such bills) when they
need cash. Howe far the need for ‘such rediscounting facilities
has been met by the Reserve DS of India we shall consider in a
later chapter.”
Matters of common interest to the apex banks

a

discussed by

the All-India Provincial Co-operative Banks Association which meets
once in two years. It has a standing committee and functions by
correspondence.
_Exeept in some provinces like the Central Provinces, the provinbanks have served their functions admirably.
§ 7. Unions:
Just as small societies scattered in the villages
combined together in central banks in order to raise funds,
hey haye also combined together in unions for purposes of mutual
18100. In the early days of the co- -operative movement the
al Registrars personally undertook the supervision of primary —
eleties but with the rapid increase in the number of societies the
sd was felt for a local supervising agency responsible to, and repreர்

he constituent societies.

unions have been evolved in India—the guarantee
supervising union. The guarantee union first sprang
ntee union, in addition to ensuring the
ties, guarantees the loans given by —
ember society. If that society defaults—
S( cieties in the union will have to
own maximum borr w-

t
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the union has been found
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(a) the liability

of an affiliated society could be enforced only on the liquidation of
_ the society, and the proceeds of a forced sale often did not suffice
to

meet

the

responsibility
. liability

society’s

on the

based

to borrow most;

on

own

liabilities:

the, extent

weakest members

(c)

asthe

point out, the guarantee

(6)

of the

union failed

merely

for

the

purposes

of

union,who naturally had

Burma Committee
even

on

Co-operation

in its main

assessing the credit of affiliated societies.
The supervising union “‘is of the present
Unions

the sliding scale

of borrowing put the.greatest

and

the

of supervision «were

function

of

future.”
started

in

ப்

Madras as early 881910 and have gradually spread to other provinces.
Supervising unions have attained their fullest development in Madras and Bombay.
As the main function of the union
is to supervise the working of the affiliated primary societies, it
has to operate over a smaller area than a district, usually over a
taluk.
The ideal union consists of about 25 affiliated primary —
societies, all within a radius of about seven miles, to ensure _
mutual knowledge.
The main duties of the union are generally,—
(a) to supervise the working of affiliated societies, (6) to help in
the preparation of credit statements, the maintenance of accounts —
and the recovery of loans, and (c) to promote the spread of co-ope- —
tative educition and to help, in organizing co-operative activities .
ட்
for purposes other than credit.
த.
ay
:
Each affiliated society is represented in the union. |
executive management

of the union is vested in

a governing

the members of which hold office for a term of three years.
union employs one or more supervisors to supervise 4!

affiliated to it;

the members of the governing body

also

120
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position

in Madras,

therefore,

is the local super-

of the

primary societies, and the district central

vising unions (in areas where they exist) are in charge
diate

supervision

banks

area

control

of their

and

co-ordinate the working

jurisdiction.

of the

The central bank is thus

as well as a financing agency.
The funds of the supervising

liation fees, fees for registration

of the imme-

unions in the

a supervising

ன்
union

generally

consist

of delegates, contributions

eentral bank and affiliated societies

towards

supervision

of

‘“affi-

by the

fund,

and

(i)

the

_ the grants and subsidies by central banks.
The defects which have paralysed the working of the primary
eties have also manifested themselves in the working of the
ig unions. In Madras there has béen a progressive decline
shumber of supervising unions from about 400 in 1930-31 to
, the end of 1940-41. The Madras Committee advance the
wing reasons for the defective

working

of the

unions:

ral dearth of enthusiastic and disinterested workers;
(ii) the
ificulty of getting such people, when they are available, elected

é€ governing body of the union;
(iii) the dormancy of the
ed societies; (iv) the presence of the representatives of bad
I
verning body of the unions;
(v) dual control over

by both

the unions and the central banks;
and

ul factions or party politics;

(vi)

றாக

(vii) inadequacy of

ce.
With the increasing inefficiency of the
ms the central banks have practically taken over
upervision and the control of the supervising
or

abolition of the supervising

to.

the

discretion of the central
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of one or two public spirited local men with lesan
if the super“yisors are entrusted with only a manageable number of societies and

the morale and the conditions of service of the supervising staff are
roved, and if the central banks give adequate financial support to

good

unions.

The

unions

should

be retained

and made

not

only

useful agencies for supervision but also centres of co-o-operative educaee and eee vcnment i in the rural areas.

CHAPTER X
LAND MORTGAGE

BANKS

he need for and the main types of land mortgage
ong-term credit is needed by farmers for undertaking
d standing improvements to land. In India such credit
iso for the clearance of prior debts which bear heavy rates

and eat into the small income OF the Sonne, - Wt may 0௪
ess, the surgeon’s cure and the ட,
ompulsory scaling down of agricultural

en dealt with.
the ட

The latter is the provision of long-term
of prior debts. In virtue of the fact

tite easy ‘discharge
aid

6.
debts,

would be facilitated, if it

in instalments spread over

a number of

dual creditors might not agree: the need,
ட படட which
ட
ee funds for

—
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borrowing. It is here that agencies lending for long periods on
the securitof
y land can be of help to the agriculturists.
The agencies already providing
credit to agriculture such ag
the money-lenders, the indigenous bankers, the co-operative socie-.
ties and the joint-stock banks are neither willing nor able to help

the agriculturists by the provision of long-term finance. The limited funds of the money-lenders and the practices that govern the
banking habits of the indigenous bankers stand in the way of any

help being rendered by the first two agencies mentioned above,
Their constitution, their limited financial resources, and the faet

that the

major

portion

deposits, all prevents

the

of their funds

ordinary

comes

co-operative

from

short-term

credit

institutions

from undertaking the provisions of long-term finance. Neither ara
the joint-stock banks in a position to help the agriculturist. The

nature of a bank’s

deposit

liabilities

and its

loan

policy

mutually

govern each other, and the commercial banks raising funds mainly
by way of short-term deposits cannot afford to lock up their

Money

_

in

long-term

loans to agriculture.

Moreover, the extremely

uncertain nature of the yield from land, and the fact that the types
of security offered by the farmers, such as growing crops, and
livestock, are precarious and likely to depreciate in value, make
_ the provision of credit to farmers a relatively wndesirable risk from

the banker’s point of view.
The need, therefore, for a@ special type—
of organization to undertake the provision of long-term credit
to.

agriculture is obvious. All over the world such special organizatic
have taken the form of land mortgage banks.
ae
Land Mortgage banks find it possible to advance long-

loans to agrisulture, because they raise their fun
_

sale of debentures.

These debentures bear a fixed

and unlike current deposits are repayabl

_ period. Thus the debentures sold by the
(ப
Bank in Madras are repayable only af

to

lend to the primary land

mortgage

ba

mainly b;
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banks are, therefore, ideal agencies
at low rates of interest.

for attracting long- ee Zoe

The land mortgage banks can be broadly classified under three
heads,
viz.,
co-operative,
quasi-co-operative
and
commercial,
according to the nature of their organization.
Land mortgage
banks of the first type do not aim at profit and try to keep the
rate of interest low.
They are primarily associations of the borrow-

ing

farmers.

Such

are

the

Landschaften

Federal Farm Loan Banks of the U.S.

A.

of

The

Germany

and the

non-co-operative or

the commercial type of Land Banks works mainly for

a profit to

their shareholders and are owned by private investors.
Often the
State controls them to ensure that no hardship is caused either to

the borrower orto the debenture-holder. Under this category
come the commercial and joint-stock Jand banks working all over
Europe and in the United States. The most outsanding of such

organizations is the Credit Foncier de France.
In between these
two types come the quasi-co-operative types of land mortgage

banks.

The

organization of these

banks

differs from

country to

country.
According to the Central Banking Enquiry Committee
these are “‘ Associations with a membership of borrowers and non் borrowers, operating over fairly large areas and formed with share
4
and on a limited liability basis, but in which each member

has a single vote irrespective of his share
on

the

capital

and

Share. capital is fixed at a low figure”.

the

dividend

Examples

of the

asi-co-operative type are the Hungarian Land Mortgage Instituons for large landowners, and National Small Holding Land.
rtgage Institutions for small owners.
The Jand mortgage banks working in India today are of the
operative type.

They are not

purely

association

of bor-

ut have on their rolls a few non-borrowing indivi- .
ting capital and providing the business talent and
apacity needed.
that cee

e , to

in Ind

But restrictions are placed on the
members may hold.
The" co-ope-

prevent dividend hunting. ‘Thus the

combine the ideals of:

ற ivate concern.

லட.

—
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had made large advances against tea, the
decline,

and its expectation that

be extended to the rest of
values, was not fulfilled.
petition of indigenous credit
Bengal.
The real history of land
from 1920.

the
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value of which

permanent

began

settlement

to

would

India, thus leading to a rise in land
It had also to face the increasing cominstitutions such as the Loan Offices of
mortgage banking in India begins only

The need to keep clear

the

distinction

between

short-

term and long-term credit and the necessity for some kind of long-

term credit to wipe out the standing debts of the Indian farmers
were not clearly realised during the early days of the co-operative

movement in India. But experience soon showed that the village
credit societies could not work well unless the past debts of their
members were cleared, and they bezan to advance long-term credit
also. Thus primary societies in the Tamil districts used to advance

long-term

loans

for

ten years for the clearance

of prior

Such a freezing of the funds of the co-operative societies was
ever extremely unsound from the financial point of view as

funds

were

secured

mainly

for a separate institution

to

from

short-term

raise

long-term

devices, thus became gradually clear.

co-operative

credit, to be successful,

the farmer and

for this purpose,

deposits,

funds

by

debts.

howthese

The need

appropriate

Experience also showed that

should

long-term

increase

the

income

of

credit for permanent

improvement to land was essential.

To the Punjab goes the honour of having started the first .
co-operative land mortgage bank in India in 1920 at Jhang. During
the first few years, there was a steady increase in the number of
land mortgage banks, but soon a rot set in and the economic depression of the thirties aggravated the troubles of the banks.
Mos
of the banks ceased working,

their

assets became

frozen,

began
to concentrate upon recoveries. The reasons advance
this failure of the land mortgage banks in the Punjab are th:

_ of loyalty on the part of directors,
grant of loans withou

_ enquiry, and favouritism in the grant of loans. Butt

__ Significant reason is the fact that land mortgage banks

_ in the Punjab at a time when land values werei
_ depression which set inin 1929 Jed to a severe fall 4
greatly reduced the repaying capacity of the
borr

ted great difficulties for the land mortgage banks.
given by the Punjab was soon followed —
. Two mortgage banks were
re
d

wer

Lose.
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advanced on the security of land and to supervise the mortgaged
property. A number of factors have, during recent years, combined

to focus attention more and more on the need for organizing
land mortgage banks. The working of the debt relief measures
recently adopted i in almost all the provinces has shown that schemes for debt relief can be successfu] only when institutions such as

land mortgage banks come forward to advance
ryots on the security of their

land,

and

money

thus help

to the small

them

to

repay

their scaled down debts to their creditors. In other words, land
mortgage banks and Debt Conciliation Boards have to work side by
side on a scheme of debt clearance. Another factor which till

recently focussed attention on land mortgage banking was the
_. depression which led to a plethora of funds in the money-market,

_ The time was

thus

opportune

for starting land

mortgage

banks

which would attract the idle funds at relatively low rates and
make them available for the clearance of the prior debts of the

armers.
ne

A third factor working in favour of land

the growing realisation of

the

need

for

mortgage

increasing

the

banks
income

eryots by facilitating permanent improvements to land. A
Bee
in land mortgage banking has been made in Bengal,
ssam, the United Provinces and the Central Provinces. Table
VIL shows the operations of the land

es i

India in 1940- 4].

ee 3. dand

mortgage

banking

mortgage
in

banks

Madras:

and_socieBoth

in

d mortgage’ banks and in the amount of working
r command,
Madras leads the other Indian provinces.
e bank
stem in Madras has been extremely
and
the
பு of the system in Madras can be

seStands for the co- operative. banks in Madras —
debentures backed up by mortgages of immovable
ly as 1919 ee
a R. Hemingway, -
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Societies.
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conducted in the Central Provinces with minor differences in the
method of issuing debentures. However, the Government did not
favour the scheme‘as they presumably felt that it would be
dangerous to link up long-term mortgage loans with existing cooperative banksand that land mortgage banks should be separate
concerns*. The land mortgage banking movement in this Province
was initiated in 1922 when the Government called for proposals for
organizing land mortgage banks on the model of the Jhang Cooperative Land Mortgage Bank of the Punjab.
The Registrar of
Co-operative Societies stressed the necessity for starting separate
institutions to provide long-term credit, and the need for Government help in the beginning for popularising the debentures of the

banks.
_

Proposals

were sanctioned

to start

by

the

land

mortgage

Government

and

banks
the

first

in select areas
land

mortgage

_ bank wasstarted in 1925. By June 1927, 10 land mortgage banks
had been registered. The liability of these banks was limited, and
_ they were expected to confine their operations to a compact group

_. of villages. This was considered necessary to enable the banks to.
_ keep in close touch with the borrowers and to keep a watch over

_

the

mortgaged

land.

The

borrowing

power

of

the

_ limited to 8 to 10 times their paid-up share capital.

_ amount whicha land mortgage bank could lend to
members was fixed at Rs. 1,000 and no loan was
er cent of the value of the mortgaged land. The
er to raise their funds mainly by the sale
» banks,

encourage the public to invest in the

the Government

undertook

to

purchase

9 that taken up by the public, subject to
rb nk and Rs. 23 lakhs for the whole
me

forward

to purchase

s scattered

gage Bank.

not

exceed-

debentures
an

amount

a maximum of

Presidency.

the

debentures

here and there.

on Co-operation

was

maximum

any one of its
to exceed fifty
land mortgage.
of debentures -

s terms and were to advance loansfor periods

s. To

banks

The

of

To remedy

(1927) recommended
It was

considered —

LAND

MORTGAGE

BANK

;

19%

banks, membership is also open to private individuals.
The bank
has a share capital of Rs. 20 lakhs made up of 20,000 shares of

Rs. 100 each.

The primary land mortgage banks in

the

presidency

executive

committee

are compelled to subscribe to the share capital of the Central Land
Mortgage Bank. The administration of the bank is in the hands
of

a

Board

of

18

members

and

deriving its powers from the Board,

a

small

The Registrar of Co-operative

Societies, who as Trustee of the bank has to seeto

its obligations to its debenture-holders,

the Board and of the Executive

is an

it that

ex-officio

it fulfills

member

Committee.

The main object of the Central Land
fmancing of the primary land mortgage

Mortgage Bank
banks working

mortgages and other assets assigned by the

primary

of

is the
in the

different parts of the Presidency.
The funds needed for this, it
raises mainly by the sale of debentures issued on the security of

banks

to

the

properties of

the

Central
bank.

Land

To

and to prevent over-issue,
provided.

Mortgage

Bank,

land

and

increase the safety of the debentures

a number

of

safeguards

have

Thus debentures can be floated by the bank

25 times its paid-up

mortgage

the other

share capital and reserve

amount due on the debentures should

not exceed

only

been

up

to

Fund.

The total

at

time

any

the

total amount due on the mortgages on the security of which the
Central Land Mortgage Bank has advanced money, and the
amounts already collected thereunder.* The Registrar of Co-operative Societies as Trustee has to safeguard the interest of the debenture-holders, and all the mortgages and

other

the primary land mortgage banks to the

assets

Bank vest in the Trustee,

n

These safeguards, sound management, 1
by the Government, and the easy mc

y the depression, all combined to 6

debentures

issued by the Cent:

ப. நித hitherto issued debentures for

transferred by

Central Land Mortgage
22

es
ப
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Till recently, one-fourth of the net profits of the

Oentral

Land

Mortgage Bank had to be carried annually to the reserve fund.
The
‘bank has recently amended:its bye-laws and now 40% of the net

‘profits have to be so carried.
.

The dividend on its share

exceed by more than I per cent.
Vare floated.
Lhe primary land mortgage

the

rate

at

which

banks: -—Below

Mortgage Bank are the primary

land mortgage

the

its

should not

debentures

Central

banks

which

Land

deal

directly with the agriculturist borrowers:
The area of operation of
@ primary land mortgage bank now extends over the whole of a
‘revenue taluk and membership in it is open to any person who
owns agricultural land in the area of its operation.
Every such

person

who

needs

long-term eredit has to subscribe to its share ©

apital an amount equal to one-twentieth of the loan needed by
him:
For instance, a member to quality himself for a loan of
Rs. 2,000 will have to contribute to the share capital of the primary
and mortgage bank Rs. 100.
Borrowers are asked in this way to

mitribute

to

the

share

capital

of the bank mainly for three —

The share capital thus collected forms
an additional
ntee for the debenture holder. Jt also makes the borrower,
capacity as one of the shareholders, take a real interest in

e

affairs of the primary

land

moitgage bank.

The maximum

gage bank has. been fixed at 20 times. ‘its paid-up
ட் ool
nd. id therefore, it cannot borrow money from the

tribute to its share capital.
ration

hould

in Madras

But the

have’ recommended —

not be required to buy

r each

loan

if

op

oe

can

raise.

ட

3°

=

ரா.

of the methods

of ட்
of culti vatlo:

land, for
and: for

ne

a
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the loan application is forwarded to the Central Land Mortgage Bank —
in Madras with the reports of the directors of the primary bank, the
Legal Adviser and the Departmental Officer.
The Executive
Committee of the Central Land Mortgage Bank tries to ascertain *
whether the loan is asked for a purpose which is legitimate, whether

the title of the applicant to the property offered as security is clear —
and absolute, whether the value of the property offered as security

is at least twice the amount of the loan asked for, and whether the
applicant has other sources of income from which he can maintain’
himself and his

family without

encroaching on

the income from the

property offered for mortgage. If it is satisfied, it sanctions the loan,
On intimation of thesanction the primary bank receives from the
_@ applicant the necessary mortgage documents and assign them in
favour of the Central Land Mortgage Bank. After this the amount
is advanced by the Central Land Mortgage Bank and reaches the
applicant through the primary bank.
ati
On the 30th June 1941, 119 primary

working
_

in

the

various

parts of the

land mortgage banks

Madras

Presidency.

.
i

were —

They

covered more than 19,000 villages and loans had been issued im over i
_ 5,500. The loans advanced by all the primary banks up to 1939...
amounted Rs, 255°36 lakhs.

oe

The lands

_ form

்

offered for mortgage

by

்

மப

the individual

borrowers
Co-opers

the ultimate security for the debentures sold by the

_. tive Central Land Mortgage Bank. The
banks,

therefore,

are

expected

to

directors of the prima:

ispect:

and

Senne

reyalue

t

_ mortgaged lands once a year. The primary banks are managed
by
_ a board, generally consisting of 9 members whose. services are
_.
gratuitous.

:

்

ப்

்
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fore, taking energetic

measures

It will be of lasting
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Mortgage
increase

benefit both

to

Bank is now,
the ryot and

Land Mortgage Bank, if the ryot can be

jnereage inthe value of his land to take

there-

the volume of its busi-

to the

induced to use the

additional loans from

the

land mortgage bank for making permannent improvements to his
Jand, instead of dissipating it in unproductive loans raised from

private lenders.
“On a satisfactory solution of this problem of
advance payments and issue of new loans for land improvements”
depends to a large extent the future of land mortgage banking in
Madras.
§ 4.

Madras:

Government

assistance to land

Ifthe record of the land

mortgage

mortgage

banks

banks

in

»

in Madras is

one of the brighest chapter in the history of co-operation in India,
and if the Central Land Mortgage Bank in Madras has been able to
float debentures at rates as low as 34%, the success is in no small
measure due to the encouragement and active support given to these

institutions by the Government.
The land mortgage banking movement in Madras presents “a good example of a wise combination of
State and voluntary effort.”
The

successof

the debentures

issued

by the

Central

Land

Mortgage Bank is due largely to the direct and indirect financial
help given by the provincial Government.
Government have guatranteed fully and unconditionally the principal of and

the

interest

on the debentures issued by the Central Land Mortgage Bank up
to a maximum of Rs. 310 lakhs. Other facilities given by the
Government have served to widenthe market for the debentures
of the Central Land Mortgage Bank. Thus, the debentures have
_ been declared trustee securities under the Indian Trusts Act. The
duty chargeable on deeds of transfer under the Indian Stamp Act
has been remitted in the case of these debentures. Again local bodies
' and municipalities and the provincial and the district co-operative
central

banks have been allowed to invest part of their funds

debentures of the Central Land Mortgage Bank.
he district

gard

co-operative

central banks

have also

in the

The provincial and
been

allowed

to

investment in such debentures as part of their liquid resougces.
stric co-operative central banks have in addition been

a part of their reserve funds in these debentures.

permit-

Even

nt is the
temporary accommodation given by Governral
Land Mortgage Bank under certain conditions
debentures in bulk once or twice a year,

ost favourable.

=
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are charged only half the ordinary fees for the registration of docu-

ments and for the issue of encumbrance

cations exceeding

Rs.

2,000.

In

certificates for loan

Rs. 2,000 and below these fees are fully remitted.
maps, settlement registers and copies of the district
in the language of the area in which they are working
free to the primary land mortgage banks. To help
work of -scrutinizing the loan applicants, appraising
the

mortgaged property

the Government

maintain

and

appli-

respect of Joan applications for

to generally

Again, village
gazette sheets
are supplied
these in their
the value of

supervise their working,

a staff of Co-operative

Sub-Registrars.

Each Co-operative Sub-Registrar has about 3 to 5 primary land
mortgage banks in his charge and inspects them once every month. .
Above these Sub-Registrars are three Deputy Registrars® who are|

expected to inspect the banks at fairly frequent intervals and to
see to it that the movement is progressing on sound and healthy

lines.

The Madras Co-operative Land Mortgage Banks Act of 1934 has
conferred on land mortgage banks summary powers of speedy
recovery of arrears from defaulters through the attachment and
sale of their property without the intervention of the law courts,
This is likely to facilitate

_ banks.

__

§ 5.

Future Policy:

greatly the working of the land mortgage

7

Land

ey

mortgage banking in India has

developed only recently and its development has not been uniform
in all the provinces. All the post-depression measures for the
sealing down of agricultural debts would have been more fruitful,
and a large amount of debt clearance could have been achieved, if
in all the provinces there had existed a number of ,
Jand mortgage banks ready to advance long-tern
for th
indebted ryots on the security of their lands
relie
their prior debts as scaled down by the debt
would also ha
mortgage banks working on sound lines
iss to increase the income of 1
_

—
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network of land mortgage banks which would cover the whole
country and make cheap investment credit available in all areas,
It is with this object in view
€o-operation have recommended

that
that

the Madras Committee
on
‘‘there should be a sort of

planning so as to cover the whole Province with at least 200
mortgage banks in the next five years,on the basis of at least one
-

bank for every revenue taluk in

the

deltaic

areas

bank for two orthree taluks in the dry areas. ”’"

and ab least one

But the starting and successful working of land mortgage
banks: is likely to be particularly difficult in two types of areas,
“நந்த, in the dry and the zamindari tracts.
The main difficulty in
; the dry areas-arises from the uncertain nature of the agricultural
_'imcome in purely rain-fed tracts.
Land mortgage banks are not

likely to work well under

such conditions, as the

|

ments due from the

the income of the borrower is so irregular and is subject to the
vagaries of nature. A land mortgage bank working in such an area
(

cannot be

promptly

instal-

&
-

‘will have
nditions

borrowers

equated

~

recovered when

to. evolve a technique of recovery. suited to the local~
“recovering more during the good years. and. granting
snsions

during

the

bad

years.

This

means . that

due from- the: borrowers will have to be regulatedx
ce to. arithmetical considerations but with” vreferene
6 its. “obligations

to

its debenture-holders

if it.
ote

suspend ollections from the borrowers during the bad years ? ட
olution of this difficulty is for the land mortgage banks or for the
entr
d mortgage bank acting on behalf of the primary land—
nks to sell’ ‘debentures of longer maturity. Thus, if the —
e is to lend for 20 year

b

he sale of 30

ae

periods

the necessary funds.

debentures. But this course

LAND

MORTGAGE

BANK

EST

=,

retain soil moisture, is, if anything, more urgent in the dry areas, —
Land mortgage banks, with the appropriate machinery for the reco-

very of their loans through

a flexible

therefore be started in these areas.

system of collections must

as

The difficulties in the way of starting land mortgage banks in
the zamindari areas are different ; they relate to the ownership of
and the title to land.
A land mortgage bank lending on the
security of landed property, obviously cannot function effectively
where the title to the property sought to be mortgage! is itself

defective.
@

Many tracts in the zamindari

areas

havenot yet been —

accurately surveyed and settled.
The system of record of rights in
these areas is extremely defective -and strange cases of actual
ownership differing from those indicated by the pattas and village
accounts are nob uncommon.
As recommended by the Committee

on Co-operation
in Madras, this difficulty

can

be solved

by

the

adoption of the Torrens system as developed in France.
Under
this system the land mortgage bank, after satisfying itself of the
title of the
applicant for the loan to the property offered as
mortgage, publishes officially a notice calling upon third parties to.
show their claims, if any, giving an opportunity to any hidden—

¢laimants

to make

their

claims

known.

If

new claimants come

orward the bank may either contest their claims on behalf of the

are

pplicant or reject the application for the loan;

where no claims eis

presented within the specified time, it is understood that no’ eae
third party can ever afterwards contest the mortgage lien, while the

oe

loan applied for must be granted.

to this, the

Government

should,

But we suggest thatin

ac

im a bolder spirit, try

"

the system of record of rights and lose no time in carryir
survey of land and fixing up correct pattas in the

za

mo

:
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“As it is, agriculturists are not fully aware what
likely to be beneficial nor do the land mortgage banks

possess the necessary machinery for examining such schemes or super-

a fi

a

vise their carrying out,
க பாவ். “8 The
uture lend more
will increase

as

recommended

பத் “operation,
not

'

suse of

if they were to grant loans for agricultural
land mortgage banks should therefore in
for the financing of permanent improvements
yield from land.
In this ‘connection they

by

hydro-electric

power

industrially nationalised.’’
ments

the land mortgage

_

Madras

Committee

on

Co-

Another

with

a

view

To popularise

complaint against the present
is that

make

agriculture

they

were

loan policy

reluctant to

of the land

issue small

loans te

the ryots.
The figures given by the Committee on Co-operation
in Madras also fairly support this criticism.
In Madras, during the

'

— only 86% of the total number of loans disbursed, and accounted for

ae

a

banks

to

loans for land improve-

banks might advance these at a lower rate

ம் ofinterest.
் “mortgage

the

* explore the possibilities of facilitating the widespread

period between 1929-30

and 1937-38, loans below

Rs. 500 formed

be only 16% of the total amount of credit advanced, by the land mort| gage banks. Though small loans are relatively more expensive and
more inconvenient from the point of view of the bank it is one of
ட. the main duties of the co-operative land mortgage banks to provide —
| long-term

finance

to

the

smaller

landholders.

Loans

of sums

ei _ smaller than Rs. 500 should, therefore, be encouraged in the future.
by

In Madras the great delay in the disposal of loan applications
land mortgage banks has become a byword.
This has been

found to be due to certain unnecessary stages through which the
plications
have to pass when they are being scrutinized, the lack
art of the staff of the primary banks, the inade-

-opere

ive Sub-Registrars,

the

reluctance

of the

“value of the land, the oe

et

have all to. be |investi.

ah

PROVINCIAL

CO-OPERATIVE

INSTITUTES

ர

120.

and others who may have a claim on the properties sought to be
mortgaged toappear before the primary bank and to receive paya
ae been recommended by the Committee on Co-operation
in

Madras.

The land mortgage banks can also be made to play a greater |
part in the wiping out of unproductive agricultural debts, by
ensuring a greater measure of co-ordination between them

Debt Conciliation Boards,

Wherever debts have been scaled dow

ts

either by voluntary debt conciliation or by compulsory legislation ~

and the @griculturist debtor has adequate

landed

land mortgage bank might usefully step in, advance
e amount

to

the

creditors,

and

recover

the

sum

property,

the

the scaled down
from

the

agricul.

turist. debtor in easy instalments spread over a number of years,
To ensure the necessary collaboration, the Madras Committee on
Co-operation have suggested that
(a) land mortgage banks should

be allowed to take part in the debt conciliation proceedings if the
ereditors of the debtor are to be ultimately satisfied by the banks;
(6) the Debt Conciliation Board should give notice to the land
mortgage bank in the area before it goes on with its proceedings ;
and
(c) a representative of the land mortgage bank should b
__ appointeda member of the Debt Conciliation Board working in the

—

particular area. The need for some such co-ordination between the
_ agencies for debt conciliation and the land mortgage banks can
_ hardly be disputed.
ச
_

(Co-operative and

quasi-co-operative land mortgage

intended mainly to help the smaller ryots.

_ advance large sums to the

bigger

land-owners.

lass of landowners, joint-stock land mortgage banks

_ commercial type can be organized, as recommended
aking Enquiry Committee

and

banks are

They, therefore,

the Agricultural

cannob

To financet
of the

pure!

by the Centra
Cr

1

440
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Proyinces and Behar they have the Provincial Co-operative Fede-

ration; while in Burma they have the Co-operative Council.’
In
the Punjab, the audit of the primary societies is carried on by the
~ Union.
In Bombay co-operative education and the training of the
staff to be employed by the co-operative movement have been defi-

' nitely taken over by the Institute.

- But the majority of these Institutes are mere

‘in charge

of propaganda.

im which primary

societies are directly represented,

the Provincial Co-operative Institute
_

federations of societies.

Thus,

tive Union, membership

is

age federations,
- working capital
_

0-operative

advisory bodies

Some of these are unitary organizations,
in Bombay,

in the Madras

open

to

as,

for

while

Provincial

instance,

others

are

Co-opera-

“Provincial Societies,”

langu-

local Unions, central banks, urban banks with a
of not less than Rs. 20,000, land mortgage banks,

training

institutes

and

primary

non-credit

societies.

Persons of knowledge and distinction in the field of co-operation
may be invited to be honorary members, but they are not entitled
vote.

_

ட

Propaganda is the major function

of the Provincial Institutes.

They publish journals and pamphlets dealing with co-operation,
"Maintain reading rooms and libraries, and organize lectures by paid
rary workers. They organize co-operative conferences and
icultural exhibitions.

ey also serve as a focussing point of the activities of honorary
ts. Honorary organizers have played an important part in
the

co-operative movement; almost all the officers.

jes do honorary work, and as Dr. Hough points

ne villagers embodied

in the structure are a

்
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(1) (Conducting “in: Mugla’

:

the: Madris.

Co-operation’ ;
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Joumal

“geome
hn

(2) subsidising the language federations and the District Banks
of Malabar and South Kanara for publishing co-operative vernacular

ங்

journals in Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Kanarese ;

3

(3) carrying
on
committee members;
(4)

propaganda

preparing for sale magic

in

districts

lanterns

and

by

its

executive
Be)

Fae

slides on co-operative

subjects:
ne
(5) convening the Madras Provincial Co-operative Conference;
ன்
(6) arranging for the holding of training classes for panchayatdars and members of societies throughout the Presidency;

(7) conducting institutes for training candidates for employm:
as supervisors ;
் (8) maintaining, a reading room and library for public mse;
an
Ea ths
(9)

படக கப அன்றி

conducting classes for training rural guides.” *

a
True co-operation must spring from the people and must be
self-contained

movement.

The

co-operative

societies

should

‘able to raise funds by themselves, arrange their own super

~-

be

and audit, and the movement should spread by the momen
its success. In India, where the movement is<controlled in all i
stages by Government, a gradual de-officialisation is, thi
extremely desirable and a beginning can be made in this di
by entrusting the Provincial Co-operative Unions or Institutes
more functions. Thus, other provinces can follow

—

ல
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From the purely theoretical point of view
favours from the State?
Co-operation should be based
the answer to this question is clear.
on self-help and should create among the co-operators a sense of

If the co-operative

self-reliance.

societies

are given

special con-

eessions by Government, this is likely to lead to Government control,
to kill independence and the spirit of self-help which are the very

foundations of co-operation, and to create in the co-operators a habit

of always looking to Government for help. In fact, in many European
countries, the co-operative movement in its early stages had to face
the distrust, if not the open hostility of the Government. The credit

and the productive

movements

on the

continent of Kurope were

started by philanthropists imbued with a sense of idealism, while in
was started by
England the consumers’ co-operative movement

the people themselves. The orthodox view, therefore, is that the
co-operative movement should-base itself entirely on self-help, and
The State,

should claim from the State ‘ a fair field and no favour.’

by legislation, should merely provide the framework within which
éo-operative societies should work, and can at the most give
the co-operative societies some minor concessions, such as exemption from the income-tax on profits, from stamp duty, and from

registration fees.

But most modern countries have gone much further than this.
The main point is that Government help should not. kill self-help
and degenerate into Government paternalism, but there is little
doubt that the Government can do much without destroying the
‘mainspring

_

of

co-operation.

Modern

Governments

have

taken

an

‘increasing interest
in the development of agriculture, and in countries

such as Denmark,

Canada,

the United States,

New

Zealand,

and Australia, the State has helped agriculture by the provision of
_ technical education and expert advice, finding out markets, the
dissemination of useful information, concessions in railway rates,
the provision of facilities for storage, grading, etc. These have
especially benefitted co-operation. Asa result of the recent world —
- economic depression, in most countries strenuous attempts have
been made by the State to develop co-operative marketing of
agricultural products. Thus, in the United States among the main
the Federal Farm Board established in 1929 were the
of producers into effective associations, the financing
themes, and the organization of the marketing of

nodi

on

a national basis

by

building

up

4
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housing schemes for the benefit of the working
the

agricultural

Trish Department
Boards.’”*

banks

of

heen

have

Agriculture

/

classes;

“in Treland ;
cent. by the

financed at 3 per

and

the
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Congested

District
f

-

We can, therefore, conclude by saying the the attitude of the
State towards co- operation should not be one of entire neutrality.
Co-operation is one of the best methods of helping the poorer classesto

improve

their economic condition, and is almost the only method of

strengthening

the

position of

the small-scale farmer.

contributes to political as well as economic stability.

It, therefore,

The objective

oe

.of State policy should, therefore, be to encourge co-operation

by all :

means in the power of the State, consistent with the fundamental
principles of co-operation, viz., self-help, thrift, mutual pelea and
mutual supervision.

As already seen, the co-operative movement in ini is not a
popular movement which has sprung up from the people.
It was —
introduced by the Government mainly to provide the farmers with
cheap credit and to wipe out their prior debts, and the ¢o-o' era
movement is still under tight leading strings.
This is shown
vast powers entrusted to the Registrars of Co-operative Societic

who are responsible not merely for the registration of the

cieties,

but also for their audit and inspection.
The Registrar can
‘enquiry into the working of societies and after such :
710!
- 8550136 those which are not likely to work well.
When a8
dissolved, the Registrar has to arrange for its liq

the

Madras

Co- -operative

Societies

Registrar to supersede the managing

nominee of his own to manage

the

Act of

1932

commi tee

and to

rs ofa 80

ver

aj ]

|
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co-operative

societies

societies,

~

such as house-

in backward areas. Originally

the

capital raised by it up to a maximum of Rs. 2,000, but

the rise

of central financing agencies,

d to help” central land

mortgage

banks

this practice

has

been

by guaranteeing

the

terest on and the principal of the debentures issued by them.
In
ras, the Government have helped the land mortgage banks by
e grant of subsidies to meet initial expenses; by the cancellation,

the
ரவ
year debentures of the Co-operative Central
Land Mortgage1 ant, and by ட.
the debentures. of the Co05 ernments give subsidies
to
operative ரவ
s formed by ‘the Societies — themselves for the purposes
rte ‘the
1

or
of /

‘the provincial Governments |
o-operative sale of produce

vernment haye sanctioned the
Of marketing inspectors for
9an and sale societies.
To

r the த

பக் of eo

NON-OREDIT AGRICULTURAL CO-OPERATION —
which have necessitated Government control.

4p

The need for a certain

amount of de-officialisation in the Indian co-operative movement has _
already been discussed in § I of this chapter. Itis further examined
_
in Chapter XII § I.
§ Non-credit

லி
agricultural

co-operation inIndia:

Credit is

y

only one of the many needs of the farmer. If it is necessary to rescue

the farmer from the exploitation of the money-lender by the provision

of cheap credit, it is equally necessary to save him from
tation of middlemen.

His income must be raised

the exploi-

_

by the promotion

of better methods of cultivation, by the introduction ‘of the cooperative purchase of agricultural and domestic supplies, and by the
adoption of co-operative marketing. For instance, farmersinagiven
area can combine to buy collectively their domestic requirements,
and the seed and the fertilisers they require for their agricultural

operations. They can, thus, not only appropriate to themselves the
profits that at present go to the middlemen, but also secure goods of

reliable quality at a lower price. In the same way, by joining togeth

In co-operative marketing societies for the joint sale of their produce,
the farmers can increase their bargaining power, control the flo

goods to the market in such a way as to avoid a glut at any pa
lar time, eliminate waste in distribution and secure
forth
:

larger

proportion

of the price paid by the

important is the part

that co-operation

¢

¢

é

a
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non-credit co-operation.
The large volume of rural indebtedness has
served to hide the other issues involved in the agricultural problem,
and till very recently the starting of village credit societies to pro_
vide the farmer with chéap credit was almost the sole aim of the
' €0-operative movement, an obsession with the Co-operative Departments and the non- official co- operators.
But experience in India has
shown that the root cause of the farmers’ trouble is not the rates of
_ interest charged by the money-lenders, but the insufficiency of the
. agricultural i income, and that the village credit societies are not likely
to work well untill there is

the agriculturists.

a substantial

increase in

the income of

No amount of cheap credit is likely to help the

farmer, so long as his holding continues to be small and fragmented,
his methods and implements continue tobe primitive and inefficient
id he is compelled by cireumstances to sell his produce at unVourable prices in a falling market and to buy his requisites at
exorbitant prices.
Cheap credit, again, can hardly be useful in the
absence of an organized attempt at educating the ryots, eliminating
unneccessary and wasteful expenditure on ceremonial occasions, and
promoting‘ better living.’ It is, therefore, not surprising that the
history of the village co-operative societies in India has in many cases
been a history of overdue loans.
In the absence of a co-ordinated
attempt to increase agricultural income by the promotion of better
farming and by the development of co-operative purchasing and

nark

, the village credit societies have failed as they were bound

Thus, one of the main lessons of the history of co- -operation
ais that ‘eredit co-operation can succeed only when it is comextension of co-operation to all the other spheres

ot

ant

the

டட

the

progress in

India of ¢o-

than credit, one has at the very outset

difficulty,

viz.,'the paucity and theimdata.

on

of

6௦

The system followed
rative societies in, the

©
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‘societies for production
and
sale’ in the Punjab, and under
‘others’ in the United Provinces.
Again, consumers’ co-operative
societies and societies of producers for the joint sale of produce are
both classed as ‘purchase and purchase and sale societies’, though

their

functions are contradictory; the one aims at buying goods at

the cheapest possible price for the consumer, and the other at
securing for its members the highest possible price for their products.
There is also some over-lapping of functions between the different
types.

For

instance,

the

loan

and

sale

societies

advance money to members on the security
arrange for the sale of their produce, and the
Bombay are obviously marketing societies.
Statements, the former are grouped under ‘

of

Madras

which

of their produce and
cotton sale societies of
But in the Statistical
purchase and purchase

and sale’, while the latter are classified under ‘production and
sale ’, as they also undertake the ginning of members’ cotton.
Thus, it is not easy to get a correct idea of the progress and the
extent of non-credit co-operation in agriculture from the available
statistics in India.
During recent years, however, there has been some progress”
in non-credit co-operation in almost all the Indian provinces. Cooperative marketing of agricultural produce has attracted increasing attention and some progress has been made in this direction,
mainly

in

the

United Provinces,

Bombay, Madras and the Punjab.

Co-operative societies for the consolidation
ed striking

success

in

the

Punjab

and

are

of holding have achievgradually spreading to

the other provinces. The problem of the supply of milk to big
towns is being tackled by co-operative milk supply unions; and
eo-operative societies have been organized for irrigation, cattle insurance, improved sanitation, the develpment of cottage industries,
the supply of agricultural and domestic requisites, the promotion —
of better living, etc.
the societies for the

to
Thus, in Madras in 1938-39, in addition
co-operative marketing of produce, for the

supply of milk, for the promotion of cottage industries and for the
consolidation of holdings, there existed ‘‘ kudimaramat and irrigation societies, for undertaking kudimaramat work such as removal
of

silt,

and

the

maintenance

of

irrigation

channels;

agricultural

improvement and demonstration societies for distribution of improved varieties of seed, manure, for attempts in seed-multiplica-_

_ tion,

for

demonstration of improved. methods of cultivation

~ eonveying to the ryot expert counsel and advice; cattle-b
societies for maintenance of stud bulls to produce a better
of cattle

and to provide veterinary aid ; better living socie’

reformitfg bad

social customs and preventing waste
and funerals and inculcating hb

hali’ prevention societies

the mahali

pest

in

Sout

der

—

—
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tion. The progress made in non-credit agricultural co-operation
in the different provinces in India can be seen from Table XIX.
Agricultural Supply :—Co-operative

agricultural requirements,

societies for the

supply

of

such as seed, manure, and feeding stuffs

attention. But it has
the peasant farmers

contributed no less to the prosperity of
of countries such as Denmark
and

Germany,

them

by

enabling

large-scale

farmers.

cultivation

by

and

to

adopt

really intensive methods of

to secure some of the marketing economies enjoyed
In Germany,

as

has

already been seen in

Chapter VII § 2, the Raiffeisen societies undertake the supply of
_ the agricultural requirements of their members. In England, co_ operative supply is the best developed side of agricultural co-ope- ration. In 1938, there were about 100 societies for the supply of
_
feeding stuffs, fertilisers, seeds, machinery and miscellaneous farm —
_

requirements to their members, and their turnover amounted to
early £ 10,000,000.
Co- -operative societies for the supply of agricultural
requisites have be
ees
in a number of other coun-

19.

for livestock, have played a very important part in almost all the
countries of Western Europe. Unlike credit co-operation with its
idealitsic appeal and emphasis on thrift and morality, and co-operative marketing with its striking success in Denmark and the
United States of America, co-operation in the supply of agricultural
_ requirements
has
“made
no particular
appeal either to the
conscience or to the eye’’,® and has therefore attracted less

among

the
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agricultural

societies organized for

to

the spread of
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supply in spite of

their low birth rate.’’ The rural credit societies also have been
authorised by their bye-laws, to undertake the joint purchase of
the agricultural and domestic requirements ot their members, to
purchase and let out on hire agricultural machinery and implements,

But

and

they

tions.

promote

have

For

hardly

instance,

tural credit societies

in

attempted
Madras

agricultural

to

in 1938-39

discharge
all the

improvements.

these

func-

10,963 agricul-

taken together had bought on behalf of their

members agricultural and
Rs. 6,681.

other requirements

But, at present, in all the

provinces,

to

the

value of only

agricultural

supply

is

being increasingly undertaken by the ‘purchase and sale’ societies.
Societies primarily organized for the marketing of agricultural produce have also undertaken the supply of agricultural requisites,
such as seeds, as one of their functions.
Thus, the cotton sale

societies of Bombay have done pioneer work in the spread of
better varieties by undertaking the supply and multiplication
of seed, and the loan and sale societies of Madras attempted to
supply to their members better seeds and implements. But itis
impossible to estimate accurately the part played by these societies
in the supply of agricultural requisites, as in the statistical
abstracts published by Government both co-operative supply and
‘marketing are clubbed together under the heading purchase and
sale societies.
It is, therefore, difficult to find out how many were .
doing purchase alone, how many sale alone, and how many both.*

_
|
ய

Special societies such as the agricultural improvement
Madras, the agricultural requisites societies, machinery
e taluk development associations
‘ments sosieties, at
பிட
ult
jations of the Central Pro
eties of Bengal, have all attemy

i

Bu the progress hitherto has been
vidly

by

a comparison with Ja

idia sold to other mem

societies in —
and imple- —
்
in Bom
und rure
us
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ing stuffs and chemical. manures, and the urge to organize the
supply of agricultural requisites on co-operative lines to prevent
adulteration
and to ensure cheap supplies has, therefore, been
Jacking. Under the Indian conditions there is little likelihood of
@ society organized only for the purpose of agricultural supply
succeeding, as it is likely to have very little work and is likely to
‘hibernate *® between one season and the beginning of the next.
It,
seems, therefore, best to tag on agricultural supply to some other
object.
This has been tried in India; for, as seen above, societies

organized for the

sale of agricultural

of agricultural
ut to

combine

requisites such

co-operative

supply

produce

as seed
with

also undertake the

to

their

members.

co-operative

marketing

seems extremely unscientific and risky.
For, as experience in 9
rope has shown, while the purchase of requirements on a co-

operative basis

can

be easily successful, the co- -operative marketing

of produce is relatively more difficult to organize and is likely to
9¢ successful only when the society possesses expert knowledge,
: ie no
இவ் loyal members, and a large volume

been

5. oe thee படட. to undertake ட
டட
ave done very little supply business hitherto. This is
sy of their members oe small farmers, among

NON-OREDIT AGRICULTURAL CO-OPERATION
toseck.

The

villages

in India

~than the villages in the West;
in the rural areas is extremely

are relatively

tae

more self-sufficient -

the standard of living of the people
low and the*few things that the

villagers need, such as clothes, kerosene oil, matches and spices

are

bought in the local shandies.
Again, consumers’ co-operation can
be successful only when it is confined to persons with a settled
periodical income, and the income from agriculture is extremely

irregular.

It is also difficult

to ensure

that societies in the rural

areas are efficiently managed and supervised,

The

outbreak of the war, with the consequent tendency on

the

part of retail shop-keepers to raise prices and to exploit the public,
has given an impetus to the consumers’ co- operative movement.
A number of co-operative stores have been organized in different
part of the Madras Presidency to supply articles to their members
at reasonable prices.
The following figures reveal clearly the rapid

war-time development of the consumer’s co-operative
he province of Madras¥

Year

1939-40

movement ine 2

No. of

No.

of

Paid-up

Amount Oh

Primary

நா ல்

ட்

Share capital

Sales

Stores |

~°™?°FS- | (Lakhs of Rs.) (Lakhs of Re.)

27 |: 34400.
54,800 |
{A000
179,203

ட
49
664

020

Cia
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this rapid spread of the

movement will survive the

war to which it owes its originis doubtful.
The difficulties which
societies organized «specially for the supply of domestic requirements in rural areas are likely to encounter have already been
discussed

above.

Here again,

the

best

line

of

advance

seems

to

be that recommended by the Committee on Co-operation in Madras
41940), to make the village credit societies undertake the supply of
the domestic requirements of their members on an indent system.
The village credit society ean poo! the orders of itsmembers for
articles such as clothes, purchase them in bulk, and thus effect
‘economies;

if necessary,

a central

wholesale

store

to

purchase

the

goods needed by the primary societies can be organized for
each district, as in the case of the Raiffeisen societies in Germany.
Co-operative societies for processing and sale:—Small scale farmers always need
a
subsidiary industry to supplement their
from agriculture, and

co-operation can play

countries

agricultural

avery

inthe development

important

co-operation has

part.

of

such industries

been most successful in the

case of societies for production and sale.
In Denmark and Ireland
it is the co-operative dairy or creamery which gave a new lease of
life to the peasant farmer.
Here again, no systematic attempt was
-made in India till very recently to organize production on cooperative lines. Co-operative milk supply unions for the sale of

“milk are gradually coming into prominence in almost all big
cities of India and co-operative societies for encouraging cottage
industries by supplying

the raw materials

they

need and arranging

_ for the marketing of their products are being started in almost all
i he provinces.
In Madras separate societies have been
சடப் to help fruit
rs, to encourage the manufacture and sale of sugar in the
mt sugarcane growing areas, and to encourage the produc_
ee, palmyra jjaggery, hand-pounded rice, eggs, and honey,
object of the fruit

growers’ societies is to arrange

fruit எல்

—

In almost all foreign

for

ட their members and to —

3

|

©

ப்ரம்

income

்
ag

—
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their formation and working.
The most important of these is the
Vuyyur Industrial Society, which during 1938-39 crushed 46,857
tons of sugarcane and manufactured
of Rs. 10°57 lakhs," and its working

3,628 tons of sugar at a coast
has shown that farmers can

successfully combine for the co-operative manufacture and sale of
sugar.
In the areas suitable for the cultivation of sugarcane there
is a strong case for the organization of small jaggery-making societies
with power crushers and improved furnaces.”
This will encourage

the small farmers to grow

a more paying crop

by providing for the

sugarcane a ready market, and at the same time expanding the
market for jaggery by reducing its costs and price.
A few societies _
for the manufacture of palmyra jaggery have also been started during

etecent years

in the districts of Salem and

North Arcot

to provide

work to the toddy tappers who had been suddenly thrown out of
employment by the introduction of prohibition.
Another significant and promising line of advance is the organisation of societies for the production and sale of hand-pounded rice.

Research into

the

nutritive value of the different

types of Indian

food-stuffs has served to bring out the greater vitamin content of
hand-pounded rice. The demand for hand-pounded rice has been
steadily increasing and societies for the production and sale of handpounded rice are being organized. Ths existing loan and sale societies

also are being encouraged

to take up

this line of business, and the

Madras Provincial Marketing Society has undertaken the sale of
hand-pounded rice sent to it by its member societies.
Not only
hand-pounding of rice but the processing of other crops also, such
cotton, groundnuts, and the other -oilseeds can be organized
#0-operative lines.

The production and

sale of dairy

products

the
the
as
on

such as milk and

ghee is one of the ideal subsidiary industries which the ryot can
engage in. Farmers near the big urban markets can concentrate on
the production and sale of milk, while those in places far away
from towns can develop the production and sale of ghce.
In almost
all the big cities of. India, especially in Madras, Bengal and the

United

Provinces, the milk

supply is being gradually

organized on

co-operative lines.
The usual organization is a milk supply union
with its headquarters in the city, to which are affiliated a number

_ of milk supply societies in the neighbouring
who

villages with members

maintain milch cattle for the production

of milk,

often as2

-side-line to agriculture. But little progress had been made hithert
in the co-operative manufacture and sale of ghee except in th
_ United Pgovinces. In Madras Provincea number of milk supply
societies were started in 1926-27 in the villages round abou
to enable their members to purchase and maintain go

-
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eattle, to arrange for the sale of their milk to the best advantage,

and to supply pure milk produced under good sanitary conditions

These combined in
at reasonable prices to the residents of Madras.
The ~
1927-28 into the Madras Co-operative Milk Supply Union.
க
main objects of this Union are :—
to purchase and dispose of to the best advantage, the
(1)
milk and milk products of its members or of the members of the
;
affliated societies;
(2) to purchase at wholesale rates and to distribute to its.

members cattle food and such other commodities as they require;
(3) to establish model dairy farms and modern dairy plant for

:
pasteurizing milk and producing butter; and
- (4) to own or to hold on lease or otherwise, pasture lands, and
undertake the maintenance of dry animals of the members of

affiliated societies and

on those lands, charging reasonable fees for

,
the maintenance of each animal.”
The milk supply unions have on the whole worked well, and
those in scme of the bigger Indian cities have established plants for

4

‘the pasteurisation of milk. But such unions and milk supply
societies must take up in thefuture a more vigorous programme of
‘improvement of the breeds of cattle and of fodder supply. Again,
eves pointed out by Dr. N. C. Wright in his Report on the Cattle and.

Dairy Industries of India, it is extremely
doubtful
whether
‘western methods of handling and distributing milk are’ suited to
the conditions prevailing in India; the milk supply unions here
ill have to evolve a technique suitable for tropical and sub-tropical
enditions. The milk supply unions will also have to be protected

ore effectively in the future, frcm the ccmpetition of the unscrupu-.
s local ‘gewalas”“and private distributors of milk, by legislation to
check adulteration.

1197 id milk, ghee is the most important dairy product.

cleties merely to collect and sell ghee produced at
mers
such as those organizedin the United Pr

ful as “it is doubtful

whe

—|
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which are

well managed have a very bright future.

also

Co-operative insurance:—The principles of co-operation can
be applied to the insurance of cattle and of crops (7.e,. insuring

the ryots
against* damage or loss in yields due to unavoidable
causes such as drought, flood, plant diseases, efc.). A few societies
for the insurance of cattle were started in Madras between 1925
and 1927 but almost all of them have had to be liquidated.
Even
in Burma where cattle insurance had been organized on a large

scale,

only six societies

out

of a total of

219 were

working in

1938-39.
The reasons are not far to seek.
Cattle insurance is one
of the most difficult forms of co-operative effort, and it is almost
Ympossible to attempt it successfully in a country like India, where
statistics relating to cattle mortality are either not available or are
extremely meagre.
Other difficulties in the way are the impossibility of ensuring that the ryots keeps the animals well-fed and in

good

condition,

and the absence

of an adequate organization for

the control and prevention of infectious diseases and the provision
of timely and adequate veterinary aid. Crop insurance has not
been wholly successful even in advanced countries such as the
United States of America, and in India, with her frequent floods and
droughts and the vagaries of the monsoon, it is likely to be even
more difficult. Co-operative societies for the insurance of crops
and. cattle have, therefore, little chance of succeeding in India as
eonditions ‘are at present.

Beiter-living societies:—Kven more important than the material
benefits conferred by co-operation on the small peasants, is the
moral tone which it gives to

agricultural life,

with its insistence

self-help, mutual aid, and the elimination of unproductive

on

expendi- —

ture.
One of the main reasons why co-operation in India has so
grievously fallen short of the expectations of its promoters is the —

fact that it has

done little to remove

the illiteracy, superstition,

the insanitary conditions of living, and the extravagant expenditure
on ceremonial occasions so common in our villages’. Experience in
India has shown, as pointed out by Dr. C. RB. Fay, thata better

living should
business.

The

precede and not succeed better farmimg and better
real aim of agricultural co-operation
is rural reco:

truction, the achievement ofa better living, and a change
mentality of the farmers; societies organized
for spe

such

the provision
of cheap credit, or

only

partial

success as th

c
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have

promoted

to improve

and

all manure

on

sanitation,

the ventilation

roofed the

village

paved

and

societies have levelled

‘Some of these

of the villages.
and
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in their

drinking

shall be pitted, some

jewellery,

and

some

have

well,

have

stopped

waste on farms.”™ Better living societies have thus played a very
important part in the improvement of village life in general. The
Punjab has also taken the lead in the organization of arbitration
societies, the members of which pledge themselves to submit their
disputes to local arbitration instead of going to courts.
An attempé
is thus made to discourage litigation and to provide for the dispeusation of justice cheaply and promptly.
The other provinces,

should

follow as quickly as possible the lead given by the Punjab.

A separate society for the promotion of better living is not always
necessary; the functions of the existing village credit societies

should be expanded to include the promotion

of better living.

will

thus

of rural

and

yillage uplift, but will also

not

only

help

in

a programme

They

reconstruction

strengthen the economic position of

their members.
Single versus multi-purpose societies :—Before concluding this
discussion on the progress of the non-credit co-operative movement
in India, it is necessary briefly to refer to the controversy which has
raged round the question of single vs. multi-purpose societies. The

need for broadening the sphere of co-operation and for the organization of societies for purposes other than credit, such as supply
and marketing, is universally admitted.
But is this ideal to be.
achieved by the organization of one society for each purpose, or by
the organization of multi-purpose societies which will discharge a

number of functions ?
Till recently Denmark
India ought to follow and
each purpose. The bye-laws
for the discharge by them of
_. centrated

merely

was held out as the example which
a separate society was advocated for
of the village credit societies provided
a number of functions, but they con-

on the provision

of credit.

But

experience

has

_ shown that India would do well to follow the example of countries
ke
s Japan, where the same society combines the provision of
ith
supply and sale. For one thing, the farmer in India
accustomed to deal with the same person, viz., the local
oney-lender, for all his needs, such as ‘credit,

d the sale of his produce and dislikes having to
ம்
cies. For another, there are not enough

e

to undertake the managerient of a

ficulty

could be overcome, ‘the _

pands from

i

[அயம்
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committees which is apparently a Danish and an English and not
& universal character’, and the majority of the ryots in India will
regard this as a nuisance.
Ayain, the credit society will be able more
easily to achieve its objective of controlled credit if it also undertakes
the supply of the agricultural and domestic requirements of its mem-

bers and arranges for the sale of their produce.

society to prevent
prompt repayment.

This will enabie the

the misapplication of the loan and to ensure its
The ‘one village one society ’ principle is there-

fore, preferable in India to the ‘one purpose one society’ principle.
The Agricultural Credit Department of the Reserve Bank of India

and the recent Committee on Co-operation in Madras have warmly
advocated the re-organization of the present village credit societies
{ato multi-purpose societies, which would include every eligible person
in the village, and bring within their ambitthe whole life of their
members.
Such multi-purpose societies will be better able to secure
and maintain the loyalty and the continuous interest of their members,
to secure economical and efficient management with the help of paid
employees, and to bring about an increase in the incomes of their
members.
The

danger

multi-purpose

in

converting

the

societies is that

village

they have

credit

societies

-

into

at present an unlimited

liability, and it would add to their already heavy financial responsibility, to make them undertake a number of functions.
But,

“as ‘seen in Chapter VIII. the principle of unlimited liability has outlived its utility, and the time has now come when the village
societies should be reorganized on a basis of limited liability. When
the village

obstacle

societies

have

been

to their conversion

difficulty

of

purpose.

The

some

forms

reorganized

into

of

im this way

multi-purpose

co-operation.

the

societies is

Thus

village

credit societies can, however, under

_ joint purchase of the agricultural and domestic req
_ their members on an indent basis; the promotion o
cultivation and of cottage industries, the eliminatio
6

6 en

ee

rz

living.

the

co-operative

_ marketing requires expert Inowledge and management, and
_ have to be undertaken by societies specially organized fo:
'

first

=

|

~
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XII
THE

INDIAN

MOVEMENT

§ 1. The
Agricultural Co-operative Movement in India:
tts achievements and short-comings :—Almost forty years have passed
since the co-operative movement was inaugurated in India, and there
has been

a steady increase in the number

ship, and their total working capital.

of societies,

their

member-

The structure of the co-opera-

tive organization has also been progressively perfected with higher
agencies for finance, supervision, administration, and propaganda.
_ Bnt have the foundations been truly laid?
Has co-operation in
India as in Denmark and in Ireland, galvanised the illiterate and”
- indolent peasant into activity and led to a social and economic
. regeneration of the peasantry ?
2
்
Started mainly with the object of freeing the farmers from the
_ clutches of the money-lenders, co-operation in India has not been
able to achieve completely even this limited objective.
In all the
_ provinces the money-lender still continues to be the main source of
eredit,
“So far as we can see” wrote the Assam Banking Enquiry
Committee “the exploitation of cultivators by village mahajans

-and others is on the increase;” and the Bengal Banking
Enquiry Committee found the money-lenders “still flourishing as.
ell as
ever in every part of Bengal.” The co-operative societies
e
provided less than even 10% of the credit needs of agriculture
>. provinces, and even the members of societies have

w fr
utside sources.
ae
lis:—But the co-operative movement has had some
lis
competition has brought about a general reducம் interest charged to farmers. Co-operative
6

not only their members,
the money-lenders an

but also nonறஹ்
out

_
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Again

co-operative

societies have in many

161.
cases

helped

the

©

Agricultural Departments to popularise agricultural improvements, ~
‘The co-operative society exercises an educative influence and its
members, are as a rule, more willing to try out the improved
methods suggested by the Department than the non-members in
the village. Much more can be done, as we shall see later, by using
the village co-operative society as a link between the Government

expert department and the farmer in the village.
Co-operative

societies

have in

some

cases

attempted

success-

fully to deal with the problems of rural sanitation and the provision
of medical facilities in rural areas.
Thus, Sir M. L. Darling refers
to societies in the Punjab which insist on manure being pitted, on

their

members

not

keeping

their

cattle

in their houses and to

societies encouraging vaccination.
Some societies make contribution for various charitable and public purposes.
Thus, the Naogaon

Ganja

Cultivators’ Co-operative

charitable dispensaries,

and

maintenance of local roads

Society

makes

in Bengal maintains three

creditable

contributions

to the

and bridges.

The provision of a valuable training in business methods
is another benefit conferred by the co-operative societies. In
societies which work well members take an interest in the
working

of the society,

are employing
panchayat.

keep

funds,

Thus

and

members

and in its control; the
training

in

therefore,

the

rural finance.’”* “They

get

the

accounts presented

a training

members of the

keeping

be regarded

track of the way in which

pass

in the

The

primary

as a “network

of

elementary

give the

Indian

societies,

wherever

members a.desire for

education.

societies

agencies

though

are

the best

by the

of money

board of management get

of accounts.

farmer,

business man, a good training in business methods.
Co-operative’

use

members

they

This

schools

in

who i is a very poor

-

work,

proves

societies can,

create im the

that

co-operative

for the spread of adult education,

in many cases the initial enthusiasm turns later

பட வம்

indifference.

Societies where they have werked well have
pea ae
morale of their members. Co-operation, as already seen, emphasises
elp, and the productive use of credit. Very little has
ed by way of encouraging thrift in India, pace the
ஐ Enquiry Committee; but the co-operative society
1 chance to the honest and த
farmer to make
|

ரஸ்

ட

extravagant.

ர

There is a fremium

on. the ப

on

ப le

மதம்:

tion, 2

|

i
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But the fact remains that in India co-operation has not been
the great moral force that it has been in Germany or in Ireland—aforce which has revolutionised the lives of their exploited and
ignorant peasantry and paved the way for their material prosperity.

The village credit societies—the

_ tive movement in
most loans given

|

foundation

stones of the co-opera~

India—are in a state of suspended animation:
by them have been overdue for years, and the

_ problem of rural indebtedness and the poverty and illiteracy of
theryots are today as acute as they were when the co-operative’
movement was started. What is the reason ?

Defects :—The main reason is to be found in the fact that the
. ¢0-operative movement in India has been started and built up by
_ the Government ; it is not based on the organized will of the people
to help themselves.
The urge for co-operatio
has
n come from the
top and not from the people themselves.
While in such countries
as Germany and Ireland, co-operative societies were organized by
co-operative enthusiasts like Raiffeisen and Sir Horace Plunkett,
_ who created in the people a desire to secure the benefits of cooperation, in India the movement was started by Government as a
\_ eure for the problem of rural indebtedness, and the organization
_ of co-operative societies was entrusted to official Registrars.
The

registration of a society, the
sequent

ions

supervision

winding up, if it does

of its working,

and its

not work well, are all statutory

of the Registrar, and he has been rightly termed

“ the

ahma, Vishnu, and Siva of a co-operative society ” in India.
A
perative society can work well only when its members realise

06(

self-help and co-operation, and when the internal. urge
on is lacking as in India, mismanagement is the
ந, In the village credit society, the members are

g partners and their interest in the society ceases
have secured the loan.
As Sir Horace Plunkett has put

peration in India is not “so much

a movement as a

ey.” Co-operation if it is to be real must spring

and

the

should insist on

self-help.

This is one of the

co-operative movement in India, and accounts
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other words, the Co-operative Department should have concentrated

on creating in the people a desire for self-help
regeneration through co-operation.
But there was

and economic
a tendency to

measure the success of the Co-operative Department by the number of societies it started, and there was almost a, rivalry in this

respect between the different provinces.
The result was a rapid
expansion of the movement, and in the majority of cases neither
the members of the co-operative societies nor the staff of the
Co-operative Department which was intended
to supervise their
working, knew the fundamental principles of co-operation.
“ We
have been much impressed,” wrote the Townsend Committee on
Co-operation, “ by the lack of knowledge of even the commonplace
of co-operation, shown not only by the members of primary societies but also by office-bearers and even by the staff employed by
the

various

non-official

agencies...Hiven

the

official

staff

is,

we

consider, in many respects insufficiently trained for the proper
discharge of its duties.”
Societies have, therefore, been started
rapidly and the majority of their members regard the society as a
mere government agency from whichthey can borrow at low rates

of interest.

Asthe

Assam

Banking Enquiry Committee

it, ‘‘ All that the rural society means

to

them

is

that

it

have

is

a

put

bank

somehow or other connected with Government, from which they
can get money.at a cheaper rate than from the money-lender or
mahajan, that there isno particular hurry in repayment and that
it does not matter much if they utilise the loan for some purpose
other than
reason why

their

money

members.”
members

that for which they professedly took it ; that there is no
they should work harder, be more thrifty, or spend

more

What
are

carefully

a fall

thrifty,

from

than

the

they

did

before

they

became

co-operative principle, viz., that

pool their savings and lend to each other for

—

productive purposes! The members of the primary co-operative
societies do not often know what co-operation is and what Gilbert
Slater wrote in 1920 is still largely true: “What has been estalished has been by Government initiative, kept in order by Govern- __

ment
funds

audit, and really financed by Government credit, because —
came from people who, as a rule, would not trust their money

_to the bank unless they knew the Government was behind them.’

_ If

co-operation

is to succeed,

_ ரூfundamental ் principles

the members should understand

of co-operation; but

in India “there
2
ல்

ச.
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of co-operation.

borrowing

and

punctual

The

emphasis

repayment,

on

the

thrift, on

very bedrock

of co-operative credit, is hardly found in practice. Onlya very
amall portion of the working capital comes from deposits from:
members.
The major portion of the funds of an agricultural
society are provided by the co-operative central banks.
Many
village credit societies are, therefore, mere ‘groups of borrowers.’
‘The fact that a major portion of the funds comes from outside
sources, makes the members of the society indifferent with regard

_ to the recovery of loans.

When a borrower

fails to repay a loan,

the other members have no incentive to enforce repayment.
Very
often the members of the board of management are themselves
defauiters and no prompt action is taken to recover the loans.
The

funds of the society thus get frozen with

_ Society becomes moribund; the
their previous 16886 promptly,

therefore

to approach the

a few

defaulters.

The

honest members who have repaid
when they want new loans have

money-lenders and this further weakens

the financial position of the society.
The result is an accumulation
of arrears and the ultimate xecovery of the loans by the central

_

financing agencies by theenforcement of unlimited liability, which
Tesults in losses to all the parties concerned. Overdue loans have

_ become a serious problem in almost all

loans

are repaid punctually,

the

co-operation

educationally an illusion.”

provinces

is both

and

“ unless

financially

and -

__-. Nor has co-operative credit been in India till now the controlled
it that it claims to be. Almost allthe members of the society
it merely to borrow from it, and few understand the need for
estricting

credit for

productive

purpose.

It

is

not,

therefore,

‘unusual for. a member to borrow ostensibly for an improvement to
i

ed

and to spend the.amount on a marriage, and for the other
ers to connive at it. Again, according to theory, the maximum
i
r each member is fixed by the general body, but this

4s circumvented when an obliging friend borrows in

> for ani ther,

ho has

alread

his

றி

money-lender
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vital

exploiting

poor!

in
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of

* controlled

file lead

to another

is, therefore, yet to be realised in India,

The apathy and ignorance of the rank
defect

ESTIMATE

management,

and

viz., the concentration of control in the

hands of the board of management.
When tWe members are
literate, the board of management becomes all-powerful and ve
often its members help themselves to the lion’s share of the funds,
Nor is it unusual for a co-operative society to become the battleground of warring village factions.
All these defects which reduce
co-operation to a mockery are the direct consequences of the fact
that societies have been started without proper education of the
members in the principles of co-operation.

|

An additional defect in management is that very often loans
given by the primary societies are inadequate and are given only
after along delay.
This inelasticity of co-operative finance forces
members to borrow from money-lenders
and thus leads to a
division of the members’
loyalties and weakens the financial
position of the society.
௩
A fourth defect of co-operation in India is the fact that till
very recently no provision was made for the supply of long-term
credit to wipe out the prior debts of the ryots.
The fact that the
majority of their members had a large volume of ancestral debt led
directly to the emergence of overdues in the village credit societies.

Land

mortgage banks

to reduce prior debts
relief and to wipe them

banks

are of relatively recent

should have preceeded and not followed

operative
eredit.

credit

origin, but attempts —

by debt
conciliation or compulsory debt
out through the agency of land mortgage

the starting of 60-

—

societies to advance
short and medium term
oe
cae
Fifthly, the development of the Indian co-operative movement _ a
has been extremely Jop-sided.
Non-credit co-operation ha
de
very little progress especially in agriculture.
What Indi
ture needs is not more cheap credit but a reorganiza:
failure to achieve this has in its turn contributed to the weakness

the co-operative credit societies. What must be ‘solved is
_ problem of rural poverty, and for this attempts should be m
increase the income of the farmer by all possible methods,
ting, etc.
motion of better methods, better ma
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seen in the discussions on the village

and

on provincial institutes,

‘‘ There has

been not a little confusion about the differentiation of the functions
of audit, imypection

and

supervision,

and

where the responsibility

for the latter two should rest. There is no uniformity of practice.
In some provinces two agencies handle the three functions; in
others

they

Co-operative

are

entrusted

Department

to

three

agencies,

discharges

all the

while in Baroda

three.”*

The

the

staff

employed by the Co-operative Departments and supervising unions
often lack adequate training, and frequently the audit is superficial,
as the auditors are in charge of an unmanageable number of societies. Thus, in Bengal in 1928-29, each auditor was supposed to
audit 160 primary societies, which the Provincial Banking Enquiry ,,
Committee pronounced a physical impossibility.?
Such perfunc-—
tory audit is worse than no audit at all, as it does not reveal the

position of the society correctly.

In a country

like India,

where

the majority of the members of the primary societies are illiterate,
the responsibility of the staff of the Co-operative Department and of
the central banks and supervising unions is proportionately greater,
and no progress is possible unless there is a decided improvement
in the quality and morale of these employees.
This leads us to the fact that very little attention has as yet
been paid in India to the systematic organization of co-operative

-

education.

The need for co-operative education and training for all

grades of workers, official as well as non-official, engaged in the
movement can hardly be exaggerated but arrangements for such
education and training have been halting and have been under-

taken piecemeal.

tative education

Thus, in Madras the responsibility for such coand

training

e Provincial Co-operative Union.
on

is shared

But

Co-operation (1940) have pointed out,

vice,

the paid

staff

in

ned

for their jobs and the members

by the

Registrar

and

as the Madras Committee

the movement

‘‘To ensure

should

and honorary

efficiency

in

be adequately

office-bearers

should be taught the theory and practice of co-operashould be a normal feature, and not a periodical.

_.
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tion of official control. Thus, according to Professor Kaji, “The
popular movement should be handed back to tho people...the
continuance of State control at every turn is detrimental to the
highest interests of the movement.”*
Sound as this opinion is

theoretically, ic is extremely doubtful, whether, as things are at
present, the movement can'gain by the relaxation of Government
control.
A beginning can of course be made, as seen in the pre-

vious chapter, in the de-officialisation of the movement

over

some

of the

functions,

such

and supervision of co-operative
rative institutes or unions;

by handing

as co-operative education,

societies,

to

the provincial

but for some time to

come

the

audit

co-ope-

ultimate

control of the movement must still remain in the hands of
Government.
The co-operative movement in India will be self- regulating only when the members of the primary societies are
animated

by

the

co-operative

spirit,

and are well equipped to pro-

tect their own imterests. At present, the majority of the members
of co-operative societies are either ignorant or indifferent, and
non-official co-operators with a real enthusiasm for honorary work
are

few.

A

complete

devolution

of powers

at this stage will; therefore, mean only the
to

a

few

knowledge
movement

individuals

who

claim

a

to non-official

handing

monopoly

over

of

all

bodies

of control ~

co-operative

—

and hence will be against the best interests of the
as a whole. The co-operative movement having come

to be, for good or for

bad,

closely

dependent

on the

Government,

what is needed in the near future is rather a more thorough supervision and control by the Government than has been the case in
the past. But the aim of the Government should be so to do
this work,

and

so to educate

the

members

of co-operative

societies

in the principles and methods of co-operation, as to make its
supervision and control superfluous. In other words, the Government should work with the definite objective of ultimately handing
back the popular movement to the people, and the extent to which
the Co-operative Department is able to delegate its powers to the
co-operatives themselves without a falling off in efficiency should be
the true measure of its success,
Thus co-operation in India has not been a living, dynamic force —
contributing to the

moral,

intellectual,

and

bringing new life and hope to the farmers.
them, as with

the

farmers

in

Denmark,

economic

It hasnot
‘a way

of

regeneration,

become with
life’

but has

remained a Government agency from which they can obtain cheap
credit. The very slow progress of co-operative societies for pur‘poses other than the provision of credit, e.9., societies for the j
cultivation of holdings, for the consolidation
of’ holdings,
purchase of supplies, and for the sale of produ

real message

of co-operation, viz., that

Ociation for common |

of self.

omit benefits has

n

—

_
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the ryots in India.
This explains why even after nearly 40 years.
of co-operation, the movement is not spreading by its own momentum.

As we have seen above,

societies

in India

have been started

in a hurry without adequate education of the members in the
fundamental principles of co-operation, and “the result is that
there has been a number of still births, a high early mortality and a
large proportion of derelicts,”’ as is shown in Table XIX.

Thus 53% or more than half the number of societies have
_ been wound up or are on the way to liquidation and, as pointed
out by the Bulletin on Village Banks of the Reserve Bank of India,
these figures have a lesson for us.
“A co-operative village bank
cannot be brought into existence by mere mechanical methods or :
departmental fiat. It is a human institution which must grow out of /
a felt want.” * (o-operative societies in India have thus failed to
conform to the ideals of co-operation and have degenerated into mere
‘agencies for the provision of cheap credit.
They have failed
_ appreciably to raise the standard of life in the villages of India,
§ 2. Reorganization of the co-opera i
ovement: *
Co-operation, which gave the small farmers of Denmark
a.standard
-_ of

_

life which is the envy of the civilised world, has ac
eyed very
little in India hitherto, mainly because of two reasons,
viz., (a) it

has not been planned thoroughly so as

to

include

the

< whole

of the farmers; (6) it has not been based upon education.
Started
vision of

mainly
cheap

to deal with
credit

became

the problem
almost

an

of rural
obsession

life”

finance, the
with

the
operative moyement in India.
The fact that the true aim of
ricultural co-operation is rural reconstruction, that
it is not the
ore provision of cheap credit, or of efficient marketi
ng, but a
‘Teorgani as of agriculture on more profitable
lines,
was not
ர
டம்
7
:
ட
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involves consolidation of his holding, improvement
of his Jand......
the amending of his method of cultivation, encouraging the pursuit
of one or more supplementary occupations, or enabling more
—
profitable disposal of his products.
The reduction of expenditure
Insolyes sound systems of land-holding and land revenue assessment, the availability of required supplies as well as credit at
weasonable rates, the reduction of unnecessary expenditure on
social ceremonies by a reform in publie opinion, the encourage‘ment of thrift...... and especially education, which not only will
facilitate most of the foregoing objects, but will help to safeguard
the peasant against exploitation.”
No doubt attempts have been
made in India to start co-operative societies for most of these
purposes, but they are of relatively recent origin and have not 2
been
co-ordinated.
or
co-operation to be successful,
the!’
problem of the farmer should be visualised as a whole, and the
_ co-operative attack should be directed simultaneously on as many
_fronts as possible.
As Sir Horace Plunkett has said, co-operation
- will succeed only ‘“‘ as an integral part of a coniprehensive agricultural policy.”
In the future, co-operation in India should attempt

_

to

tackle the problem

of agricultural

improvement

‘as a whole,’

-and not piecemeal,
The village co-operative society should not only
_ provide cheap credit, but should help the farmer to raise his
_ income and reduce his expenditure and thus achieve a better

- living.’
_

_
The society in the village must continue to be the basis of the
whole co-operative movement, but the working of the village credit

societies should be modified on the following lines as suggested by
the Reserve Bank of India. (1) The village credit society should
e up the whole life of the village within its ambit. (2) It should
tant

|

்

at including everyone in the village,

dealings and maintain continuous

(3)

touch

It

should

with

its

have

con-

members.

4)
It should try to adhere more to co-operative principles. The
first three
objectives can be achieved if the village credit societies

rtake, as has been already suggested, in addition to the supply
the supply of

agricultural improvements,

and

the

promo-

-Operative marketing and subsidiary industries.
Greater
operative
les would mean that in the future,
i
of co-operative societies should be
provision of

‘ full finance’

by

RESERVE

BANK

AND

AGRICULTURAL

CREDIT

17%.

The possibilities of the village society as an agency

*

promotion

of

better

“x improvements
ஷூ

Industries

farming

suggested

Departments

operative societies.

by

can

can

the

hardly

be

Agricultural,

be popularised

As the Royal

exaggerated.

Veterinary,

only

Commission

for the

through

The

and

the co-

on Agriculture

in

India put it “‘only through the medium of co-operative association
ean the teaching of the expert be brought to the multitudes, who
could never be reached individually.”
The village society should
be the agent and ally of the Government Development Departments
in the spread of better varieties, better implements, better livestock,

and better methods of cultivation. At present, the Departments
approach the farmer direct and there is no co-ordination either

between the heads of Departments at the Provincial headquarters,
&r between the efforts of the officers of the various Departments
in the districts.
Rural reconstruction
schemes, which aim at

securing

such

co-ordination of efforts between the various develop-

ment departments and focussing them
present

in

operation

in

Bombay,

in the village society,
the

United

Provinces

are
and

at
the

Punjab,
and the recent Committee on Co-operation in Madras
have suggested the creation of a Provincial Standing Committee of

the heads of Departments

rural

and non-officials to formulate

uplift, to watch their execution

made.%

common

The

experts

programme

in

the

and

Departments

to review
should

measures of

the

thus

progress

evolve

o

of rural uplift and their local officers should

use the co-operative society
in the village to carry it out. Up tilt
now the co-operative societies “have been living an unprofitable
existence where they could have been spear-heads of the campaign
for improved cultivation and less ignorant villages.”
In the future

they should serve as ‘“‘a link between the will to self-help through
honesty and industry of the individual and the special knowledge

-and ability of outside experts.”

CHAPTER
THE
ட

§ 1.

The

XIIt

RESERVE BANK OF INDIA AND
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT
need

for a central agency to provide emergen-

_ eycredit to the rural credit institutions: There are, in India
as seen in Chapter V, a number of agencies providing credit to
agriculture. But these do not form parts of a,scientifically organized
and well integrated credit system, and invariably act as independent —
nits. There is no co-ordination between the money-lenders, the
digenou$

bankers,

the co-operative organizations, an

nercial banks
organized on western lines. One of the
od
system of agricultural credit, viz, an 6

|

therefore, realised. The rates 6

hapter XXII, §

eer

_ the com

mait

|
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might be higher than those charged

by the indigenous bankers in Calcutta, but still

easily from Calcutta
India, the

to

Bombay.

In

an

funds

agricultural

demand for credit is seasonal, and the

do

not

country

agencies

7

move

like

-—

providing

rural credit are likely to suffer from a shortage of funds during

the

~

But
busy season when the crops are moving to their markets.
neither the indigenous bankers, who provide most of the marketing
credit and part of the production credit needed by the farmers, nor
the co-operative organizations such as provincial co-operative banks,
have any means of replenishing their funds when the demand for
eredit expands.
The supply of credit is, thus, extremely inelastic
and rates of interest rise during the busy season; nor do they move
in the same direction in all parts of the country.
If the farmers in.
India are to be provided cheap credit, the supply of credit should”
be rendered elastic.
For this it is essential that the agencies
providing rural credit must have a central institution from which
they could borrow in times of stringency on the security of agricul-.
tural paper.
The provincial co-operative
banks need such an
agency for another reason also, They get most of their funds by
way of deposits from the public, and like the joint-stock banks,
they also need an institution which would act to them as ‘lender
of last resort’, and would help them to tide over the crisis during
periods of emergency.
An agency has also long been needed in
India which would undertake research in all problems relating to: agricultural credit and would give technical advice to the Central
and the Provincial Government on all matters relating te measures
for the provision of agricultural credit, for agricultural debt relief,
and for the control of money-lenders.
hus, on the eve of the enactment of the Reserve Bank of
- India Act in 1934, an agency was needed in India (a) to study all
problems relating to agricultural credit, (b) to give expert advice on
the su. ject to the Central and Provincial Governments and banking
orgatizations, and (c) to co-ordinate and guide the rural credit
agencies such as the co-operative organizations and the indigenous.
a bankers, and to provide them seasonal and emergency finance.

- § 2. Provision relating to agricultural credit in the
Reserve Bank of India Act: The agency best suited to undertake
the above duties is naturally the central hank of the country, and
therefore not surprising that the Reserve Bank of India Act
d have
provided for the discharge of these functions by the
x
dia.,
There was some opposition
to the inclusion
epartment in the country’s

ceittral bank

—
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‘was followed in integrating an Agricultural Credit Department
~~
™

with

the central bank of the country.
By the constitutional provisions of the Reserve Bank of India
Act, the Bank was required to create a special Agricultural Credit
Department.
Clause 54 of the Reserve Bank of India Act required
the Bank to create a special Agricultural Credit Department “ (a)
to maintain an expert staff to study all questions of agricultural
credit and be available for consultation by the Governor-General
in

Council,

Local

Governments,

provincial

co-operative banks and

other banking organizations, (b) to co-ordinate the operations of
the Bank in connestion with agricultural credit and its relations
with provincial co-operative banks and any other banks or organiations engaged in the business of agricultural credit.”
Provision was also made in the Reserve Bank of India Act, for
the Bank to make loans and advances to the provincial co-operative
banks and through them to the co-operative movement, on the

security of agricultural paper, the promissory
central

banks

and

marketing societies,

notes

of co-operative

Government

securities,

and

debentures of approved land-mortgage
banks which are trustee
securities and are readily marketable.
The Act also required the
Reserve Bank to examine the possibility of providing financial accommodation to the indigenous bankers during the busy season by

offering them rediscount

facilities.

Thus,

the Reserve

required to submit to the Governor-General in

Council,

Bank
within

was
three

years of its Inauguration a report, with proposals, if it thought 84,

for legislation on the following matters, viz. :-—

(a) the

extension

of the

provisions

ofthe

Act relating to

_ scheduled bank to persons and firms, not being scheduled banks,
engaged in British India in the business of banking (i.e., indigenous
bankers) ;
sige
(6) the improvement of
the machinery for
dealing with

agricultural finance and methods for effecting a closer connection
between agricultural enteprise and the operations of the Bank,
The Bank accordingly submitted two reports on agricultural
_

-

_ credit: one, a preliminary report in December 1936, with a view to
elarifying the issues and eliciting public opinion; and the other,

the Statutory Report on 15th December 1937.

ais

More than ten years have passed since the mauguration of
the Reserve Bank of India in 1935, and an estimate of whatithas

chieved so far in the field of agricultural credit is likely tohave
me lessens for future policy. The record of the
ட
€
f India as an agency for research and advice on matter
ral credit, and as an agency for the provision c
to rural eredit organizations x can now be examined,

A

1 Credit De

@ Act, ereatod i

__
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The Officer-in-charge of the Department is
Credit Department.
assisted in the research activities of the Department by a Director
‘of

Research.

Department

For

the

is divided

purpose

into

three

of

administration

internal

sections,

viz.

the

the —

Agricultural

- / Credit, the Banking, and the Statistical and Research sections.

The

&

Agricultural Credit Department has three main functions.
Firstly,
it studies all problems relating to rural finance, with particular
reference to co-operation and to legislation for the relief of rural

-/
'
'

<indebtedness.

ie:

‘of bulletins,

7

‘The result’ of these
four

of which

studies

are issued

have been published so far.

in the

form

Secondly,

it keeps in close touch with the co-operative movement and deputes
its officers to study on the spot the special features of the move“ment in-the different parts of India.
The officers of the Depart,

|
|

ment are also in close touch with the other agencies engaged in the
supply

of

agricultural

finance.

Thirdly,

it gives technical advice

and guidance on all matters concerning agricultural credit to the
Central and the Provincial Governments, to the Registrars of Co.

operative Societies, and to co-operative banks
organizations when such advice is asked for.®

In the preliminary

and

the statutory

and other banking

reports issued by

the

Reserve Bank of India, and in the various bulletins issued by it
from time to time, the Bank has indicated the lines on which the

co-operative movement
turists

efficiently.

The

can be re-organized
reports

drew

to serve

the agricul-

pointed attention to the fact

that the economic depression had only served to reveal a number
of defects in the co-operative movement which had already existed

and had escaped attention during a

period of prosperity.

Loans had

‘been carelessly advanced to the agriculturist much in excess of their
Tepaying

capacity.

The

societies

had

done

little

to

encourage

a thrift and to make members saye in good years funds which could
_ have been used to tide over the depression. The surplus income
of the good years had been frittered away in unproductive expen-

_ diture.
_

—

Very little had been done to raise the income of the ryot

by encouraging

co-operation in marketing,

the purchaxe of supplies,

The reports point out that many difficulties haveto be faced.
the task of reconstruction and suggest lines on which the
ent has to be reconstructed and revitalised. The views of —
e Reserve Bank
on questions affecting agricultural credit and the —

aes on which the credit organizations, so vitally necessary for the
nould be develped are further clarified in the bulle-

ral Credit Department.

illage Bank’ (Bulletin No . 2!
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should become real centres of social and economic progress by bring

ட

ing within their ambit the entire
members.
They should include

social
every

and economic life of their
eligible ryot in the villag

and should become multi-purpose societies, encouraging bette
farming methods, better living, co-operative marketing, and subsi
diary industries such as the processing of crops and dairy farming.®

®

They should adhere to ed-operative principles more strictly than has
been the case in the past, and should make a real attempt to control
the unproductive expenditure of their members,
As the reorganization of societies in this way requires much patient work, the Reserve
Bank suggested that in the early stages it would be better to
concentrate on a few select areas.
‘

y.

The

bulletin

rightly

maintains that

“the

&
|

prosperity of the

agriculturist cannot be built upon the scaling down of debts by
legislation or its redemption by the State or by land mortgage

banks,

nor

can

of interest

and

it be

brought

allowing

about

by

repayment in

mere reduction in the rates

easy instalments.”

Real

improvement in the village economy can be achieved only by
village banks which do not confine themselves to the prosaic function —
of a commercial bank but extend their activities to meet the real
needs of the agricultural population.

Two of the bulletins published by the Department

explain the

working of two model banking unions, one at Kodinar, in Baroda
State, and the other at Panjawar, in the Hoshiarpur district of the
Punjab.
In these bulletins the Reserve Bank suggests that the
co-operative district central banks haye hitherto confined their
activities merely to the

financing

that the other equally important

of

their

functions

affiliated

societies,

of education

and

and super-

vision have been relegated to the background. It has, therefore,
recommended that all the rural societies in each taluk or tahsil
should in the future join in a banking union, and that all

_

the functions of finance, supervision, and education should be
concentrated in the hands of this union,
Such taluk banking
unions, with a more restricted area of operation than the present cooperative central banks, might be organised either by converting

the

existing

operation

_

them

and

central

of the

banks

former

is

affiliating them

into

small)

banking unions (where the area
or

by

separately

to the central banks.

limited area with agriculturists as its members,

establishing

‘“ Working

a banking

@ type described in the bulletins will concentrate
in its ha:
e functions of finance, supervision and

ur

—

—
_
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ever adyice has been sought.
It has circulated a note to all the
central land mortgage banks and Registrars of Co-operative Societies
in various provinces, and has suggested certain improvements in _ the system followed by land mortgage banks with regard to the
floatation of debentures and their repayment.
A model balance
sheet has been drawn up and circulated to all central land mortgage

banks for their information.
Another bulletin published by the Department discusses the
main features of the scheme adopted in Burma for the rehabilitation of the

their

co-operative

movement

applicability to India.

after its collapse in 1929,

The Department

and

has now taken up

_ for study credit législation introduced in the provinces and States,
_ measures taken by Governments and central banks in foreign countries

for the financing of agriculture, restrictions on

land alienation,°

consolidation of holdings, the organization of crops and cattle
- insurance, werehousing, audit, inspection and supervision of cooperative societies, etc.‘
்
The Department has also given valuable suggestions to the
various Provincial Governments that have approachad it from time
to time, for advice on measures for the regulation of money_ lending anf for the scaling down of debts and on schemes for the
ae

bilitation of the co-operative movement.

‘The Agricultural Credit Department of the Reserve Bank of
has thus done much useful work. As an agency for research
or providing expert advice on matters relating to agricultural
Reserve Bank has worked admirably. As a banker, it
_ itself, in its judgments, to be led away by sentiions, and has reminded co-operators, that
is, after all, business and not philanthropy, and that
credit s 31514 x should work
on strictly business princi-

em

ed

the

futility of the easy and popular reme-

|
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This temporary financial accommodation the Reserve Bank ig
expected to provide only in times of emergency and seasonal
Sttingency.
Thus, if there is a run on the co-operative central

banks, or if they have advanced

all

their funds

to

the

primary

societies and are in need of further funds during the busy season,
they must be able to secure loans from the Reserve Bank against
their promissory notes and on the security of agricultural paper.
As the central bank of the country, the Reserve Bank cannot be
expected to supply
these institutions
their
normal financial
requirements.
Hor these, they must depend on their owned capital
and on the deposits they are able to attract from the public.
Lhe types of accommodation the Reserve Bank can give to the
rovineial co-operative banks :—As laid down by section 17 (2) (6),
4) (a), (e) and (d) of the Reserve Bank of India Act, the Reserve
Bank
can provide financial accommodation
to the provincial
co-operative banks and through them to the co-operative movement
under the following heads :—*
““(a) Loans and advances against Government securities for’
periods not exceeding ninety days to provincial co-operative banks
and through them to the central co-operative banks—Section 17

(4) (a).

(6) Similar loans and advances to provincial co-operative banks
and through them to central co-operative banks against approved
debentures of recognised land mostgage banks which are declared
trustee securities, and are readily marketable.
(c) Discount of treasury bills.
i
(d) Loans and advances for periods not exceeding ninety days

to provincial co-operative banks against promissory

_

notes of appro-

ved co-operative marketing or warehouse societies endorsed by
provincial co-operative banks and drawn for the marketing of
crops—secion 17 (4) (c); or rediscount of such promissory notes
maturing within nine months—section
17 (2) (6); or loans and
advances for periods not exceeding 90 days on the promissory notes
of provincial co-operative banks secured by warehouse warrants
issued by corporations independent of the borrower or on the
security of promissory notes supported by documents of title to
goods which have been assigned or pledged as security for cash

eredits or over-drafts granted by the provincial co-operative banks
_ to approved marketing or warehouse societies—section 17 (4) (dq).
_(e) Advances to provincial co-operative banks for a maximum

BA period not exceeding 90 days
o-operative banks endorsed by

against promissory notes of centra.
provincial co-operative banks and

drawn for financing seasonal agricultural’operationsor the marketing of crops—section 17 (4) (c); or rediscount of such promissory

‘Hotes maturing within nine months—section 17 (2) (6).”

“6 Circular Letter No, ABO 90 70-38.
(Ore

லது
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laid down by the Bank for the grant of financial

_assisiance —But while the statute has, thus, provided for help
being given to the provincial co-operative banks in a number of

ways, in practice,

little

such

assistance has

been

given by the

Reserve Bank.
In its Statutory Report on Agricultural Credit. and
_ in its circular letters, it has laid down the conditions and terms on
which it is prepared to give the credit and rediscounting facilities
that have been authorised by the Act, which amount to a virtual
denial of these facilities.
~~

Thus, the Reserve Bank wants the 5”
co- operative
banks and the other co. operative ‘organizations such as the cooperative central banks to modify their present practice in a
number of ways, before they approach. the Reserve Bank for
financial assistance.
It requires the provincial co-operative banks
desirous of securing the accommodation from it, (a) to maintain
dike the scheduled banks, some minimum balances, the
which should not at the close of business on any day be
less than. 24%, of their demand liabilities and 1% of their time liabilities, (6) recast their balance sheets and to submit to the Bank the
riodical statements prescribed for the purpose, (c) to submit
themselyes to periodical inspection by the Bank.

‘Before advancing

them

oe ultural ‘operations and

opertal
bi

credit for the financing of seasonal
for

the

marketing

of

crops.on

the

_ promissory notes endorsed by the ‘provincial co-.
banks, the Reserve Bank requires the central co-operaalso.

to

ee to a number of
ed

ல.

Firstly,

ib

to oA 5...
and the
by them.
Secondly, it

the form

of cash and
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It isneither desirable nor possible for the eo-operative organizations to satisfy some of the above conditions.
The maintenance
of liquid resources up to 40% of their deposits as required by the
Reserve Bank ‘‘ would practically cripple the business and working
of central banks.”
The co-operative central banks work on smalt
margins and provide credit to agriculture at low rates of interest,
and they cannot, therefore, afford to investya large part of their
resources in low-yielding government securities.
As pointed out
by the Committee on Co-operation in Madras (1940), “if central
banks are to adhere to the rates suggested” by the Reserve bank
zero most banks cannot pay their way or meet their working expenses...... much less can they afford to pay “a modest dividend to
»their shareholders, nor cah any :addition be made to their statu‘tory reserve funds.”’* Moreover, in all the provinces, even at present, the central banks are maintaining certain standards of fluid
resources prescribed by the Governments, and few central banks
have come to grief on account oflack of such resources.
There
seems to be, therefore, little justification for the change demanded
by the Reserve Bank.
Nor jis it desirable for the co-operative societies to confine
themselves merely to short-term finance and to approximate their
methods of business to those of the commercial banks.
The agri-

culturists

require

in addition

to short-term credit,

medium-term

eredit for periods ranging up to five years for the purchase of animals and implements and for effecting improvements, and if the
co-operative societies refuse to provide such credit, a gap is likely
to arise in the co-operative credit system.’
Hven with regard to
short-term credit for current cultivation expenses, the farmer cannot afford to base himself on the proceeds of only a year’s. turnover
as the yield from land is extremely uncertain.
Recent economic
thought on agricultural credit has, therefore, favoured the substitution of medium-term loans for even short-term loans.
The co_ operative societies, therefore, must continue to provide in the
future as they do at present, medium-term as well as short-term
. finance,* and they should raise the funds needed for this purpose
by deposits of appropriate duration.
Co-operative societies have,

im fact, been organized mainly because the commercial banks are
_ Unsuitable to finance agriculture, and if they were to conform to
__ the practices of the commercial banks they would defeat the object’
_ for which they have been started.
:
2A
ea
The demand of the Reserve Bank for detailed information —
regarding the working of the co-operative central banks whose ~

paper is brought forward for rediscount and the working of the —
6 The Committees on Co-operation in Madras (1940): Report —

“=

par. 259,

—--

=%

There is a good digcusgion on ‘this topié7im the Report of the Com-

_ mittee on Co-operation in Madras, par. 177.
_

8 See

Chapter

VII

§ 6; Chapter
IX §2,

val

>

i

pasar

eh ௮
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_ primary societies financed by them, also seems to be unnecessary.
The Reserve Bank is, after all, asked to advance money on their
- ‘paper only when such paper has been endorsed by the provincial
co-operative banks, The provincial co-operative banks advance

money to the co-operative central banks only after they have
satisfied themselves regarding their soundness, and one does not
see why the endorsement of the provincial co-operative banks
: should not satisfy the Reserve Bank.
te

The
௦

Jame attitude

of suspicion

e Reserve Bank

and

has characterised

the

land

the

mortgage

relation®)

banks.

The

3ank can help the central land mortgage banks that hav®
‘ed provincial co-operative banks, by buying some of
debentures.

This would mean very little risk» to the: Reserve.

ee

aces haye

1 of these debentures)

of the debentures.

But

ட

the

while adding

the Reserve

inte-

greatly to—

Bank prefers

whether the debentures are readily marketable _;
0 the land mortgage
banks that they should

sin
their debentures,” before asking the—
sistance.
This looks like putting the cart
of the ee ways of muvee genuine invesi

4

he

i
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eurrenpy and credit of the country would be hopelessly incomplete
until the indigenous bankers, who control nearly 90%, of the country’s

banking, are brought under its sphere of operations.
Schuster put it so well in 1933 in his speech in

As Sir George
the Legislative

Assembly, “until the vast portion of India’s banking and credit,
which is represented by the indigenous bankers, is put Into gear with .
the relatively small machine of the modernised money-market, with
the Reserve Bank as its central control, it will be impossible for the
Reserve Bank to exercise full control of currency and credit in
India...and it will be equally impossible for the
masses of the

people who populate the country-side of India to get the full benefits
of banking and credit facilities on reasonable terms, which a well_organized banking system oughi to give.”
,
The Central Banking Enquiry Committee reporting in 1931 had
recommended that the indigenous bankers as well as the joint-stock
banks should be directly linked to the Reserve Bank, and thereby pro-

vided with rediscount facilities with that institution when it should be
established.
They had also recommended that the provisions requiring the member banks to keep a certain percentage of their time and

_

' demand liabilities as interest free balances with the Reserve Bank
might be waived, during the first five years of the working of the
Bank, in the case of indigenous bankers whose deposits did not exceed

five times their capital.
No

attempt

was

mt
made

to implement these

recommendations —

when the Reserve Bank of India Act was passed
in 1933. But an _
obligation was laid upon the Reserve Bank by section
55 (1) (a) of

the Act to make a report to the Governor-General in Council,

three years atthe latest, on the extension of the redis
s given to the sheduled banksb
(
Al

bankers also,

with ர

w
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“The
பதாம் bankers should organize themselves into self-contained
| degal entities with an owned capital of at least five lakhs of rupees.
இ They should maintain as compulsory deposits with the க.
_

_

| Bank the same proportion of their

A _scheduled banks.

time and demand deposits

as

the

(8) They should separate their banking from their

_‘ non-banking

business.

் accounts.
_..
These
stipulations

(4) They

should

maintain

properly

proposals raised a storm of Sica
The
meant that the Reserve Bank demanded

indigenous bankers the same conditions that it demanded

audited

first
from

from

two
the

the

scheduled banks and that no concessions would be shown to the
_ indigenous bankers. To ask the indigenous bankers to raise an
_ owned capital of five lakhs of rupees and to keep
compulsory
_ deposits with the Bank before they could approach it for discount-

ing facilities was to ask forthe

impossible.

These stringent condi-

tions and the avowed preference of the Reserve Bank for indirect
linking came in for a good deal of criticism, and the Bank was
. forced to relax-some of them to make them more acceptable to the

greater body of indigenous bankers.

Accordingly, it issued a second

scheme in August 1937.
Under this scheme the Reserve
prepared to give direct rediscount and remittance facilities
ances to the indigenous bankers provided, (a) they formalise

heir
methods and make them approximate more and more to those
௦1105 அல the joint-stock banks and develop the deposit side of —
(8) they have an owned capital of at least2 lakhs of

_ be raised to five lakhs at,the end of five years
ir non-banking bus
within ar,
na
proper books of accounts and—
tered accountants and file with the_

ட

~
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Roser} Bank, if it is to finance
know

omething

regarding

their

them,
financial

should be resolved and a link between

must

183

have the right to

position.

the indigenous

This deadlock

bankers

and

the Reserve Bank should be established as soon as possible.
The
record of the Reserye Bank hitherto in this matter, makes one
suspect that the Bank is not anxious to link up the indigenous
bankers to the banking system.
Such a linking up is necessary as
much in the interest of the Reserve Bank itself as in that of the
indigenous bankers, as the former’s control over the money market

is likely to be incomplete as long as it does not extend to the latter.

The Reserve Bank should therefore approach the problem of the
indigenous bankers with a greater amount of sympathy ஊம் க.
_ greater will to get things done than has been the case in the past.
Thus the performance of the Reserve Bank as an agency for
providing seasonal and emergency finance to the rural credit institutions and for evolving an integrated rural credit system is as
disappointing as its performance as a research and advisory agency

has been promising. With
operative institutions and
__an extremely cautious and
rative moyements, its zeal

regard to financial assistance to the cothe indigenous bankers, it has adopted
conservative attitude. As to thé co-opefor criticism has hardly been matched by

~ an equally ardent ‘desire to help.

It has exaggerated

the defects of

the movement and has not made sufficient allowance for the effects
le movement of the severe economic depression. It has
ded from the co-operative institutions the fulfilment of either
ssible or “unnecessary conditions, as the price of financial
in ப் it has even refused to give cash credit
ee

த

ethic வதண் has recent:
vati, President of the Indi
t “half of the net profits
ndia should s set apart for financing thi
tion. for the development of 3
lia have been

increasing steadily,

3

sed issue of currency by the Issue Depar
hus come mainly from the community and
part ¢ of

it pbould

not be spen

